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Abstract 

In this thesis, by means of different case studies, we explore the design from the micro to the atomic scale of 

different nanostructured heterogeneous catalysts that can be applied in the field of energy conversion and 

chemicals synthesis. We highlight the importance of the rational design of the materials to improve significantly 

the efficiency and performances of novel heterogeneous catalysts. The chemical nature and the morphology of 

the catalysts are correlated with their catalytic activities in order to tailor their physicochemical properties for 

each specific application. To do this, we have employed a large set of tools offered by Materials Science, exploring 

advanced synthetic methods and operando and in situ characterization techniques. 

This thesis is divided into four main chapters where we presented four exemplary systems in which we focused 

our attention on different aspects of materials design. Each chapter comprises an introduction and a conclusion 

section, in which we tried to go into the details of each targeted application and of the specific design strategy 

employed. However, at the beginning and at the end of the thesis, the reader can find an Introduction and a 

Conclusion section where we tried to collocate the goals and challenges of this work within a broader context of 

materials science and catalysis.  

In Chapter 2, we have focused our attention on the design at the atomic scale of spinel oxide structures that 

were used as redox catalysts for the production of pure H2 through Chemical Loop Reforming of ethanol. In fact, 

we have investigated the correlation between the role of chemical nature (Co vs Fe), geometrical site (tetrahedral 

vs octahedral site) and crystal phase (spinel vs wüstite) on spinel redox chemistry. This could lay the basis for a 

rational design of spinel oxide based materials with specific chemical and functional properties.  

In Chapter 3, we have focused our attention on the design at the micro, nano and atomic scale of nanostructured 

catalysts based on Pd and CeO2for the selective methanol decomposition to syngas (H2+CO). The multiscale 

design of the materials passed through the synthesis of CeO2 nanostructures with different size/morphology and 

with well-defined exposed facets and their decoration with Pd nanoparticles.  

In Chapter 4, we investigated the design at the atomic scale of nanoreactors: the micropores of Metal Organic 

Frameworks (MOFs). In fact, by exploiting the intrinsic modularity of MOFs, we have obtained an array of 

interconnected nanoreactors that possess the same chemical and sterical environment. We have studied the 

introduction in the micropores of different metal cations that could impart different catalytic activities. The 

obtained materials were studied as catalysts for hydroformylation reactions. Moreover, we have studied the 

design of an innovative core@shell composite material based on MOF thin film shell and on Pd/CeO2 core. The 

final goal of this project will be the use of this multifunctional system as a tandem catalyst, possibly for ethylene 

hydroformylation, using methanol as in situ source of syngas.  

In Chapter 5, we have investigated a fascinating synthesis method of nanostructured multifunctional composite 

materials from micro to atomic scale: the aerosol process. In this process, each aerosol droplet can be considered 

as a microreactor. Using this strategy, we have synthesize hybrid materials based on crumpled heteroatoms 

doped graphene oxide and MoS2 nanoparticles and we tested their catalytic activity toward the electro- and 

photoelectro-chemical hydrogen production.  
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays the reduction of the world energy consumption is one of the main challenge for our society. The world 

population is continuously increasing and consequently the energy demand is destined to grow more and more. 

In this scenario, actions taken in order to reduce global warming and pollution must be the main concerns of the 

scientific and industrial world.1 If we really want to tackle these problems, we need to reduce the energy 

consumption without affecting the well-being of our society. Therefore, it is mandatory to develop more efficient 

and greener (i.e. carbon neutral) processes for the conversion of the energy at all levels, from the automotive 

field to the electric energy production. One of the largest energy demands of our society is related to the 

production of chemicals, which accounts for approximately 25% of industrial energy consumption.2 Within the 

production of chemicals, the most energy consuming processes are based on heterogeneous catalysis.3 These 

numbers highlight the urgency for the development of new-generation, more efficient (i.e. increasing selectivity 

and lowering operative temperature) catalysts in some key processes such as hydrogen production, water 

splitting, biofuel production and conversion to fine chemicals, etc. The empirical optimization of industrial 

catalysts by empirically tuning the elemental composition or changing the supports of the active phase to achieve 

greater activity and selectivity could be efficient, but the process is in general quite lengthy and characterized by 

incremental improvements, whereas the urgency of modern society and environmental challenges requires 

more disruptive innovational approach. Materials science plays a fundamental role in this scenario, since the 

only way to improve significantly the efficiency and performances of heterogeneous catalysts goes through a 

rational design of materials that need to be tailored from the macro to the atomic scale for specific applications. 

Already in 1995, the concept of rational catalysts desig  was e tio ed as o e of the holy grails  in the field of 

catalysis by Breslow4, and nowadays this topic needs to be tackled at different levels with even greater 

resolution.  

For example, the morphology and size control of metal oxides as catalysts support or as nanocatalysts were 

proven to be useful strategies for the tuning of the catalytic activity and showed a great potential for innovative 

catalyst design.5,6 The crystal shape of metal oxide particles can influenced the redox properties of the material: 

at the atomic scale, different exposed crystal facets can affect catalytic activity, selectivity and durability.5 When 

employed as support for another catalyst, in the simplest case a metal nanoparticle, the choice of different 

crystallographic surfaces of the substrate may lead to the stabilization of rather different phases of the supported 

catalysts and to different size of these nanoparticles.7 Reducing the size of the support, for example from 

micrometric to nanometric crystals, could have several effects on the final material: there could be an increase 

of the reducibility of the oxide support with the reduction of the particle size, or new size dependent properties 

can emerge.8 The increase of the surface area provides a higher number of active sites per gram of catalyst or 

could increase the density of defects that could heavily influence the deposition of the supported phase. 

Moreover, as surface-science studies have clearly demonstrated in recent decades, in the case of supported 

catalysts, the interface (the boundary between two phases) plays a critical role since many of the 

physicochemical properties of materials are profoundly modified and some new phenomena such as electronic 

hybridization effects, encapsulation and spillover can take place.9  Therefore, a fundamental understanding of 

catalyst interfaces is another keystone for the rational design of high-performance catalysts.10 

Obviously, these considerations are not limited to the case of metal and metal oxide nanoparticles. In the field 

of catalysis, new materials stepped into the limelight in the last years.11 For example, graphene based materials 

are nowadays widely studied for several different applications in the energy field, from electro to photo 

catalysis.12 Graphene could be a useful platform for the design of composite materials, for example permitting 

the dispersion of nanoparticles over its surface in order to limit their size and to exploit its electrical conductivity.  
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Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) constitute a class of materials that is brightly emerging in the last years.13 

Briefly, MOFs are constituted by size-selected inorganic clusters joined together by organic linkers in 3D 

crystalline microporous structures with excellent thermal and chemical stability. One of the main interesting 

aspects of MOFs is their modularity: by changing the nature of MOF’s o po e ts it is possible to finely tune 

the physicochemical properties of these materials. A second pivotal aspect is the presence of microporosity, 

which in catalysis can be exploited to design inside the MOF themselves a series of nanoreactors. These two 

qualities combined open the way to the possibility of finely tune the chemical environment of these nanoreactors 

at the atomic scale by changing the nature of organic ligand/metal node or by the coordination of metal cations 

or complexes in order to introduce new active sites. Moreover, these microporous materials can be coupled with 

different materials (i.e. metal NPs) with the aim of designing novel multifunctional materials.14  

As future perspective, the results of the rational design of multifunctional catalysts that we will be discussed in 

this thesis could be exploited for a radically new approach in catalysis that goes under the name of tandem or 

synergistic catalysis. It refers to the possibility of coupling different chemical reactions in a single reaction 

environment (one-pot) by exploiting the several catalytic centers present in a multifunctional material.15,16,17 In 

this way the consumption of energy, production of wastes and especially the chemical workout are strongly 

reduced due to the elimination of intermediate purification and separation steps. The ability to produce in situ 

the reactants for a multi-step reaction also allows great logistics advantages, especially if some of the chemicals 

necessary at some point of the synthesis, are unsafe to handle (i.e. highly pressurized gases such H2) or 

potentially toxic (i.e. CO, HCl etc). The study of rationally designed systems, (i.e. ordered and perfectly 

reproduced structural units designed with atomic scale precision), could permit to investigate by a reductionist 

approach even highly complicated chemical reactions.18 In fact, in some fields (i.e. metal/metal oxide interface), 

the results of such an approach were able to transform catalysis from an empiric practice based on trial and error 

to a sophisticated discipline based on rational understanding and capable of ab initio tailor-made design.  

In this thesis, we investigated the multiscale design of different nanostructured heterogeneous catalysts 

(schematically summarized in Figure 1) that can be applied in the field of energy conversion and chemical 

synthesis. In our studies, we wanted to emphasize the fundamental role of the design of the chemical nature and 

of the morphology of the catalysts and their correlation with the catalytic activity. We focused on materials 

design at the atomic scale investigating a wide range of aspects such as the control of the cation site occupancy 

in a crystal structure, the introduction of single atom catalytic sites in nanoreactors or of dopants and specific 

defects into the bulk or the surface of a material. All these efforts had has final goal the induction of a precise 

catalytic activity in our materials. In a second step, we have enlarged our approach and tried to expand the 

materials design to the nano and micro scale. At these length-scales, several factors can influence the catalytic 

activity of the materials: very small (few nm) NPs could have improved performances (i.e. higher density of active 

sites, stronger electronic interaction with the support); the control of crystal morphology can lead to the 

exposure of well-defined highly active surfaces; the reactants diffusion to the active sites could be dramatically 

influenced by the morphology of the material (i.e. microporous size and chemical/sterical environment, spatial 

distribution of different active sites in composite materials). Moreover, we employed different operando and in-

situ characterization techniques, to gain a deeper understanding of the behavior of our catalytic materials in 

realistic working conditions. 
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the different materials investigated in our case studies, highlighting the different length of scales at which we 

designed the catalysts.    

The thesis is divided in four main chapters. In Chapter 2, we investigated the design at the atomic scale of spinel 
oxides based redox catalysts. We have investigated FeCo2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles as oxygen carriers for 
the Chemical Loop Reforming (CLR) of ethanol. 19 CLR redox catalytic process is aimed to the production of clean 
H2. Hydrogen is considered as one of the most promising clean energy source for the future. However, hydrogen 
is a secondary energy source. This means that its environmental impact and price depends on its production and 
purification processes. Nowadays the principle production process is based on non-renewable sources with high 
CO2 impact (fossil hydrocarbons or coal). There are also more environmentally friendly processes such as 
electrolysis (from solar or wind produced electron energy) and reforming of bio-hydrocarbons, but their cost is 
not yet competitive for large-scale development.20 In the last years, a new approach that can employ renewable 
sources and offers an efficient CO2 sequestration capability was proposed, the CLR. In fact, compared to classical 
reforming, this process is separated into two steps that allows obtaining highly pure hydrogen.21 Briefly, the 
oxygen and electron carrier, in general an oxide, is exposed firstly to a reducing stream (i.e. ethanol, methanol, 
syngas, CO).  In the second step, it is exposed to steam in order to produce H2 and the redox catalyst is oxidized 
to its initial state. Hydrogen and C-containing products will be produced in two separated steps, eliminating the 
expensive hydrogen purification step. The viability of the cycling process is determined by the reaction conditions 
and by the nature of the oxide employed as redox catalyst. In our study, we combined the investigations by 
means of operando (Quick Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) and ex-situ (X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Raman 
and Mössbauer Spectroscopies) techniques, of the correlation between the design of the crystal structures at 
the atomic scale and the catalytic activity. In fact, modifying the cation sites occupancy of the spinel structure 
we modified the redox properties of the materials and therefore their catalytic activity towards the CLR process. 
We followed the kinetics of the phase transformations induced by the reaction with ethanol, during which the 
ferrites are transformed to more reduced oxides and eventually metal phases. Similarly, we investigated the 
oxidation process of the reduced form of the catalysts operated by water steam. Thanks to this study, we 
correlated the cation nature and its occupation site in the spinel structure (tetrahedral or octahedral sites) with 
the redox properties of this kind of binary oxides.22 Moreover, by combining the structural information provided 
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by X-ray absorption spectroscopy with the analysis of the byproducts of ethanol decomposition (Gas 
Chromatography (GC)) we could associate different selectivity with cation chemical nature and occupancy in the 
spinel structure. This knowledge could allow a precise calibration of these redox materials and therefore may 
allow designing a new generation of catalysts whose properties are perfectly tuned for a precise application. 

In Chapter 3, we studied Pd/CeO2 based materials for the synthesis of syngas (CO + H2) through the selective 

decomposition of methanol.23 This reaction could be exploited in several different catalytic processes, ranging 

from energy recovery of waste heat (from various industrial activities or from methanol fuel cells) to the synthesis 

of fine chemicals. Moreover, methanol could be obtained from renewable sources (i.e. bio-fuels), making this 

reaction appealing from an environmental point of view. Palladium is an active catalyst for the decomposition of 

methanol to syngas, whose chemical activity is largely affected by the interaction with the support. 

Nanostructured Cerium oxide plays a fundamental role in this kind of catalysts, since it can establish strong 

electronic interactions with finely dispersed palladium nanoparticles (NPs) leading to a substantial enhancement 

of their catalytic performance. Ceria acid–base properties, and thus its catalytic activity and interaction with 

metal NPs, are closely related to the surface structure. This synergistic effect is dependent on structural factors 

such as the nanoparticle size and the crystallographic orientation of the facets because they control the 

coordination and chemical environment of oxygen anions and cerium cations. To study these structure/activity 

relationships, we deposited Pd NPs on nanostructured cerium oxides powders exposing mainly the same {100} 

faces, but with different morphology and average dimension, and we have investigated their activity toward 

methanol decomposition. The catalytic activity of the catalysts was evaluated in a fixed-bed flow reactor and the 

reaction products were analyzed by GC. The physicochemical properties of the materials were investigated 

combining different techniques such as Raman Spectroscopy, High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(HR-TEM), Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis and X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS). Since the active sites for methanol 

decomposition in Pd/CeO2 catalysts are at the interface between metal and oxide, the characterization of the 

surface of the catalyst in realistic working condition is fundamental for a deep understanding of the catalytic 

process. Therefore, we investigated through in situ XPS the surface of our materials during the different steps of 

the catalytic process (i.e. as-prepared, activated, and post mortem catalyst) in order to correlate the oxide 

nanocrystals shape with surface reducibility, interaction with metal NPs and eventually catalytic activity. 

Consequently, the catalytic activity of Pd/CeO2 catalysts can be tuned by design at the nanoscale the morphology 

of the oxide support. With this study, we wanted to highlight the importance of the engineering at the micro and 

nano scale of the size, morphology, and exposed facets of individual particles, as fundamental steps to control 

the surface chemistry of both oxide and metal nanoparticles and eventually to tune the catalytic activity and 

synergistically integrate different catalytic sites in a unique composite. In fact, it should be noticed that if a 

catalyst used for syngas synthesis is rationally integrated in a multifunctional material, the in situ produced CO 

and H2 could be exploited to carry out a second catalytic reaction (i.e. tandem reactions).5 We have studied the 

integration of these Pd/CeO2 catalysts in a multifunctional material in Chapter 4, but we will introduce this topic 

in the next paragraph. 

In Chapter 4, we investigated the design at the atomic and nano scale of MOFs and their possible integration in 

a multifunctional material based on MOFs and on one of the Pd/CeO2 catalysts investigated in the first chapter. 

In particular, we studied MOFs with organic linkers bearing sites that are poised for post-synthetic metalation 

(PSM). In catalysis, MOFs micropores can be seen as nanoreactors. This paves the way to the possibility of finely 

tune the chemical environment of these nanoreactors by changing the nature of organic ligand/metal node or 

by the coordination of metal cations (through PSM) in order to have new active sites. In fact, looking with the 

eyes of the molecules, each MOF crystal could be considered as an ordered array of interconnected nanoreactors 
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where, thanks to the modularity of MOFs, the chemical and steric environment that the reactants will encounter, 

could be suited for specific chemical conversion steps or other functional activities such as detection and 

separation. We focused our attention on a Mn(II)-based MOF (hereafter MnMOF).24  The MnMOF linkers are 

constituted by flexible di-pyrazole chelating units poised for post-synthetic metal binding. We quantitatively 

metalated MnMOF by a variety of transition metal ions (i.e. Co(II), Cu(II), Rh(I), Fe(II), Ni(II) and mixture of them) 

and we tested the catalytic activity of Rh metalated MnMOF as catalyst for hydroformylation reactions. The 

reaction products were analyzed by GC, whereas the physicochemical properties of the materials were 

characterized by XRD, Raman Spectroscopy, BET analyses, SEM and EDX.  

Finally, combining the knowledge acquired with these investigations and the studies about Pd/CeO2 catalysts, 

we explored the synthesis of multifunctional catalysts based on core@shell structure of Pd/CeO2 (core) and post-

synthethic metalated MOFs (shell). The materials were synthesized using different methods as solvothermal 

synthesis, layer-by-layer growth,25 impregnation and precipitation methods. The goal was to combine MOFs with 

the metal/oxide systems, which were the object of our previous investigations, and eventually to design 

nanostructured multifunctional catalysts.26 In this kind of system, we plan to study the possibility of exploiting 

the in situ production of CO and H2 (through methanol decomposition catalyzed by Pd/CeO2) to carry out a 

second catalytic reaction in the shell of the material (i.e. hydroformylation reactions). 26 Potentially, this kind of 

composite materials could have a ground breaking impact in the catalysis field. In fact, MOFs can host additional 

functional units (i.e. metal nanoparticles, polyoxometallates, guest molecules and ions) becoming therefore an 

integrated platform for advanced chemical conversions possibly associated with chemical detection, storage and 

separation.27 The unique properties of MOFs as support materials are obviously connected to their huge surface 

area and microporosity that can have a profound effect on the hosted entity, being able to impart enhanced 

activity and better selectivity. It has to be highlighted that the activity of a multifunctional catalyst stems from a 

synergic effect of the different material components and it is not simply the sum of properties of the single 

components. Therefore, in our case study, the MOF growth must be rationally designed: it should permit the 

supply of methanol at the Pd/ceria interface (so the shell must be thin enough) and its active catalytic sites should 

be in a position favorable to work synergistically with the metal/oxide interface. The growth of thin layers of 

MnMOF has not been reported yet in the literature and this synthesis work resulted to be extremely challenging. 

Nonetheless, we obtained good results with the layer-by-layer growth of MnMOF on CeO2 nanocubes. The 

physicochemical properties of the composite materials were characterized by XRD, BET analyses, Raman 

Spectroscopy, XPS, HR-TEM and EDX. At the time of writing, the characterization of the catalytic activity of these 

multifunctional materials is not concluded yet and therefore these results are not included in this thesis. 

However, with this study we wanted to highlight the importance of a rational multiscale design of such as 

complex multifunctional material. At its base, there was the design from micro to atomic scale of Pd/CeO2 

material (ceria crystals morphology and exposed facets, size and interaction with ceria of Pd NPs). Moreover, we 

had to consider the design at nano and atomic scale of the MOF shell (fine control of shell thickness at the 

nanoscale and functionalization of micropores at the atomic scale).  

In Chapter 5, we investigated the preparation and functional characterization of some novel hybrid composites 
based on 2D materials (graphene and MoS2). The central scope of this study was the synthesis of nanostructured 
composite materials through a fast and simple one-pot synthesis taking place in a tra elli g microreactors . In 
fact, we exploited the aerosol process for the synthesis of these materials, whereeach aerosol droplet containing 
the material precursors can be considered as a true microreactor.28 Aerosol process is an extremely versatile 
method to synthesize nanostructured materials because by changing the composition of the starting solution it 
is possible to obtain materials with an increasing level of complexity. Using the modular insertion of suitable 
precursors in the starting solution, it is possible to synthesize different types of graphene-based materials ranging 
from heteroatom-doped graphene nanoballs to hierarchical nanohybrids made up by nitrogen-doped crumpled 
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graphene nanosacks that wrap finely dispersed MoS2 nanoparticles. These materials were carefully investigated 
by microscopic (SEM, standard and HR TEM), diffraction (grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD)) and 
spectroscopic (high resolution XPS, Ra a  a d UV− isi le spe tros opy) techniques, evidencing that nitrogen 
dopants provide anchoring sites for MoS2 nanoparticles, whereas the crumpling of graphene sheets drastically 
limits their aggregation. The activity of these materials was tested toward the photoelectrochemical production 
of hydrogen.29 This hybrid material can actually be considered a multifunctional catalyst since it is based on the 
interaction between two moieties that are responsible for the creation of a p-n nanojunction and have two 
synergistic roles (imparting good electric conduction the Nitrogen doped graphene, and lowering the 
overpotential the MoS2) inside a unique catalytic reaction that is the photoinduced hydrogen evolution reaction. 
From a general point of view, the in situ hydrogen production is an important reaction in the field of tandem 
catalysis, because H2 could be immediately employed in a successive reaction after the in situ production, 
therefore a more complex synthesis can become safer and more sustainable. The sustainability of this process is 
highlighted also by the role of the solar light that significantly reduces of the overpotential necessary to start the 
hydrogen production and by the absence of noble metals in the catalyst. Moreover, the structure of this hybrid 
could be considered a model for the synthesis of other catalysts based on 2D nanosheets and the experience 
acquired with this synthesis will be very important for the synthesis of other nanostructured materials. The 
control over the NPs dispersion is fundamental for the synthesis of a tandem catalyst, in which the formation of 
spatially controlled heterointerfaces is exploited to control and orchestrate the catalytic activity.  
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2. Atomic scale design of crystal structures  

In this chapter, we will discuss the design at the atomic scale of spinel oxides based catalysts for the hydrogen 

production through the chemical loop reforming of ethanol.  This study is focused on the investigation by means 

of an operando technique (Quick-EXAFS) of the correlation between the atomic scale design of crystal structures 

and catalytic activity. For the first time, we have investigated the redox properties in real catalytic conditions of 

a series of archetypal spinel structures identifying what are the most active reaction sites and how the cation 

environment is changing during chemical reduction.1 Quite notably, we were able to demonstrate that the redox 

properties of the materials, and therefore their catalytic activity can be modified by controlling the cation sites 

occupancy inside the spinel structure. This study was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Cavani’s group at the 

University of Bologna, a leading group in the field of chemical looping processes. We deeply investigated, in 

operando conditions, the chemical and structural changes occurring during the steam reforming of ethanol on 

nanocatalysts based on Fe, and Co mixed oxides with spinel structure. (i.e. CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4). In particular, 

the steam reforming is achieved using a thermochemical loop that consists of the sequential dosing of ethanol 

and water, which therefore determine reduction and oxidation cycles in the materials. By performing QuickEXAFS 

experiments at the Fe and Co K edges, we have followed the kinetics of the phase transformations induced by 

ethanol, during which the ferrites are transformed to more reduced oxides (i.e. excess cation spinels and the 

wustite-like phases) and eventually metal phases. Similarly, we have investigated the oxidation process of the 

reduced form of the catalysts operated by water. This study has allowed correlating the cation nature and the 

occupation site in the spinel structure (tetrahedral or octahedral sites) with the redox properties in this wide 

family of binary and ternary oxides. This fundamental knowledge represents a stepping stone for a surgical 

preparation of functional materials, where the environment of every single cations is specifically designed to 

achieve a specific a specifically calibrated chemical activity. Moreover, this study highlights the importance of 

advanced characterization technique in operando conditions in the field of catalysis and in the design at the 

atomic scale of the materials. Only with a deep and precise knowledge of the structure of the catalyst, both as-

prepared and in working condition, is possible to developed a rational design of new materials tailored for 

specific catalytic processes. 
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2.1 Spinel structure 

Spinel structure is based on the cubic close packed arrangement of anions whose tetrahedral and octahedral 

interstices are occupied by metal cations.2 An array of n close packed anions, produces 2n tetrahedral holes and 

n octahedral holes. One-eighth of tetrahedral and one-half of octahedral holes are occupied. Usually, i.e. in 

normal spinels, A cations occupy tetrahedral sites and B cations occupy octahedral sites (Figure 1).  

Therefore, the AB2X4 stoichiometry can be expressed as A2n/8Bn/2Xn. Alternatively, the spinel structure and can be 

also described as an fcc array of A cations into which are present smaller cubes with stoichiometry B4X4 and AX4. 

Cations A and B can be arranged in different ways over the different coordination sites of the spinel structure. 

There are two limit cases of cation sites occupancy. If A and B cations occupy respectively only tetrahedral and 

octahedral sites, the structure is known as normal  spinel. Conversely, if B cations occupy all the tetrahedral 

sites, and therefore octahedral sites are occupied by A and B, the structure is known as inverse  spinel. Usually 

the parameter γ, known as inversion parameter, is used to describe the cation sites occupancy in spinels. The 

inversion parameter (or degree of inversion) corresponds to the fraction of tetrahedral sites occupied by B 

cations. The two limit cases are γ=  a d γ=  that orrespo ds to or al a d i erse spi el stru tures, 
respectively. Spinels redox properties, and more generally their catalytic activity, are strongly influenced by the 

nature of cations A and B and by their distribution among the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. In fact, spinels 

with general formula AB2O4 could be variably filled by metal cations in such a way that the overall 

electroneutrality of the system is maintained. In general, A is a divalent and B is trivalent. However, any 

combination of A and 2B that lead to a total charge of +8 can be fit into a spinel structure. Depending on the 

nature of cations, the degree of inversion of a spinel is determined in a complex way by several parameters such 

as covalent bonding effects, crystal field stabilization energies (CFSE), cation geometric size and thermal history 

of the material (Figure 2). For example, according to crystal field theory, the octahedral site preference energy 

(OSPE) of cations is defined as the difference in the crystal field stabilization energy between octahedral and 

tetrahedral fields. A greater absolute OSPE value means that the cations will preferably occupy the octahedral 

interstices. 

 

B atoms – octahedral 
positions 

A atoms – tetrahedral 
positions 

Figure 1: schemtatic view of the spinel structure of a spinel oxide with general composition AB2O4. Image adapted from: 

http://www.tf.uni-kiel.de/matwis/amat/def_en/kap_2/basics/b2_1_6.html. 
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Table 1: Crystal Field Stabilization Energies (CFSE) and Octahedral Site Preference Energies (OPSE) of different cations. Table adapted 

fro  Burns, R. G. Mineralogical Applications of Crystal Field Theory; Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, U.K., 1993; p 249 . 

Ion No. of 3d electrons CFSE (kJ mol-1) OSPE (kJ mol-1) 
Octahedral field Tetrahedral field 

Sc3+ 0 0 0 0 
Ca2+ 0 0 0 0 
Ti4+ 0 0 0 0 
Ti3+ 1 -87.4 -58.6 -28.8 
V3+ 2 -160.2 -106.7 -53.5 
Cr3+ 3 -224.7 -29.3 -157.8 
Cr2+ 4 -100.4 -29.3 -71.1 
Mn3+ 4 -135.6 -40.2 -95.4 
Mn2+ 5 0 0 0 
Fe3+ 5 0 0 0 
Fe2+ 6 -49.8 -33.1 -16.7 
Co3+ 6 -188.3 -108.8 -79.5 
Co2+ 7 -92.9 -61.9 -31.0 
Ni2+ 8 -122.2 -36.0 -86.2 
Cu2+ 9 -90.4 -26.8 -63.7 
Zn2+ 10 0 0 0 
Ga3+ 10 0 0 0 
Ge3+ 10 0 0 0 

 

As summarized in table 1, the absolute OPSE value of Co3+ (79.5 kJ mol−1) is higher than that of Co2+ (31 kJ mol−1), 

indicating that Co3+ prefers to occupy the octahedral interstices, while Co2+ tends to occupy the tetrahedral 

interstices. As a result, Co3O4 tends to be a normal spinel with a formula of Co2+(Co3+)2O4. In contrast, the inverse 

spinel Fe3O4 can be expressed as Fe3+(Fe3+Fe2+)O4 because the absolute OPSE value of Fe2+ (16.7 kJ mol−1) is higher 

than that of Fe3+ (0 kJ mol−1). However, these thermodynamic parameters are only the starting point for the 

rational design of a catalyst based on mixed spinel oxides. In fact, the thermal history of the material plays a key-

role in the final structure of the spinel, highlighting the high-degree of complexity of the design at the atomic 

level of the site occupancy of spinel structures.  
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Therefore, by precisely tuning the composition and the synthesis protocols of spinel oxides is possible to obtain 

a wide variety of compounds with similar mechanical and thermal stabilities, but rather different chemical 

activity. Oxides with spinel structure are widely investigated in the literature as ionic oxygen and electron carrier 

materials for heterogeneous catalysis3, gas-sensors4, anodes for Li-ion batteries5, electrocatalysis6, etc (Figure 3).  

From the chemical point of view, spinels exhibit a quite fascinating acid-base and redox activity that are 

keystones of several catalytic reactions. As a matter of fact, these oxides may present Brønsted or Lewis acid (i.e. 

undercoordinated surface cations) and basic sites (i.e. surface hydroxyls and oxygen species). Moreover, 

according to the nature of the cations, they can host a variety of redox couples (e.g. Fe(II)/Fe(III) or Co(II)/Co(III)).  

Inversion parameter: γ

Thermal 
history

Covalent
bonding
effects

Cation
size

[A]tet[B ]o tO  

Nor al 
γ =  

[B]tet[A,B]o tO  

I erse 

γ =  

fra tio  of tet. sites o upied y B  

CF“E 

Figure 2: Schematic view of the factors that determined the inversion parameter of a spinel. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of the structures, synthesis, strategies, and applications of spinels. Reprinted with permission fro  Qi g )hao, 
Zhenhua Yan, Chengcheng Chen, and Jun Chen, Che . Rev. 7, 7, − . Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
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2.2 Iron based spinel oxides and chemical looping processes 

Metal oxides have always held a strong position in catalysis given their wide use as supports, promoters, and 

active phases.7,8 Quite recently though, the interest for these materials have increased even more because they 

perfectly satisfy the stringent requirements enforced by the new standards of sustainability and environmental 

gree ess 9 of modern chemistry.10 This has stimulated the scientific community to look for new oxides with 

special structural and chemical properties that are optimized for specific catalytic applications.11 In this context, 

complex oxides i.e. compounds containing several types of metal cations in different structural environments, 

represent ideal candidates for the development of advanced materials with easily tunable multifunctional 

properties.8,12 Among these, a central spot is occupied by the large family of spinels, which are crystalline oxides 

characterized by excellent stability associated with high structural flexibility.13,14  

 

Figure 4: Schematic view of the two steps of the chemical loop reforming of ethanol catalyzed by a spinel oxide. 

Hereafter, we will focus the attention on the catalytic properties of iron based spinel oxides. More precisely, we 

have investigated iron-cobalt mixed spinels as oxygen ion and electron carrier materials for the chemical-loop 

reforming (CLR) of ethanol (Figure 4). This work was carried out in collaboration with the group of Prof. Cavani 

(University of Bologna), one of the most expert research group in the field of CLR process.  CLR redox catalytic 

process is aimed to the production of clean H2. Hydrogen is considered one of the most promising energy source 

for the future. However, hydrogen is a secondary energy source. This means that its environmental impact and 

price depend on the production and purification processes. Nowadays the principle production process is the 

reforming of fossil hydrocarbons or coal. The drawbacks are the employment of non-renewable sources and the 

high CO2 emissions. Environmentally friendly processes currently employed are based on electrolysis (from solar 

or wind produced electron energy) and reforming of bio-hydrocarbons. However, the hydrogen production cost 

is still not competitive for large-scale development.15 Chemical looping hydrogen systems were extensively 

studied in the last years because they can employ renewable sources and offers an efficient CO2 sequestration 

capability.16 In fact, compared to classical reforming, the process is split into two steps.3 In the first step, the 

oxygen and electron carrier is exposed to a reducing stream. Ethanol, methanol, syngas and CO are some 

example of possible reductants for chemical looping processes.17  Successively, in the second step is exposed to 

steam in order to produce H2 and the redox catalyst is oxidized to its initial state. Hydrogen and C-containing 

products are therefore produced in two separated steps. The viability of the cycling process is determined by 

reaction conditions and by the nature of the oxide employed as redox catalyst. In the last couple of years, spinel 

structured ferrites have been widely investigated in this field.3 In fact, it was demonstrated that modifying cations 

nature it is possible to tailor the physical and chemical properties of spinels in order to prepare specific oxygen 
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and electrons carriers for a precise application, including chemical looping processes.18 Substitution of Fe centers 

with other transition metals leads to the formation of an inverse, normal, or mixed spinels with different degree 

of inversion. Besides this, such an introduction may strongly modify the redox properties of the resultant 

ferrospinels.19 Several research groups have investigated the effect of various M-additives on the stability and 

redox behavior of iron oxide for chemical hydrogen storage using, amongst others, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ru, Al, Ce, Ti, Zr20 

and Al, Cr, Zr, Ga, V , Mo21. For example, it was found out that Pd, Pt, Rh and Ru additives have an effect of 

promoting the reduction and lowering the re-oxidation temperature of iron oxide. At the same time, Al, Ce, Ti, 

Zr, Cr, Ga and V additives prevent deactivation and sintering of iron oxide during repeated redox cycles. However, 

according to our knowledge, a systematic study on the role of dopants and their effect on the chemical-physical 

properties of the resulting mixed M-modified ferrites as future perspective materials for chemical-loop reforming 

of ethanol has not been done until now. Thus, the aim of this work is to investigate the behavior of these new 

materials in the two-step chemical-loop reforming of ethanol.  
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2.3 X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy: a powerful tool to investigate spinel structures 

One of the most powerful probes for the structural characterization of matter is represented by the 

electromagnetic radiation in the x-ray region ( between 0.1 Å and 50 Å). In this energy range, the 

electromagnetic radiation interacts with the electrons tightly bound to the atoms of the investigated material. 

The x-ray radiation could be scattered by these electrons or there could be absorption and excitation phenomena 

through photoelectric processes. When a monochromatic x-ray beam of intensity I0 and energy E is passing 

through a sample of thickness x, it is possible to detect a decrease in the transmitted beam intensity I1. This 

reduction, in analogy to the Lambert-Beer law, can be described as: ln � �⁄ = � � � 

where µ is the linear absorption coefficient and describes the probability that an x-ray photon is absorbed by the 

target material. Usually, µ decreases as the x-ray photons energy is increased. Only when the photon energy is 

equal to the bonding energy of a core-electron of an element of the material we can observe a sudden increase 

of the absorption coefficient. In this condition, there is an excitation of a core electron of the absorbing atom to 

a continuum state, so a photoelectron is produced. In an absorption spectrum, these kinds of steps are called 

absorption edges. The threshold energy (E0) of an absorption edge is defined as the minimum energy needed for 

the emission of a photoelectron and experimentally is measured as the first inflection point of the absorption 

edge. Therefore, E0 value is related to the oxidation state of the absorbing atom. Followi g “o erfeld’s 
notation, increasing the photon energy the absorption edges are labelled in the order K, LI, LII, LIII, MI, etc., and 

correspond respectively to the emission of a photoelectron from the 1s, 2s, 2p1/2, 2p3/2, 3s, etc., orbitals.  

In condensed matter, the high-energy side of the absorption edge is characterized by an oscillating trend that is 

called x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS). This is due to the constructive-destructive interactions of the 

emitted photoelectron with the photoelectrons backscattered after interaction with the electronic density of 

neighbor atoms placed at a specified distance from the emitting atom. Constructive interactions between 

outgoing and backscattered photoelectron waves lead to an increase of the electron density and therefore to an 

increase of the probability of photon absorption (µ). Conversely, destructive interactions lead to a decrease of 

µ. Together these maxima and minima of µ lead to the oscillating trend of x-ray absorption spectra. Therefore, 

this fine structure oscillation is described as the modulation of the absorbance:  χ � = � � − � � � �⁄  

where � �  is the absorption coefficent of the isolated absorbing atom and � �  is the measured absorbance.  

Usually, the energy range between 50 and 1000 eV after E0 is called Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 

(EXAFS) region and the scattering processes of photoelectrons, considering the validity of sudden approximation 

in this energy range, can be described with the so-called EXAFS equation (in k-space): 
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In this equation, considering the absorbing atom i, EXAFS oscillations are described as a sum of modified sine 

waves χi(k) with different frequency and phase for each backscattering coordination shell j. For the complete 

theoretical background of EXAFS equation, the reader is referred to several text books, for e a ple EXAFS: Basic 

Principles and Data Analysis  y B. K. Teo “pri ger, . Here, we will fo us our atte tio  o  the para eters 
that influence the EXAFS equation and consequently on the information that can be obtained from EXAFS 

analysis. The du pi g of EXAF“ os illatio  χi(k) is due to several factors such as the disorder of the local structure 

or the disorder induced by thermal effects (Debye-Waller factor), the distance between absorbing and 

backscattering atoms (Mean free path factor) and the increase of the energy of incident photons with the respect 

of E0. 

Summarizing, the structure of the absorption edge of an absorbing atom is usually divided in three regions, 

depending on the energy E of the X-ray beam: 

 Pre-edge region (E<E0): low probability of x-ray absorption. Sharp pre-peaks before the edge are related 

to electronic transitions within the atom to empty or partially filled energy levels. 

 Edge regio  E≈E0): high probability of electronic transition toward unoccupied bound states or to 

continuum states.  

 Near-edge and EXAFS regions (E>E0): emission of photoelectrons with kinetic energy Ek=E-E0. 

In order to analyze XAS spectra, usually the spectrum is divided in two regions. The energy range -50<E0<50 eV, 

is called X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES), whereas the region 50-1000 eV above the edge is called 

EXAFS. XANES spectra can provide information about oxidation state of the absorbing atom (E0) and bonding 

geometry effects (edge shape, due to the possibility of the excitation to unoccupied bound states).  EXAFS can 

provide information on the nature and number of atoms surrounding the absorbing atom. Therefore, XAS is a 

powerful tool for the characterization of the local coordination environment of the absorber atom. 

With a conventional laboratory x-ray source, it is in principle possible to observe these kind of features, but the 

low brilliance and the limited energy range that can be investigated are huge limitations for the study of these 

phenomena.  Only with the development of synchrotron-based radiation, the X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

(XAS) became a very powerful and versatile characterization technique for the local structure and the oxidation 

state of most elements (Z>16).  In the last years, many synchrotron XAS beamlines developed different systems 

that permit to measure XAS in operando conditions in different reaction environments (i.e. gas-solid reactions, 

electrochemistry environment, vacuum, etc.). Moreover, one of the latest development of synchrotron based 

XAS is the so called QuickEXAFS. With this technique, it is possible to acquire time-resolved XAS spectra (up to 

100 spectra per second) and this enables the possibility to monitor fast kinetic processes in applied materials 

used in catalysis and energy sciences. 

Experimentally, in a typical experiment in transmission mode, the sample is aligned perpendicularly to the 

synchrotron x-ray beam (Figure 5). There are three different detectors (ion chambers) that can measure the 

intensity of the x-ray beam. One is placed before the sample, in order to measure the intensity I0 of the incoming 

beam. One is placed after the sample, in order to measure the intensity of the transmitted beam I1. Finally, the 

last detector is usually placed after a foil composed of the same element that is investigated. Measuring the XAS 

spectra of this reference foil (therefore measuring ln(I1/I2)) is possible to calibrate the energy of the x-ray beam.  
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Figure 5: Experimental arrangement for XAS measurements in transmission mode (with a metal foil for the energy calibration). Image 

adapted fro  Farideh Jalilehva d, Stru ture of hydrated io s a d ya ide Co ple es by X-ray Absorptio  Spe tros opy, PhD thesis,   

The goal of this chapter is the discussion of the design of a catalyst at the atomic level, modifying the site 

occupancy of spinel structures in order to induce different catalytic activities. In order to perform this extremely 

sophisticated materials design, the characterization of the structure of the as-prepared catalyst and of the 

catalyst in real working condition is fundamental. Thanks to XAS, it is possible to have a deep insight on the local 

coordination environment of the atoms that composed the structure. In the literature, there are several 

examples of XAS studies of spinel structures. The possibility of characterizing the oxidation state and the local 

coordination environment (tetrahedral or octahedral) of transition metals that compose the spinel structure, 

combined with the possibility of performing XAS experiments in different catalytic relevant environments paves 

the way to several studies. However, to the best of our knowledge, in the literature there are not studies focused 

on mixed spinels reduction processes followed in real time (monitoring the formation of reduced phases) or 

studies in CLR working conditions. These kind of studies are fundamental for our purposes.  In our work, we 

precisely investigated the local structure and were able to identify what are the most chemically active cations 

inside the spinel structure and what are the parameters that control the chemical activity toward ethanol.   

In order to highlight the information that can be extracted from XAS studies, the XANES spectra of different 

oxides containing Fe and Co, measured at the Co and Fe K-edges are reported in figure 6. CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4 

are the spinels that were investigated as CLR catalysts, Co3O4, Fe3O4, Fe2O3 and CoO were measured as reference 

material. In transition metals K-edges, XANES transitions involve the excitation of a 1s photoelectron into a 

mainly 4p derived continuum of states. The peak of the absorption edge, located 5-10 eV after the threshold 

energy, is called with-line and is related to these transitions.  In general, when the valence of the absorbing metal 

atom is increased (i.e the metal is present in a higher oxidation state), a shift of the absorption edge toward 

higher energy is observed. Comparing the energy position of the absorption edge in the XANES spectra with that 

of the reference samples, it is possible to determine with great accuracy the oxidation state of each element in 

the spinel structure. From these XANES spectra we can therefore determine the oxidation state of Co and Fe in 

the two investigated mixed-spinels by comparing their edge position with that of reference compounds. From 

the shape of the edge, it is possible to infer that these materials have different local coordination geometry and 

the analysis the XANES spectra allows quantifying the contribution of different species in an unknown phase 

(XANES fits will be discussed in the results and discussion  section of this chapter). Moreover, in these spectra 

it is possible to appreciate the contribution of the tetrahedral coordination of absorbing atom in the pre-peak 

feature. Tetrahedral coordination is non-centrosymmetric whereas octahedral coordination in highly 

centrosymmetric. If Fe, or Co, have a highly non-centrosymmetric coordination environment, the transition from 
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1s to 3d states (with 3d-4p mixing) is enabled. This loss of inversion symmetry in the environment of the 

absorbing atom causes an increase in the intensity of the pre-peak located at about 15-20 eV before the 

threshold energy. Therefore, from the analysis of XANES spectra it is possible to determine accurately the mean 

oxidation state of the absorbing atom in the investigated material and to obtain information about its local 

coordination environment (tetrahedral or octahedral). EXAFS spectra analysis may give us even more precise 

information about local coordination (i.e. nature of backscattering atoms, ratio between octahedral and 

tetrahedral coordinated atoms), but this analysis will be discussed later in this chapter.  

 

Figure 6: X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) spectra at Co and Fe K-edges of references and of as-prepared investigated 

materials. The spectra were collected in transmission mode. 
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2.4 Operando XAS investigation of reduction and oxidation processes in cobalt and iron mixed spinels during 

the chemical loop reforming of ethanol 

As already mentioned, spinels, in their simplest and most typical form, are formed by divalent and trivalent 

cations in a 1:2 ratio. However, almost any type of cation combination, encompassing also monovalent and 

tetravalent ions in the right stoichiometry, can be fitted into the structure. This gives access to the preparation 

of a wide range of oxide materials that exhibit a large gamut of different physicochemical properties. 

Nonetheless, the huge potential of spinels, inherent to their structural and chemical versatility, has been only 

partially exploited in practical applications because of a limited understanding of very fundamental processes 

such as their oxidation/reduction or phase transitions and their dynamic behavior in operando conditions.22  

Unfortunately, the high versatility and flexibility of spinel structures design come at a price of high complexity, 

so a high level of empiricism characterizes this field. A substantial gap of knowledge still prevents a rational 

design of spinel materials for specific catalytic applications. 

Recently however, due to the development of advanced in operando techniques, it has been possible to obtain 

an exceptionally detailed understanding about the structure/activity correlation in these materials. As an 

example, it has been shown by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), that the high chemical reactivity observed 

in Mn based spinel catalysts in the oxygen evolution reaction and oxygen evolution reaction can be traced back 

to Mn in octahedral sites.23 On the other hand, in the field of gas-phase heterogeneous catalysis, it has been 

demonstrated by in situ Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) combined with x-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and Raman spectroscopy, that octahedral coordinated Co(II) sites are more 

easily oxidized to Co(III) in comparison with Co(II) in tetrahedral site, and Co(III) species are the active centers for 

the oxidation of organic volatile compounds.24 

These results highlight the great interest for understanding the interplay between geometrical (e.g. tetrahedral 

vs octahedral occupancy) and chemical factors (e.g. oxidation state) to determine the final reactivity of materials.  

In our study, we decided to investigate two exemplary mixed Co-Fe spinels, the cobalt rich iron cobaltite 

(FeCo2O4) and the iron rich cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4). This latter has demonstrated to be an extremely interesting 

material for electrocatalysis,25,26 oxidation reactions,27,28 and as oxygen or electron carriers29 for a two steps 

Chemical Loop Reforming (CLR).3,30,31,32 On the contrary, very few works are focused on FeCo2O4 and its potential 

in catalysis still is largely untapped.33,34,35 

As discussed in the previous section, CLR represents a potentially carbon neutral process for the production of 

high purity hydrogen. It is based on a dual thermal redox cycle. At first the oxide material is exposed to reducing 

atmosphere to obtain highly reduced phases and then to steam for its reoxidation and consequent formation of 

H2.36     

We have focused our attention on the use of ethanol as reducing agent.37 This choice is quite appealing because 

ethanol is a not toxic, low cost, fuel that can be easily obtained from renewable sources and on the other hand 

Co-Fe mixed spinel are abundant and cheap materials with a low environmental impact. CLR of ethanol on spinels 

therefore has a great potential for the sustainable production of hydrogen. 

By a combination of different in situ characterization techniques and catalytic measurements we have 

investigated the structural and chemical properties of these mixed Co-Fe spinels during each step of the CLR of 

ethanol. For the first time, we were able to follow in real time, the reduction process of mixed spinels, monitoring 

the formation of a series of reduced phases. We were also able to identify which are the most chemically active 
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cations inside the spinel structure and what are the parameters that control the chemical activity toward ethanol 

(Figure 7).   

The fundamental knowledge acquired in this study may be a stepping stone for the design of new improved 

materials to be used as solid oxygen carriers and novel catalysts for the selective oxidation of alcohols.    

 

Figure 7: Schematic view structural changes investigated by XAS occurred during the chemical loop reforming of ethanol and of the reaction 

products. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

2.4.1 Experimental section 

Synthesis of spinel oxides 

CoFe2O4 (cobalt ferrite) and FeCo2O4 (iron cobaltite) that were prepared by a simple precipitation route from 

aqueous solutions. CoFe2O4 was synthesized by Prof. Cavani group (University of Bologna), using the co-

precipitation method reported by Vozniuk et al.42 Briefly, a solution containing metal nitrate precursors in the 

desired molar ratios was drop-by-drop added into the reaction vessel containing 0.5 L of 2 M NaOH (Sigma-

Aldrich) aqueous solution at 50°C under vigorous stirring. The suspension was stirred for 2 h at 50°C keeping the 

pH above 13 by adding a 3M NaOH solution if necessary. The precipitate was separated by vacuum filtration, 

washed with distilled water and dried at 120°C. Finally, the solid material was calcined in static air at 450°C for 

8h with the heating rate of 10°C min-1. FeCo2O4 was synthesized following a recipe previously reported in 

literature.[43] Briefly, iron chloride (FeCl3·6H2O, Sigma-Aldrich) and cobalt chloride (CoCl2·6H2O, Sigma-Aldrich), 

with a Co:Fe molar ratio of 2:1 , were dissolved in distilled water and poured into a boiling 2M KOH solution 

under vigorous stirring at 80°C for 1 hour. After repeated filtering and washing with boiling distilled water, the 

resulting power was dried at 120°C and then calcined at 900°C for 17h with a heating rate of 5°C min-1.  

Materials characterization 

Operando Quick EXAFS measurements were carried out in transmission mode at the Fe K and Co K edges at the 

ROCK beamline (SOLEIL synchrotron, France). The Quick-EXAFS monochromator (equipped with a Si(111) 

channel-cut crystal) operated at an oscillation velocity of 2 Hz. The detectors were ionization chambers. The 

samples in powder form were diluted with boron nitride (mass ratio=1:1.2) and inserted into quartz capillaries 

(diameter=1.5 mm, wall thickness=0.03 mm). The capillaries were centered perpendicularly to the X-ray beam 
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and connected to a heated gas line. The samples were heated at the desired temperature (from RT to 500°C) by 

a heating gun. During the annealing in reductive atmosphere (from RT to 500°C, 5°C min-1), ethanol was dosed 

using a syringe pump and nitrogen as carrier gas (0.69% of ethanol in N2). During chemical loop reforming (CLR) 

of ethanol the samples were heated at the desired temperature (350 or 450°C) in inert atmosphere. Then ethanol 

and water were dosed alternatively (20 or 40 minutes steps) using syringe pumps and nitrogen as carrier gas. 

EXAFS spectra were continuously acquired during these processes. The corresponding metal foils were measured 

simultaneously and used to calibrate and align the spectra. Pellets of the various oxide standards were measured 

in transmission mode at RT.  

XAS data were analyzed using the software based on the IFEFFIT library, ATHENA and ARTEMIS.38 The XANES 

spectra were separated into different chemical species using the Linear Combination Fitting (LCF) analysis.  

Normalized spectra of the corresponding metallic Fe,Co, FeO, CoO, Fe3O4, Co3O4, Fe2O3, fresh ferrite and cobaltite 

were used as predictor components. EXAFS fits were performed employing two clusters of atoms, one having 

the absorbing atom in tetrahedral site (A site, considering the general formula of a normal spinel AB2O4) and one 

having the absorbing atom in octahedral site (B site, considering the general formula of a normal spinel AB2O4).39 

Within this model, the parameter xb(M) is the fraction of A (Fe in FeCo2O4 or Co in CoFe2O4 ) cations in octahedral 

sites. Consequently, the occupation of tetrahedral sites by B cations, which also corresponds to the inversion 

parameter , is defined by the parameter xa(M)=1- xb(M). It has to be noticed that the fraction of M3+ in B sites 

must satisfy the requirement xb(Fe3+)=(2- xb(Co2+))/2 in the case of CoFe2O4 and xb(Co3+)=(2- xb(Fe3+))/2 in the case 

of FeCo2O4. In the two clusters used for simulating EXAFS spectra, the coordination numbers Ni were kept fixed, 

whereas Ri (interatomic distance of the ith shell , σi
2 (mean square displacement about the half-path length of 

the ith path) and E0 (energy shift) were free to vary.  

Powders were characterized by P-XRD i  a Philips X’Pert X’Celerator, with Cu-kα radiatio  i  a θ ra ge etwee   
5-80° with step of 0.1°. These measurements were acquired by Prof. Cavani group. 

Characterization by Raman spectroscopy was performed using a ThermoFisher DXR Raman microscope. The 

spectra were recorded using a laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (5 mW), focused on the sample 

with a 10× objective (Olympus).  

The specific surface area was measured applying the single-point BET method, using a Carlo Erba Sorpty 1700.  

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy of the as prepared materials were acquired using a field emission electron 

source equipped with a GEMINI column (Zeiss Supra VP35), and confirmed the expected chemical composition 

of the two fresh catalysts.  

Mössbauer spectroscopy studies were performed by Dr. Nodari (CNR-ICMATE, Padova) on a conventional 

constant acceleration spectrometer, with a room-temperature (hereafter RT) Rh matrix 57Co source, nominal 

strength 1850 MBq. The hyperfine parameters isomer shift (), quadrupole shift (ε), full linewidth at half 

maximum (), were expressed in mms−1 while internal magnetic field (B) in Tesla and the relative area (A) in %. 

The parameters were obtained by means of standard least-squares minimization techniques. In order to allow 

the ordering of all the magnetic components and to obtain a good estimation of the sites population, 80 K 

measurements were performed by using liquid nitrogen static cryostat. 80 K spectra were fitted using the 

following procedure. Firstly, the spectra were fitted with the minimum number of sextet, whose parameters are 

indicative of the octahedral and tetrahedral population.40 Once estimated the degree of inversion, defined as the 

Fe(III) population in the tetrahedral sites,  the spinel stoichiometry was determined. Then the fitting procedure 

was improved considering the effect of tetrahedral next-nearest (NN) neighbour on the octahedral sites, as 
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suggested in literature. Assuming a statistical occupation of tetrahedral sites by Fe(III) and Co, the magnetic 

pattern of the octahedral sites was fitted with the proper number of sextet obtained by applying a binomial 

distribution: 

� � = 6!�! 6 − � ! �� 1 − � 6−�
 

P(m) represents the probability of finding m Fe atoms in a shell of NN neighbor tetrahedral sites, depending on 

the degree of inversion, γ. The obtained results were used to determinate the numbers of sub-components of 

the octahedral sites and their relative area. 

Reactivity experiments were carried out by Dr. O. Vozniuk (Prof. Cavani Group) by loading 400 mg of the 

pelletized sa ple with parti les dia eter ≈ .  to .   i  the fi ed-bed quartz flow reactor with an internal 

diameter of 12 mm and a length of 30 cm. The products were monitored on-line by an Agilent 3000A micro-GC 

with 3 parallel columns: (A) a PlotQ column, with He carrier, for the separation of CH4, CO2, H2O, ethylene, ethane, 

propane, etc.; (B) a OV1 column, with He carrier, for the separation of ethanol, CO2, acetaldehyde, H2O, acetone, 

acetic acid, ethyl acetate, diethyl ether, 2-pentanone, toluene, etc.; (C) a Molecular Sieve 5A column, Ar carrier, 

for the separation of H2, O2, N2, CH4, and CO. A Plot U back flash column was installed in order to avoid CO2 and 

H2O poisoning in the third column.  Anaerobic oxidation tests were carried out at 450oC (for 20 min) by feeding 

continuously a stream of ethanol vapors (app.15 mol%) in N2; the latter was also used as a standard. Yields of 

each product were calculated by the same method as described in a previous publication of Cavani et ali.41 

2.4.2 Results and Discussion 

Characterization of as-prepared catalysts  

Combining X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Mössbauer 

and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), we have determined the structure and the chemical composition of 

the two samples.  

Figure 8b shows the XRD data for the two Co-Fe oxides. The pattern of CoFe2O4 shows the typical reflections of 

magnetite (Fe3O4), as reported in our previous papers42 Similarly, the diffraction data of FeCo2O4 indicate the 

formation of a spinel structure.43,44 No other phases are observed, confirming that a homogeneous and highly 

crystalline FeCo2O4 phase is formed at the synthesis temperature (i.e. 450°C for CoFe2O4 and 900ºC FeCo2O4). As 

a consequence of the elevated calcination temperature, the iron cobaltite exhibits lower specific surface area (4 

m2 g-1) and larger crystallite size (32 nm) than cobalt ferrites (12 nm crystallite size, 69 m2 g-1 surface area) (see 

Table 2).  The spinel structure of both samples is also confirmed by the Raman spectra reported in Figure 8a. 

Vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful technique for the structural analysis of spinel oxides, since their 

spectroscopic fingerprint is highly specific, and strongly affected by stoichiometry, cation distribution, and 

defects. The Raman spectra of spinels are generally complex and show more Raman-active modes than those 

predicted by group theory: F2g(1), Eg, F2g(2), F2g(3) and A1g. The additional vibrations may appear because of local 

distortions of the crystal lattice. These defects do not affect the long range order of the system, and often cannot 

be directly detected by XRD. The strong intensity and sharpness of the bands in the FeCo2O4 spectrum confirm 

the high crystallinity of the sample. Five main vibration modes are observed at 192, 479, 507, 598 and 673 cm-1, 

the latter showing a shoulder at about 645 cm-1. The most intense vibration modes are related to MO4 (the peak 

at 673 cm−1 and its shoulder) and MO6 stretching (at 192 cm-1). The CoFe2O4 spectrum presents six vibration 

modes, as already reported in the literature.45 The five first order Raman modes can be observed at about 182, 
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306, 476, 562, 636 and 690 cm−1. The intense vibration modes at 636 and 690 cm−1 are the A1g(2) and A1g(1), 

respectively, which can be assigned to the MO4 stretching vibrations and to the disorder effect of Co(II) and Fe(III) 

over the Td and Oh sites.45,46 

Table 2: Summary of materials properties: degree of inversion surface area, crystallite size and particle size. 

 

 

 

The oxidation state and site occupancy of the metal species in the spinel structure were determined by ex-situ 

XAS.47,48,49 In transition metals K-edges, XANES transitions involve the excitation of a 1s photoelectron into a 

mainly 4p derived continuum of states. In general, when the valence of the absorbing metal atom is increased 

(i.e the metal is present in a higher oxidation state), a shift of the absorption edge toward higher energy is 

observed. XANES and Fourier Transform (FT) EXAFS spectra for the Co-Fe spinels are shown in Figure 8 c,d,e,f. 

Comparing the energy position of the absorption edge in the XANES spectra with that of the reference samples, 

it is possible to determine with great accuracy the oxidation state of each element in the spinel structure (Figure 

8 c,d,e,f). In CoFe2O4, the oxidation state of Fe and Co is close to +3 and +2, respectively, as expected;47 whereas 

in FeCo2O4, the oxidation state for Fe and Co are +3 and +2/+3, respectively. Moreover, the fine structure of the 

pre-edge can provide further information about the structure of spinels.47,48,49 At K-edges in fact, pre-edge peaks, 

which correspond to 1s  3d transitions (with 3d-4p mixing), may occur at about 15-20 eV before the white line. 

An increase of the intensity of these features corresponds to the removal of the inversion symmetry in the 

environment of the absorbing atom. Therefore, the pre-edge feature can provide a direct indication whether a 

metal center is located in a tetrahedral or octahedral site. At the Co K-edge, the pre-edge peak intensity of 

cobaltite is higher than that of ferrite, indicating that the cobaltite contains a higher amount of tetrahedrally 

coordinated Co ions. Conversely, the Fe K-edge pre-peak intensity is higher in the CoFe2O4 sample. The cation 

distribution was determined by EXAFS data of the starting materials.47,49 The crystallographic site occupancy in 

spi els is defi ed y the i ersio  para eter γ, i.e. the fra tio  of tetrahedral sites o upied y ajority ions. 

Sample γ (EXAFS) γ  
(Mössbauer 80K) 

SSA, m2/g (N2 

adsorption) 
Crystallite size, nm 

(XRD) 
Particle size, nm (N2 

adsorption) 
CoFe2O4 0,8 0,74 69 12 16,2 
FeCo2O4 0,6 0,56 4 32 275 
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The best fits of the FT EXAFS data are reported in Figures 9 and 10 and the corresponding parameters are 

reported in Tables 3 and 4. At Fe K-edge, the first peak at about 2 Å (not phase-corrected) is due to the 

contribution of two Fe-O single scattering paths: FeTetra-O and FeOcta-O, which correspond to the interatomic 

distances between the two first coordination shells of oxygen ions, respectively. In the region between 2.0 and 

3.5 Å, two contributions are observed, one at around 2.5 Å is related to FeOcta-MOcta (M=Fe, Co) scattering paths 

and another one at about 3.5 Å to FeTetra-MTetra or FeTetra-MOcta interactions. In fact, due to the similar cross 

sections, from EXAFS spectra it is not possible to distinguish between Fe and Co as backscattering atom. The 

EXAFS spectra at Co K-edge can be interpreted along the same line as well. An inversion degree of 0.8 and 0.6 

Figure 8: Raman spectra (a) and XRD patterns (b) of as prepared materials; XANES spectra at Fe(c,e) and Co (d,f) K-edge for as prepared 

CoFe2O4 (c,d), FeCo2O4 (e,f) and reference compounds. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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was calculated for CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4, respectively. These values are in agreement with previously reported 

data.43 Therefore, the cation distribution can be summarized as: 

FeCo2O4 : [Co(II)0.6Fe(III)0.4]Tet[Co(II)0.4Fe(III)0.6Co(III)1]OctO4 

CoFe2O4: [Co(II)0.2Fe(III)0.8]Tet[Co(II)0.8Fe(III)1.2]OctO4 

 

Figure 9: k3 weighted (bottom) experimental data (black) and fit (red) with the corresponding Fourier transform (top) for the CoFe2O4 

spinel recorded at the Fe K (left) and Co K (right) edges. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Table 3:  fit parameters of CoFe2O4, R-factor=0.007. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Fe K edge 

(E0= 1.27) 

Co K edge 

(E0= 1.31) 

Shell N R/Å σ2 / Å2 Shell N R/Å σ2 / Å2 

xB = 0.58 xB = 0.83 

FeOh-O1 6 2.02 ± 0.01 0.005 ± 0.002 CoOh-O1 6 2.01 ± 0.02 0.007 ± 0.002 
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FeOh-MOh 6 2.90 ± 0.01 0.007 ± 0.002 CoOh-MOh 6 2.94 ± 0.02 0.008 ± 0.002 

FeOh-MTh 6 3.49 ± 0.01 0.006 ± 0.002 CoOh-MTh 6 3.445± 0.02 0.008 ± 0.002 

xA = 0.42 xA = 0.17 

FeTh-O1 4 1.952 ± 0.009 0.006 ± 0.002 CoTh-O1 4 1.98 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.004 

FeTh-MOh 12 3.445 ± 0.009 0.009 ± 0.004 CoTh-MOh 12 3.48 ± 0.02 0.006 ± 0.002 

FeTh-MTh 4 3.478 ± 0.009 0.030 ± 0.009 CoTh-MTh 4 3.51 ± 0.03 0.008 ± 0.003 

         CoTh-O2  4  3.63 ± 0.03  0.006 ± 0.003 

 

 

Figure 10: k3 weighted (bottom) experimental data (black) and fit (red) with the corresponding Fourier transform (top) for the FeCo2O4 

spinel recorded at the Fe K (left) and Co K (right) edges. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Table 4: fit parameters of FeCo2O4, R-factor=0.007. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Fe K edge (E0=2.86)                        Co K edge (E0=4.24) 

Shell N R/Å σ2 / Å2 Shell N R/Å σ2 / Å2 

xB = 0.64 xB = 0.68 

FeOh-O1 6 1,993 ± 0.006 0.008 ± 0.002 CoOh-O1 6 1.97 ± 0.02 0.009 ± 0.007 

FeOh-MOh 6 2.951 ± 0.006 0.006 ± 0.001 CoOh-MOh 6 2.91 ± 0.02 0.006 ± 0.002 

FeOh-MTh 6 3.474 ± 0.006 0.008 ± 0.003 CoOh-MTh 6 3.43 ± 0.02 0.005 ± 0.004 

xA = 0.36 xA = 0.32 

FeTh-O1 4 1.98 ± 0.03 0.002 ± 0.001 CoTh-O1 4 1.93 ± 0.03 0.006 ± 0.003 

FeTh-MOh 12 3.49 ± 0.01 0.008 ± 0.003 CoTh-MOh 12 3.52 ± 0.01 0.011 ± 0.006 

FeTh-O2 4 3.49 ± 0.01 0.009 ± 0.003 CoTh-Mth 4 3.70 ± 0.02 0.009 ± 0.003 

 

The results obtained by EXAFS were further verified by Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements, which were 

taken both at RT and 80 K.  

Concerning FeCo2O4, RT spectra shows a broad magnetic pattern (Figure 11a) as results of the magnetic 

relaxation due to high ordering temperature. 43 On the contrary, CoFe2O4, shows a fully magnetically ordered RT 

spectrum. (Figure 11b). No traces of superparamagnetic components are detectable. A preliminary fit excluded 

the presence of pure Fe(III) oxides, such as hematite. After cooling down the FeCo2O4 sample to 80 K, the 

spectrum transforms into a well-defined magnetic pattern (figure 11c), typical of Fe species in a spinel structure. 

As explained in the Experimental Section, the spectrum was fitted by using only two broad sextets. The so-

obtained parameters were attributable to Fe(III) in tetrahedral and octahedral environment, whose relative areas 

are 44 and 56 respectively. Therefore, cation distribution within the spinel structure is similar to that suggested 

by EXAFS data, and the cobaltite can be written as:  [Co0.56Fe(III)0.44]Tet[Co1.44Fe(III)0.56]OctO4.  

Concerning the CoFe2O4 sample, the spectrum acquired at 80 K (figure 11d) was firstly fitted by using two sextets, 

relative to the octahedral and tetrahedral site. The tetrahedral and octahedral populations were estimated 

respectively in 37 and 63 of the total Fe. Once again, assuming = 0.37, the stoichiometry of the spinels is in good 

agreement with the EXAFS data, in fact the proposed formula is [Co0.26Fe(III)0.74]Tet[Co0.74Fe(III)1.26]OctO4. The small 

discrepancy in the so calculated stoichiometry can be ascribed either to small errors in the area calculation or to 

small differences in the recoilless fraction of the two different sites.  
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Figure 11: Mössbauer spectra of FeCo2O4 and Co2FeO4, collected at RT, a) and b), and at 80 K, c) and d). Black dots represent the 

experimental data, black lines the calculated spectra, red line the Fe(III) tetrahedral site and blue lines the sub-components of the 

octahedral site. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Table 5:  80 K Mössbauer parameters for iron cobaltite and cobalt ferrite. P(1), P(2), P(3), P(4) represent the different NN neighbour 

o figuratio s.  is uoted to α-Fe, using a 6-lines calibration. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

FeCo2O4  (mm/s)  (mm/s)  (mm/s) B (T) A (%) 

Tetrahedral Site 0.33 -0.02 0.42 49.7 44 
Octahedral Site, P(4) 0.41 0.003 0.26 53.2 11 
Octahedral Site, P(3) 0.49 0.01 0.32 50.5 18 
Octahedral Site, P(2) 0.39 -0.02 0.27 50.8 18 
Octahedral Site, P(1) 0.42 0.019 0.40 46.2 9 
CoFe2O4      
Tetrahedral Site 0.29 -0.03 0.74 48.8 37 
Octahedral Site, P(4) 0.47 0.02 0.26 53.0 9 
Octahedral Site, P(3) 0.37 -0.03 0.33 52.7 17 
Octahedral Site, P(2) 0.41 -0.05 0.29 51.02 22 
Octahedral Site, P(1) 0.44 0.03 0.30 52.25 15 

 

In both cases, the proposed fitting highlights the linewidth broadening due to the effect of a multiplicity of 

hyperfine magnetic fields on the Fe(III) nuclei. If the contribution of the Near Next Neighbors (NNN) on the 

tetrahedral site can be neglected,50 on the contrary on the octahedral sites it needs to be taken in account.  
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Figure 12: Oxidation states calculated from the edge position in the XANES spectra collected during the annealing treatment in reductive 

atmosphere (0.69 % ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Therefore, by using the binomial distribution described in the Experimental Section, the proper number of 

subcomponents and their relative areas can be obtained. Considering negligible the areas smaller than 5% of the 

total iron, the binomial distribution on the octahedral sites in iron cobaltite predicts the presence of four sextets, 

whose relative areas are given by P(4):P(3):P(2):P(1)=18:30:29:16. Also in cobalt ferrite, the binomial distribution 

predicts four sextets, with an intensity ratio of P(4):P(3):P(2):P(1)=11:25:33:22. The intensity of the sextets were 

recalculated on the basis of the total area of the octahedral site and fixed during the fitting procedure. The 

parameters are reported in Table 5. These differences in NNN configuration reflect the different  in the two 

spinels, which is the different statistic distributions of Co atoms in the cobaltite and ferrite structures. 
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In operando XAS: annealing in reductive atmosphere  

Freshly prepared FeCo2O4 and CoFe2O4 spinel oxides were evaluated as electrons/O2- carrier materials for 

hydrogen production via CLR of ethanol. The changes of the materials during the redox cycle were followed in 

real time by XAS measurements in order to determine the reactivity of the two metal ions in the different 

geometrical-sites. As first step, we investigated the reaction of the materials toward ethanol as a function of 

temperature. In operando XAS was performed during the annealing of the samples from RT to 500°C in reducing 

atmosphere (0.69% vol of ethanol in N2). Figure 12 reports the variation of the mean oxidation state of Fe and 

Co determined from the edge position as a function of temperature. The change of the average oxidation state 

of the cations was calculated by XANES spectra (Figure 18), whereas modifications in the geometric site were 

deduced by the EXAFS data (Figure 13). The body of our experimental data outlines a marked difference of 

Figure 13: Fourier transform EXAFS spectra at Co K(a,c)  and Fe K (b,d) edge for CoFe2O4 (a,b), FeCo2O4 (c,d) during the annealing 

treatment in reductive atmosphere (0.69 % ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 
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reducibility in the two spinels. FeCo2O4 is stable up to 350°C, above this temperature it starts to reduce quickly, 

and at 425°C the material is mainly made up by the corresponding body centered cubic (bcc) metal alloy phases, 

as suggested by the spectral fingerprint of FT EXAFS spectra (Figure 16) and by the XRD patterns of the reduced 

samples (Figure 17).51 Moreover, several works indicate that alloys are the most stable phases formed under 

reducing condition for mixed ferrites.52,53 CoFe2O4 shows a similar behavior, although the reduction is more 

gradual: Fe starts to reduce at 150°C and becomes metal Fe at 500ºC, whereas Co is stable up to 250 ºC and then 

it is gradually reduced to metal Co. It has to be noted however, that the higher reducibility of CoFe2O4 can be also 

due to the higher surface area and defectivity of this material. In order to investigate the effect of cation site 

occupancy in the two spinels, we carefully analyzed the intensity trends of the EXAFS peaks (Figure 13) and of 

the LCF of XANES spectra (Figure 14) in CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4 during the thermal treatment in presence of 

ethanol. From these data a general behavior of the reduction mechanism is deduced, which appears to be largely 

controlled by the type of cation coordination. The cations in tetrahedral sites (A) are more prone to reduction 

than those in octahedral sites (B). This is evidenced by the decrease of the peak corresponding to MOcta-MTetra 

bonds until its complete suppression at about 350°C, whereas the MOcta-MOcta peak intensity decreases only 

slightly. Combining the EXAFS data with the LCF analysis at the Fe K and Co K edges (Figure 14), it can be 

concluded that the disappearance of the MOcta-MTetra peak is related to the formation of M(II) oxide phases, 

probably a mixed (Fe,Co)O1-x, wüstite (as suggested also by the XRD patterns acquired on the reduced samples, 

Figure 16). In the case of FeCo2O4, the maximum conversion to M(II) oxides is reached at 400°C, whereas in the 

case of CoFe2O4 at 375°C. These M(II) oxides are highly disordered, also in the short range order, since no clear 

EXAFS peaks can be identified. Only in the case of majority cations of the spinels (B cations, i.e. Fe in ferrite and 

Co in cobaltite), the growth of a shoulder related to M-O bonds typical of wüstite structures is identified at 1.7 

Å, starting from 375-400°C. The higher activity of tetrahedral sites is somehow in contrast with a previous report 

about the reactivity of mixed ferrites toward methanol, where by ex situ characterization it was suggested a 

higher activity of octahedral sites,18 however it is in agreement with other investigations on the reaction 

mechanism of spinel.54,55 As  a matter of fact, Mössbauer experiments suggest that during the thermal or 

chemical reduction of ferrites, the removal of oxygen induces a change in the oxidation state of cations that 

therefore adjust their site occupancy, by populating interstitial sites:55 i.e. sites that are not normally occupied 

in the parent structures, however the structural details of such processes are strongly dependent on the specific 

oxide structures. Our XAS data therefore, for the first time capture time resolved snapshots of tetrahedral cations 

diffusion into normally unoccupied octahedral sites forming cation excessive54 spinels, which at the limit of high 

reduction are eventually converted to wüstite type oxides. Comparing the two oxides, FeCo2O4 seems to be more 

stable toward reduction than CoFe2O4, as evidenced by the higher temperature needed to reduce the signals 

coming from the spinel.  
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Figure 14: LCFs (% of composition vs temperature) of Fe(a,c) and Co (b,d) K-edge for CoFe2O4 (a,b) and FeCo2O4 (c,d) during the 

annealing treatment in reducing atmosphere (0.69 % ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

 

Figure 15: LCFs (% of composition vs temperature) of Fe(b) and Co (a) K-edge for FeCo2O4 (a,b) during the treatment in reducing atmosphere 

(0.69 % ethanol in N2) at 450°C. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 16: Fourier transform EXAFS of the CoFe2O4 and of FeCo2O4  at the end of the annealing in ethanol atmosphere (500°C) recorded at 

the Fe K (a) and Co K (b) edges. The FT EXAFS spectra of the reduced samples are compared with the FT EXAFS of Fe and Co metal foils. 

Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Figure 17: XRD patterns of a) CoFe2O4 and b) FeCo2O4 of as prepared samples and after 20 minutes at 350°C and 450°C in reductive 

atmopshere (15 mol % of ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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However, the higher stability may be due to the larger size and low surface area of iron cobaltite nanoparticles 

that prevent a fast surface reaction. On the other hand, CoFe2O4 shows an almost immediate conversion to the 

wüstite phases. The fast reaction, characterized by an almost linear kinetics as a function of time, suggests that 

intrinsic defects play a key role in the reduction. At high temperatures (> 350°C), the wüstite phases and the 

residual ferrite/cobaltite are mostly converted to metal phases. From the LCF analysis, it is clear that the 

formation of the metal phases starts only when a relatively large amount of (Co, Fe) mixed wüstite is formed; 

therefore, a direct decomposition of the spinel to the metal seems unlikely. In general, the reduction of ferrites 

follows a path that is strongly dependent on the type of reducing agent (H2, CO, alcohols), temperature, but also 

morphological factors.56 In the case of the Fe3O4 it has been determined by thermodynamic data,57 that a triple 

point exist at 1121 K where Fe3O4, FeO, Fe coexist, whereas for lower temperature Fe3O4 is directly converted to 

metal Fe. This prediction has been later verified experimentally in the experimental work of Bohn et al.58 On 

other hand, for several spinel ferrites it has been reported an easy and direct formation of metal phases: for 

example, NiFe2O4 is directly reduced at 850°C by simulated biomass pyrolysis gas to a metal Nickel phase and 

Fe3O4.
59

 Similarly, accurate experimental and theoretical investigations suggest that during the reduction with 

syngas, only in the limit of very low (<0.03) CO/CO2 and  H2/H2O ratios, CoO and NiO are formed from Co,Ni mixed 

ferrites, otherwise a direct decomposition to metal Ni and Co and iron enriched spinel is observed.32 More 

recently, in the case of the reduction of cobalt ferrites, at 600°C by a mixture of syngas and CO2 no trace of 

wüstite phase was observed by in situ XRD, but only a direct conversion of mixed spinel to a Co-Fe metal alloy.30 

Anyway all the reports in the literature suggest that the introduction of Co, Ni, and other first row transition 

metal cations facilitates the reduction of both the parent spinel Co3O4 and Fe3O4.3,60 Our in operando results 

therefore outline a different scenario that clearly points to the formation of a large fraction of intermediate 

wüstite phases even at very modest temperature.  It is also interesting to note that the presence of metal Fe in 

FeCo2O4 is observed only at temperatures higher than 400°C, which is a much higher temperature than that 

required for the formation of metal Co in the same material or metal Fe in CoFe2O4. As a matter of fact, the 

strength of Co-O bonds is smaller than Fe-O and one of the lowest among first row transition metal oxides,13 and 

in general the introduction of Co in iron spinel has the effect to promote reducibility. This is in agreement with 

previous TPR measurements and reactivity studies toward methanol3 and suggest that not only the chemical 

composition, but also structural factors are very important to understand the reactivity of mixed oxides. Finally, 

the analysis of the M-O peak intensity (1.2-1.6 Å) indicates that the A cations are fully reduced at temperature 

lower than that for the B cations in both samples (Fe in FeCo2O4 and Co in CoFe2O4). Notably, the LCF analysis 

suggests that single metal spinels (Co3O4 or Fe3O4) are not formed in any of the materials during the annealing in 

ethanol.   
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Figure 18: XANES spectra at Co (a,c) and Fe(b,d) K-edge for CoFe2O4 (a,b) and FeCo2O4 (c,d) during the annealing treatment in reducing 

atmosphere (0.69 % ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

CLR of ethanol: catalytic tests 

Bearing in mind these results, we tested the redox and catalytic properties of these materials with respect to the 

two-step CLR of ethanol at two different temperatures: at 350°C, because this is the threshold for the reduction 

of the catalysts; and at 450°C, because at this temperature both spinels are mostly reduced to a metal phase. 

Previously, the catalytic properties of MxFeyO4 spinels as catalyst for CLR at 450°C were investigated by Vozniuk 

et al.17 In the CLR process, the first step is the aerobic oxidation of ethanol, whereas the second one is the 

reoxidation of the catalyst by water vapor exposure.  

Considering that the anaerobic oxidation is a stoichiometric process, the reduction state of the material is pivotal 

in determining the selectivity of the reaction path. Therefore, the temperature has a major role in this reaction. 

The amount of each reaction product is affected by the extent of the metal oxide reduction, which is a general 

statement valid for all oxygen carrier materials. 

During the reduction step performed at 350oC for 20 min, the ethanol conversion and the selectivity to the main 

products were determined by gas chromatography (on-line micro-GC). The ethanol conversion over FeCo2O4 

(Figure 19) and CoFe2O4 (Figure 20) is 18% and 20%, respectively. The main products formed during the reaction 
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were identified as follows: acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, acetone, H2O, CO2, H2, ethylene and ethane. 

Acetaldehyde is the predominant product for FeCo2O4 with an initial selectivity of about 69 %, (which decreases 

to 57% at the end of the cycle). On the other hand, acetaldehyde selectivity over CoFe2O4 is significantly lower 

and with an opposite trend as a function of time, ranging from 17 to 28% at the beginning and after 20 min of 

ethanol exposure, respectively. The formation of acetaldehyde is likely due to the ethanol 

dehydrogenation/oxydehydrogenation reactions. Ethyl acetate represents the second most important reaction 

product, and the two spinels show similar selectivities (19% in cobaltite and 28% in ferrite at the end of the cycle). 

Notably, the selectivity to acetone over CoFe2O4 is in the range from 17 to 11%, while its selectivity over FeCo2O4 

is much lower (<2%).  

 

Figure 19:  Conversion and Selectivities to the main products obtained for FeCo2O4 during 20 min reduction at T-350°C. Reproduced from 

Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Figure 20: Conversion and Selectivities to the main products obtained for CoFe2O4 during 20 min reduction at T-350°C. Reproduced from 

Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Figures 21 and 22 show the conversion and the selectivity to the main products, obtained during the reduction 

step performed at 450oC for 20 min. Already at the beginning of the reaction, the ethanol conversion is 

quantitative and is stable during the reduction time for both oxides. One of the main products is hydrogen, with 

an initial selectivity of about 30% (FeCo2O4) and 51% (CoFe2O4), which increases up to 73 and 78%, respectively, 

at the end of the cycle. The trend observed for hydrogen very similar to that of COx and H2O, suggesting that the 

prevailing reactions, which result in the oxide reduction, are the total and partial ethanol oxidation. Other by-
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products as acetaldehyde, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethylene and ethane were detected mainly at the beginning 

of the reduction. This means that the formation of these species is strongly connected to the presence of the 

spinel phases, whereas as soon as the mixed wüstite is formed their amount is strongly suppressed. This has 

been confirmed by in operando investigation by XAS (see below). 

 

Figure 21: Conversion and Selectivities to the main products obtained for CoFe2O4 during 20 min reduction at T-450°C. Reproduced from 

Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Figure 22: Conversion and Selectivities to the main products obtained for FeCo2O4 during the 20 min reduction at T-450°C. Reproduced 

from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

After the 1st step with ethanol, the reduced material was then re-oxidized by water steam at 450oC during the 

same time on stream of 20 min, which corresponds to the 2nd step of the conventional two-step CLR process 

(Figure 23 and 24). Mass spectroscopy data indicate a significant difference in the amount of produced H2 and 

COx gases over two spinels, which is proportional to the reduction extent of the solid together with its ability of 

being re-oxidized by means of H2O. The higher hydrogen yield (~20 %) is obtained on CoFe2O4, whereas on 

FeCo2O4 its amount is 3-4 times lower (~5%). Beside the hydrogen production, the common feature for all the 

samples is the formation of COx (CO2 and CO) during the re-oxidation step (Figures 23 and 24), because of the 
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gasification of carbonaceous residues, previously formed during the reduction step (see CHNS elemental analysis 

in Table 6 performed after the 1st step with ethanol). 

 

Table 6: C,H,N,S analysis of reduced samples (20 min in ethanol atmosphere: 15 mol % of ethanol in N2). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with 

permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Temperature of 
reduction 

Sample name C % H % 

T-350oC FeCo2O4 0.31 0.11 
CoFe2O4 1.53 0.42 

T-450oC FeCo2O4 5.64 0.15 
CoFe2O4 10.65 0.18 

 

 

Figure 23: Yields to H2 and COx obtained over FeCo2O4 during 20 min of re-oxidation with water at 450°C. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with 

permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Figure 24: Integrated yields to H2, COx obtained over CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4 during 20 min re-xidation with water at 450°C. Reproduced 

from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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CLR of ethanol: in operando XAS 

In order to have an atomic scale insight into the origin of the different chemical activity of the two spinels, in 

operando XAS measurements have been carried out under Chemical-Loop conditions. In particular, we have 

monitored the Fe K and Co K-edges during ethanol (20 minutes, 5.29% in nitrogen) or water (20 minutes, 8.31% 

in nitrogen) exposure at 450°C. The working temperature (450°C) was reached in inert atmosphere at 5°C/min, 

and XAS measurements were also acquired during the heating treatment. Figure 25 shows the XANES and EXAFS 

spectra after each process step for both samples at the Fe K and Co K edges. After the thermal treatment, the 

oxidation states of Fe and Co in FeCo2O4 are almost unchanged, whereas a slight reduction of CoFe2O4 is 

evidenced by the decrease of the white line intensity at both edges, as well as by the shift of Fe K-edge energy 

toward lower values. This behavior could have two explanations: (i) cobaltite was synthesized at higher 

temperature than ferrite and, therefore, it is expected to be more stable; (ii) the particle size of cobaltite is larger 

than that of ferrite, therefore, cobaltite is less reactive. Moreover, the EXAFS peaks of both materials after 

annealing in inert atmosphere are less intense due to an increase of the disorder of the structures (high cation 

mobility) and to the noise induced by temperature and gas flow. EXAFS data suggest that the metal cations in 

tetrahedral environment are the most reactive species under these conditions, since the Mocta-Mtetra interactions 

suffer the largest drop in intensity. From the LCF analysis (Figure 26, time=0 min), we can conclude that only a 

small fraction of CoFe2O4 (about 20%) and of FeCo2O4 (about 5%) are converted to a wüstite phase after the 

annealing in inert atmosphere.  

In operando quick XAS spectra acquired during the following reduction and re-oxidation cycles (Figure 25), 

confirm that the two spinels exhibit a rather different reactivity. After the first reduction cycle in ethanol 

atmosphere, FeCo2O4 is almost completely reduced: both the Fe K and Co K-edges XANES (Figures 25a and 25b, 

and the corresponding LCF in Figure 26) and EXAFS (Figures 25e and 25f) data confirm the formation of metal 

phases. The peak corresponding to M-O bonds disappears, whereas that corresponding to M-M in the metal 

phase appears. About 50 % of the iron cobaltite is rapidly converted (2 min) to a wüstite phase. This phase, 

however, has only a transient existence due to the fast reduction to the metal phase. The formation of metal Fe 

and Co starts as soon as some mixed wüstite phase is formed, and after 10 minutes reaches a plateau that 

corresponds to the conversion of about 85% of Co and 75% of Fe to metal alloy phases. 61 Both cations are easily 

reduced; however, this tendency is higher for Co than for Fe, which in general requires a higher temperature and 

is more efficiently stabilized in the wüstite phase. Overall, the time evolution of the XANES spectra indicates that 

FeCo2O4 is rather unstable under reducing conditions and high temperature.  Nonetheless, during the successive 

oxidation cycle with water vapor, the EXFAS spectra remain unchanged, indicating that the reduced phases are 

quite difficult to re-oxidize (figures 25a and 25b). This limited oxidation explains the low hydrogen yield detected 

during catalytic measurements for this material. Previous in situ X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) study 

on Co-Mn mixed spinel ferrites17 on the other hand, indicate that the surface of these materials can be efficiently 

oxidized by water steam. This apparent contradiction can be solved considering the low surface area of FeCo2O4, 

and that XAS is a bulk technique. Moreover, it has been previously reported for other mixed spinels that the rate 

determining step of water oxidation is the diffusion of oxygen through the newly formed oxide layer.62 Therefore, 

we can assume that a thin oxide passivation layer that can be hardly detected by XAS is formed on the metal 

surface and prevents further oxidation. On the other hand, CoFe2O4 is reduced to a mixed wüstite in first place 

and, subsequently, to a Co-Fe alloy. After 2 minutes in ethanol atmosphere, about 80% of Fe and 45% of Co are 

converted to a wüstite phase (Figure 26). Interestingly, Co prefers to form a metal phase rather than a reduced 

Co(II) oxide, as demonstrated by the almost concurrent formation of CoO and Co metal. Fe, instead, is quickly 

and almost quantitatively transformed into wüstite, which is only partially reduced to metal. This quantitative 

conversion of Fe is in contrast with the behavior of Fe in FeCo2O4, where was gradually converted both to metallic 
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and wüstite phases. At the end of the cycle on CoFe2O4, the reduction of Fe to metal is only 60% to be compared 

with 90% for cobalt. It has been previously reported that the addition of Co to -Fe2O3, forming non-

stoichiometric spinel, has a strong influence on its reduction properties. Pure iron oxide and spinels are reduced 

only to FeO, whereas the cobalt doped ferrite can be reduced up to Fe-Co alloys30 During the subsequent 

oxidation process, Co is marginally oxidized by water (Figures 25c and 25g); whereas Fe is clearly oxidized to a 

final oxidation state slightly higher than 2+ (Figure 25d.) The easier oxidation of iron is responsible for the higher 

yield of hydrogen on CoFe2O4 with respect to FeCo2O4. It should be highlighted that we have not found evidence 

(neither from EXAFS spectra nor from LCF of XANES data) of the formation of single metal spinels (Co3O4 or 

Fe3O4).  

 

Figure 25: XANES spectra at Co K-edge (a,c) and Fe K-edge (b,d) and Fourier transforms of k3χ k  at Co K-edge (e,g) and Fe K-edge (f,h) of 

FeCo2O4 (a,b,e,f) and CoFe2O4 (c,d,g,h ) after three successive steps: annealing in inert atmosphere at 450°C, 20 minutes of ethanol 

dosing (0.08 ml/h) and 20 minutes of water dosing (0.04 ml/h). Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 
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Figure 26: LCFs (% of composition vs temperature) of Fe(b,c) and Co (a,c) K-edge for FeCo2O4 (a,b) and CoFe2O4 (c,d) during the treatment 

in reducing atmosphere (5.3 % ethanol in N2) at 450°C. Reproduced from Ref. 1 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Combining XAS and catalytic tests: main results 

Overall, the body of our experimental data indicates that at high temperature (450°C) both spinels are highly 

active for the total decomposition of ethanol at 450ºC, producing H2 and COx as main products, whereas at 350°C 

the overall conversion decreases and other reaction paths, especially oxidative dehydrogenation, becomes 

relevant. The different Co/Fe ratio in the oxides is a key parameter for controlling their chemical activity. The 

cobalt rich spinel can be easily reduced, but it is very difficult to be re-oxidized by a mild oxidant as water. In 

contrast, a higher iron fraction makes the system more reversible since an intermediate iron wüstite phase, 

which is a better oxygen buffer, is stabilized.63 Concerning the different selectivity in the anaerobic ethanol 

oxidation FeCo2O4 strongly favors the oxidative dehydrogenation to acetaldehyde with respect to CoFe2O4. The 

very high acetaldehyde yield observed at the beginning of the reaction can be traced back to very active 

tetrahedral species that are almost immediately converted to less reactive octahedral divalent species. CoFe2O4 

on the other hand shows a less pronounced selectivity toward acetaldehyde. In fact, it was suggested that a 

decrease of the amount of Fe(III) in tetrahedral sites in Co/Fe mixed spinel promotes dehydration rather than 

dehydrogenation.64 Our data indeed, indicate that the ratio of Fe(III) in tetrahedral sites in the two spinels is 

inversely proportional to acetaldehyde selectivity. Another important parameter that controls the selectivity of 

the reaction is the type of majority carriers in the material:65 n-type semiconductors can provide easily electron 

and favor dehydration, whereas the presence of mobile holes favors oxidative dehydrogenation. CoFe2O4 is an 

n-type semiconductor,[63] however upon reduction, it is converted to a wüstite-type oxide that is a p-type 

semiconductor. This change may explain why as a function of time the acetaldehyde selectivity increases for the 

cobalt ferrite. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we focused our attention on the design at the atomic level of spinel-based catalysts. By combining 

different characterization techniques (XRD, Raman and Mössbauer Spectroscopies), in operando Quick-EXAFS 

and catalysis measurements, we have investigated the structural and chemical properties of two archetypal 

cobalt/iron mixed spinel (FeCo2O4 and CoFe2O4) during each step of the chemical loop reforming of ethanol. CLR 

of ethanol is a promising technology for the production of high purity hydrogen, which is gaining more and more 

interest due to its intrinsic sustainability.  Nowadays the interest for spinels is gaining more and more momentum 

in the materials science community, but as demonstrated by a very recent review on this topic66, this field is still 

based on a high level of empiricism and there is an urgent need for in operando studies that are capable to 

unravel the subtle links between structure and activity. These materials have both a spinel structure, but they 

have different Fe/Co ratio and different degree of inversion. Mainly thanks to X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy, 

we carefully analyzed the correlation between the site occupancy of the spinel structure of Co/Fe mixed oxides 

and the reducibility of these materials.   

Firstly, we synthesized two different Fe/Co mixed spinels and we have studied the freshly prepared materials. 

Both materials have spinel structure, as demonstrated by XRD and Raman Spectroscopy. Thanks to X-ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy, we ha e deter i ed the o idatio  state of Fe a d Co a d the i ersio  para eter γ 
in the two structures (0.8 and 0.6 for CoFe2O4 and FeCo2O4, respectively). Then, by means of in operando Quick-

EXAFS measurements, we captured snapshots of spinel redox chemistry both during ethanol induced reduction 

and oxidation by water steam. These two reactions constitute the elementary steps of the CLR of ethanol. We 

have followed in real time the solid state redox processes of these mixed spinels as a response to temperature 

and reactive atmosphere. In particular, we monitored the reduction of the catalysts during the first step of CLR 

of ethanol and the oxidation during H2O steam exposure. These structural data were combined with the analysis 

of the reaction products in order to identify what are the most chemically active cations inside the spinel 

structure and what parameters control the chemical activity toward ethanol decomposition. These experiments 

have highlighted the influence of both coordination and chemical nature of the cations on the catalytic 

properties. The cations in tetrahedral sites of the spinel structure show a higher reducibility with respect to 

octahedral ones, independently from their chemical nature. The reduction of the spinel structure leads to the 

formation of a wüstite phase and of FeCo metal alloys. Conversely, considering the ratio between reduced phases 

(wüstite and metal alloy), the chemical nature of the cation plays an important role. In fact, the total reduction 

of Co to Co(0) is faster with respect to that of Fe. This is reflected in the oxidation step of CLR, where the re-

oxidization of cobaltite by a mild oxidant such as water is practically ineffective. This different behavior influences 

the ethanol decomposition selectivity and yield. At mild temperature (350°C) FeCo2O4 strongly favors the 

oxidative dehydrogenation to acetaldehyde with respect to CoFe2O4. Moreover, the very high acetaldehyde yield 

observed at the beginning of the reaction can be traced back to very active tetrahedral species that are almost 

immediately converted to less reactive octahedral divalent species. At higher temperature (450°C), both spinels 

are almost totally reduced to metal phases and are highly active for the total decomposition of ethanol, 

producing H2 and COx as main products. 

In conclusion, our study indicate that CoFe2O4 is a more promising material than FeCo2O4 for CLR due to a more 

reversible chemistry connected to the higher stability of the wüstite phase. Nonetheless, the fundamental 

knowledge acquired in this study may be a stepping stone for the design of new improved materials to be used 

as solid oxygen carriers and novel catalysts for the selective oxidation of alcohols and for the production of 

hydrogen through CLR. In particular, for the first time, we were able to assess the role of chemical nature (Co vs 

Fe), geometrical site (tetrahedral vs octahedral site) and crystal phase (spinel vs wüstite) on spinel redox 
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chemistry, laying the basis for a rational design of materials with specific chemical and functional properties. We 

think that this fundamental knowledge will have a far-reaching impact on materials science and sustainable 

chemistry because of the ever-increasing importance of oxides in some critical fields such as catalysis and energy 

conversion. In this chapter, we demonstrate how to capitalize such a knowledge for the design of oxygen carriers 

for the chemical loop reforming of ethanol, but its exploitation in other chemical looping and carbon capture 

technologies appears to be equally likely. 

In fact, the precise understanding of how some specific structural features at the atomic scale control the 

chemical reactivity represent an exceptional stepping stone to develop advanced catalysts for the selective 

conversion of alcohols, alternative solid state oxygen storage systems, and several applied materials that exploit 

the redox properties of oxides.   
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3. Multiscale design of nanostructured Pd/CeO2 heterogeneous catalysts 

Palladium is an active catalyst for the decomposition of methanol to syngas, whose chemical activity is largely 

affected by the interaction with the supporting substrate. Nanostructured Cerium oxide can establish strong 

electronic interactions with finely dispersed palladium nanoparticles (NPs) leading to a substantial enhancement 

of their catalytic performance. This synergistic effect is dependent on structural factors such as the nanoparticle 

size and the crystallographic orientation of the facets because they control the coordination and chemical 

environment of oxygen anions and cerium cations. To study these structure/activity relationships, we deposited 

Pd NPs on nanostructured cerium oxides particles exposing mainly the same (100) face, but with different 

morphology and average dimension (from few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers), and we have 

investigated their activity toward selective methanol decomposition. The differences in the catalytic properties 

of the investigated materials are correlated to the morphology of the oxide substrates (nanorods of different 

aspect ratio, nanocubes or nanopowders), to their surface reducibility in working conditions and to the synergy 

established with Pd NPs. Moreover, in the next chapter, we will take advantage of this study is in order to design 

a complex multivariate catalytic system. 

3.1 CeO2 

Cerium dioxide (CeO2), a pale yellow/white powder, is a very well-known cerium compound that it is nowadays 

employed in many different fields of application such as optics1, biomedicine2, polishing materials3, solid oxide 

fuel cells4. However, heterogeneous catalysis is probably the most studied application of cerium-based materials. 

For example, more than 40 years ago for the first time, ceria was employed by Ford Motor Company as 

component in car catalytic converters and nowadays is an irreplaceable element of three-way catalysts (TWCs).5 

This huge exploitation is favored by the abundance of Cerium (is the most abundant of the so-called rare earth 

elements, about 0.0  wt % of the Earth’s rust  a d y its low pri e.5 Moreover considering the requirements 

for the modern society of the development of a ore green  chemistry, and consequently economy, that take 

in consideration the value versus risk of the elements, cerium is considered an highly exploitable element.6 

Therefore, at least in the short-medium term, the limits to further development of ceria-based technologies are 

mainly restricted to geopolitical factors (China extracts the 90% of rare earths global production).6 A part from 

the most widespread and consolidated use as TWCs and pollution abatement, ceria-based material are studied 

in several different catalytic applications such as water-gas shift (WGS), steam and dry reforming of hydrocarbons 

and oxygenates, CO oxidation, alcohols synthesis from syngas, selective hydrogenations and C-C coupling.7,8 The 

number of ceria related publications from 1950 to 2015 exceeds 26000, with a constant increase of publications 

per year. The same trend is showed by papers on ceria associated with the research field of catalysis (Figure 1). 
5 
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Figure 1: Histogram of number of publications on ceria (blue bars) and publications on ceria associated with catalysis (red bars) from 1994 

to 2015. (Source: Web of Science, Jan 9, 2016). Reprinted with permission from T. Montini, M. Melchionna, M. Monai, P. Fornasiero, Chem. 

Rev. , , 7−  . Copyright © 2016, American Chemical Society. 

This highlights that despite the huge amount of studies, the fascinating catalytic properties of ceria-based 

materials have kindled a tremendous interest in the scientific community and are continuously offering new 

potential applications. In recent years, this was also favored by the development of new and powerful 

characterization techniques9 (i.e. operando studies) and theoretical methods10 that permitted to achieve a 

deeper insight into the fundamental properties of ceria based materials.  

3.2 Structure and surface dependent behavior of ceria 

The great interest of ceria-based materials as catalysts is mainly related to their oxygen storage capacity (OSC), 

so to their ability to shuttle between Ce(IV) and Ce(III) oxidation states maintaining structural integrity. CeO2 

exhibits the fluorite crystal structure, with a face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell (Fm3m, a=0.541134 nm, JCPDS 

34-394).5 In this structure, eight equivalent nearest-neighbor oxygen anions are coordinated around Ce cations 

at the corners of a cube. Consequently, each anion has tetrahedral coordination. The reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) 

leads to non-stoichiometric CeO2−y by oxygen release and with the concomitant formation of oxygen vacancies 

within the crystal structure. Following the Kröger-Vink notation, this reaction can be expressed as: 

 ���� + �� → ��∙∙ + ��′�� + �  (1) 

Ce2O3 is the stable form of the fully reduced cerium oxide and has hexagonal crystal structure (P̅ml). However, 

intermediate composition of CeO2-y (0.5<y<0) almost retains the FCC structure: Ce cations maintain near FCC-like 

positions and O-vacancies could be ordered or randomly distributed, depending on temperature, oxygen partial 

pressure and composition.11  

Computational studies demonstrated that the oxygen vacancy formation energy is approximately 30% lower on 

the ceria surface compared to the bulk and strongly depends on the exposed facets.10 Thus the catalytic behavior 

of ceria, that are based on its acid-base properties, is strongly controlled by its surface structure.12 In fact, low-

index structural facets present different cerium cations and oxygen anions coordination environments and 

therefore present different reducibility and vacancies concentration. The three thermodynamically most stable 

surfaces of ceria are {111}, {1 } and {11 } (Figure 2)).13,14  
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Figure 2: Top, side, and perspective view of CeO2 (100), (110), and (111) surfaces. Gray and red spheres represent cerium and oxygen ions, 

respectively. Reprinted with permission from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical 

Society. 

Other less stable surfaces, like { 1 } and { 1 }, are unlikely in real systems because they suffer of faceting and 

reconstruction processes.14 For this reason, most of the studies present in the literature are focused on the three 

more stable low index surfaces.  The thermodynamic stability of these surfaces is: {111}>{11 }>{1 }. In all 

these cases, the coordination number of Ce and O is lower with respect to bulk ceria (O=4; Ce=8). The (111) 

oriented surface is oxygen-terminated and has not dipole moment because of the repetition of three layer of O-

Ce-O maintains charge neutrality (Type 2 surface). The CeO2 (110) surface exposes both Ce cations and O anions 

and the charge neutrality is maintained for each layer (Type 1 surface). Conversely, CeO2 (100) surface exposed 

Ce-O-Ce-O repeating units that causes a net dipole moment perpendicular to the surface. The main 

characteristics of these surfaces are summarized in Table 1 (adapted from Ref.12). 

Table 1: Characteristics of Low Index Surfaces of CeO2. Adapted from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. 

 (111) (110) (100) 
Coordination Number O(3), Ce(7) O(3), Ce(6) O(2), Ce(6) 
Coordinative 
unsaturated sites 

O(1), Ce(1) O(1), Ce(2) O(2), Ce(2) 

Surface Energy (eV)a 0.69(0.68) 1.26(1.01) 2.05(1.41) 
Oxygen Vacancy 
Formation Energy (eV)15 

2.60 1.99 2.27 

a Unrelaxed and (relaxed) values calculated from ab initio DFT.16 
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The trend of oxygen vacancy formation energy is: {11 }>{1 }>{111}. This is a crucial parameter for 

characterizing the reducibility of a certain ceria surface. As shown before with the Kröger-Vink notation (1), the 

reduction of CeO2 implies that electrons are transferred from an O atom to two adjacent Ce atoms. Consequently, 

these two Ce atoms are reduced to Ce(III) and an oxygen vacancy is formed. So, the more easily the O vacancy is 

accommodated by the exposed surface, the most reducible is that surface. The formation of an oxygen vacancy 

creates a mobile reactive site on the surface and can act as center for the activation of oxygen in oxidation 

reactions. This is the keystone of the oxygen storage process and therefore of the most interesting catalytic 

properties of ceria.  

In order to characterize the degree of reduction of ceria surface, one of the most useful characterization 

technique is X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS). The photoemission spectrum of Ce3d can be fitted with 

five spin-orbit-split doublets corresponding to the possibly different 4f configurations in the photoemission final 

state (Figure 3). The components labeled v0 and vi correspond to Ce3+, whereas the components labeled v, vii, viii 

are ascribed to Ce4+.17  The spin-orbit-splitting satellite labeled uiii at about 917 eV is indicative of the poorly 

screened Ce3d94f0O2p6 final state, connected only with the presence of Ce4+ ions. For this reason, in order to 

follow easily the degree of reduction of CeO2 surface is possible to measure the ratio of the area of the uiii doublet 

versus the total area of the fit Ce3d photoemission line. The doublets at lower binding energy v and u, vii and uii, 

result from shake-down processes where electrons are transferred from the O2p to Ce4f levels in the exited state 

and correspond to the Ce3d94f2O2p4 and the Ce3d94f1O2p5 final states, respectively. The two multiplets v0 and 

u0, vi and uI, associated with Ce(III), correspond to the Ce3d94f1O2p6 and Ce3d94f2O2p5 final states, 

respectively.17,18  

 

Figure 3: Photoemission spectrum and deconvolution of Ce 3d after activation of the catalyst in hydrogen at 150 °C. Reprinted with 

permission from L. Artiglia, F. Orlando, K. Roy, R. Kopelent, O. Safonova, M. Nachtegaal, T. Huthwelker, J.A. van Bokhoven, J. Phys. Chem. 

Lett. 7, , − . Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
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3.3 Engineering CeO2 morphology at the nanoscale  

In order to characterize the structural and catalytic (i.e. adsorption and reactions of molecules) properties of 

ceria with controlled exposed surfaces, it is possible to grow cerium oxide thin films on different substrates. 

These kinds of model systems are suited for surface science characterization tools (XPS, STM, LEED, TPD) and 

permit to have a deeper insight into the fundamental properties of the different surfaces exposed by cerium 

oxide. Cerium oxide thin films can be grown employing several different techniques such as metalorganic 

chemical vapor deposition19, magnetron sputtering20, pulsed laser deposition21, evaporation of metallic Ce by 

resistive heating22 or by e-beam heating23. Typically, the depositions were performed in oxidizing atmosphere22 

or a post-deposition O2 treatment24 was necessary to achieve a good stoichiometry. Ceria thin films exposing 

CeO2 (111) are the most studied in the literature. This kind of thin films can be grown by evaporating metallic Ce 

in O2 atmosphere onto the close-packed surfaces of hcp(0001) or fcc(111) single metal surfaces. 11  CeO2 (100) 

thin films were also extensively studied in the literature (i.e. grown on SrTiO3(100)21 and fcc(100) metals 

substrates25). Conversely, only few works focused on the CeO2(110) surface are reported in the literature.11  

In the last twenty years, great effort was put on the development of synthesis methodologies of ceria 

nanoparticles with uniform and controlled morphology. Standard preparation techniques of oxides such as 

precipitation or coprecipitation methods are usually very fast and simple, but the drawback is the lack of 

morphological control. In fact, the morphology of a crystal depends on both kinetics and thermodynamic 

processes that characterize the particle growth process.26,27 If the growth is controlled by thermodynamics, the 

crystals will expose the most stable surface and the nanoparticles will have a specific shape. Conversely, kinetic 

processes may allow the synthesis of nanoparticles exposing facets with higher surface energy. The kinetic 

control of nucleation and growth rate of the nanoparticles depends on several parameters such as temperature, 

pH, pressure, concentration, solvent, presence of surfactants and nature of the precursors. There are mainly two 

approaches to the synthesis of ceria nanoparticles with controlled shape and size: surface capping agents 

assisted growth and hydrothermal synthesis. The capping agents (inorganic or organic) influence the finale 

shapes of the nanoparticles by the inhibition of the growth along a specific direction.28 In fact, capping agents 

interact differently with different ceria surfaces. For example, dodecanoic acid binds preferentially on the (100) 

surface and this leads to the increase in the growth rate along the [111] direction (Figure 4)).29 This strategy 

permits to synthesize materials with homogeneous particle size and morphology or hollow structures.30 The main 

drawback of this approach, especially from the catalysis point of view, is the presence of capping agents on the 

particles surfaces of the synthesized materials. In fact, the removal of the surfactant is a big problem because of 

the strong force between the reagent and favorable crystal surfaces. 
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Figure 4: Control of nanocrystal shape through the use of surface capping agents. Interaction of dodecanoic acid with {100} surfaces slows 

the growth in this direction leading to the formation of nanocubes (path b). In excess of dodecanoic acid, growth in both directions is 

reduced with the formation of small truncated octahedral particles (path c) compared to path a with no capping agent. Reprinted with 

permission from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 

If we want a clean CeO2 surface, and so the highest number of reactive sites available for catalysis, it is necessary 

to perform an additional step that removes the capping agents. For this reason, surfactant-free processes to 

synthesized CeO2 nanostructures were extensively studied in the literature and are typically related to 

hydrothermal and solvothermal methods. These methods are based on the preparation of a basic solution 

containing a Ce precursor that is maintained at high temperature in a closed vessel. As cerium source 

Ce(NO3)3∙nH2O31 or CeCl3∙nH2O32 are usually employed.  As base, most convenient choice is NaOH, KOH or NH3. 

In the hydrothermal method, the water basic solution containing the Ce precursor is transferred into a Telfon-

lined autoclave. The autoclave is maintained at a desired temperature (usually 373-473 K) for different times 

(usually 12-48 h). Finely tuning the synthesis parameters (temperature, time, base and Ce precursor nature and 

concentrations), it is possible to obtain nanoparticles with different morphology and size. Without capping 

agents, the nucleation and growth of the nanoparticles is driven by the chemical potential and the viscosity of 

the solution in hydrothermal conditions and the structural anisotropy of the inorganic compound. Ceria crystal 

structure is isotropic and CeO2 nanoparticles commonly crystallize with polyhedral shape. These polyhedral 

exposes mainly (111) facets, followed by (110) and (100) facets. (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5: CeO2 crystals prepared by hydrothermal methods: (a) FE-SEM image of CeO2 nano-octahedrons and individual nano-octahedron 

seen from three different views. (b) Bright-field image of large CeO2 particles and (c) surface 3D rendering view of the structure of particle. 

Reprinted with permission from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
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This limitation can be overcome by the presence of anisotropic intermediates, formed during hydrothermal 

synthesis, and by the influence of the counterions of Ce precursor, that can act as capping agents.33 Therefore, it 

is possible to control the growth of ceria nanoparticles along selected directions and to obtain CeO2 

nanostuctures. For example, Mai et al.31 synthesized single-crystalline and uniform nanopolyhedra, nanorods and 

nanocubes of fcc CeO2 (Figure 6). Starting from water solution of cerium nitrate, they optimized different 

hydrothermal recipes modifying the temperature of the synthesis (100-180°C) and the concentration of NaOH 

(0.01-9 M) in order to selectively prepare different ceria powders with different morphologies. According to high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy, these nanostructures exposed different crystal planes: {111} and 

{100} for polyhedra, {110} and {100} for rods, and {100} for cubes. The hydrothermal syntheses were confirmed 

to take place under the dissolution/recrystallization mechanism, whose kinetic can be speeded up raising the pH 

of the solution. Therefore, they correlated the shape selection to the formation of hexagonal Ce(OH)3 

intermediate species and their transformation into CeO2 at elevated temperature and to the base concentration. 

Starting from the same precursors, Pan et al.34 developed a large-scale synthesis (RT, atmospheric pressure) of 

single-crystalline and uniform CeO2 nanorods that grown along [110] direction. Accordingly to their results, firstly 

Ce(OH)3 particles are formed. The hydroxy groups limit the lateral growth, so nanorods are formed. The sides of 

the nanorods may be easily oxidized by oxygen in solution due to the large exposed area, which also limits the 

lateral growth (Figure 7i). Moreover, they converted the as-prepared nanorods into nanotubes, nanowires, and 

nanocubes through hydrothermal reactions (Figure 7ii). They resume the hydrothermal process in two 

fundamental steps: the oxidation of the dissolved Ce(III) to Ce(IV) (rate constant k1) and the growth of the 

nanorods (rate constant k2). If k1 > k2, the process is controlled by the dissolved Ce(III) that is oxidized in solution 

and then is preferentially deposited on the surface of the nanorods leading to the growth of nanotubes. If k1 < 

k2, the Ce(III) ions prefer to deposit on the tips of the nanorods, which results in the growth of nanowires. At 

Figure 6: TEM (a) and HRTEM (b) images of CeO2 nanopolyhedra. TEM (c) and HRTEM (d) images of CeO2 nanorods, inset is a fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. TEM (e) and HRTEM (f) images of CeO2 nanocubes, inset is a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis. 

Schematic diagram (right) for the shape-selective synthesis of CeO2 nanopolyhedra, nanorods and nanocubes. Adapted with permission 

from Mai, H. X.; Sun, L. D.; Zhang, Y. W.; Si, R.; Feng, W.; Zhang, H. P.; Liu, H. C.; Yan, C. H. J. Phys. Chem. B 2005, 109, 2438 − . 
Copyright © 2005, American Chemical Society. 
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higher temperatures (120-180°C), the oxidation occurs not only at the surface, but also in the bulk of the nanorod 

seeds, leading to the formation of nanoparticles and successively nanocubes.  

 

As already mentioned, in addition to base concentration, temperature and pressure, also the 

precursor/counterion nature can influence the final shape of the ceria crystals. Wu et al. 33 determined that 

chloride and nitrate ions interact differently with (111) or (100) facets of growing ceria particles. This changed 

the surface free energies and determined the growth rate along different directions. For example, Cl- favored 

the growth of elongated 1D structures (nanords, nanowires). Conversely, NO3
- favored the formation of 

nanoparticles and nanocubes (Figure 8).  

Figure 7: i) Possible conversion mechanism for CeO2 nanorods. k1is represented as the rate constant of the oxidation of the 

dissolvedCe3+ to Ce4+ and k2 is represented as the rate constant of thegrowth of CeO2 nanorods. ii) TEM images of the conversion 

of CeO2 nanorods under various hydrothermal conditions: (a) nanotubes (100 °C, 72 h), (b) nanowires (110 °C, 24 h), (c) 

nanoparticles (120 °C, 24 h), (d) nanoparticles and nanocubes (140 °C, 24 h), (e) nanocubes (160 °C,24 h), (f) nanocubes, 

nanoparticles, and nanorods (180 °C, 2 h), and (g, h) nanocubes (180 °C, 24 h). Adapted with permission  from C. Pan, D. Zhang, L. 

Shi, J. Fang Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 2429–2436. Copyright ©  WILEY‐VCH Verlag G bH & Co. KGaA, Wei hei . 

i 

ii 
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration for the conversion from nanorods to nanocubes. Reprinted with permission from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS 

Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 

These examples show the high potentiality of hydrothermal method in the synthesis of ceria nanostructures with 

uniform morphology and size. However, among all the possible crystal shapes that can be obtained, for catalytic 

application the most investigated in the literature were nanocubes and nanorods/tubes.  

CeO2 nanocubes are characterized by six {100} facets and their size can vary from few nanometers to hundreds 

of nanometers. Often corners and edges can expose {111} and {110} facets and their amount can be increased 

employing capping agents in the synthesis.35  

CeO2 with rod-like orphology are ore diffi ult to des ri e as a sta dard  stru ture as i  the ase of 
nanocubes that almost totally exposed {100} facets. In fact, the lower temperature synthesis (100-120°C usually) 

increases the influence of other parameter such base and precursor nature and concentration on the final 

material and can lead to different crystal growth directions. The typical growth direction of nanorods is the [110]. 

Consequently, nanorods typically expose (100) and (110) facets.8 However, in the literature are reported also 

ceria nanords that were grown along [111], [211] and [100] directions.8 This highlights the strong influence of 

little changes in the synthesis parameters on the final morphology of the rods. Another impartant factor is the 

dying/calcination step. For example, it was found that the calcination of nanorods at 400-700°C leads to the 

surface reconstruction of {100} and {110} surfaces into a {111}.36 

This literature survey highlights that the synthesis of CeO2 nanocrystals and of model systems with defined 

exposed surfaces is nowadays well established. The main spur for these experimental works derive from the 

desire to experimentally verify the huge amount of calculations that predicted the strong surface sensitivity of 

ceria reactivity and of all its most interesting properties.5,14 One of the most important kind of study performed 

on ceria samples exposing different facets is the measurement of OSC. As already mentioned, OSC of ceria is 

related to its ability of acting as buffer to supply O in slightly reducing atmosphere by reduction to under-

stoichiometric CeO2-y (i.e. fuel rich/O2 deficient operation period of an engine) and to its ability of being easily 

reoxidized in a later stage (i.e. removing O from O2 rich exhaust stream). Moreover, the key-point of this redox 

activity is the absence of structural changes of the fcc structure of ceria.  

Mai et al.31 measured the OSC (400°C) of nanocubes, nanorods and nanopolyhedra exposing respectively (100), 

(110)+(100) and (111) facets. They divided the OSC results by the surface area of the different samples, in order 
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to precisely define the shape dependence on the OSC. They found this trend for OSC: nanocubes > nanords >> 

nanopolyhedra. Therefore, the higher OSC was associated with the higher reducibility of (100) and (110) facets. 

Moreover, comparing the calculated values with the experimental data, they found that in the case of 

nanopolyhedra the contribution to oxygen storage is restricted to the surface of the particles. Conversely, for 

nanorods and nanocubes, experimental OSC was higher than calculated ones, highlighting the contribution of 

the bulk of the nanostructure to the oxygen storage. It should be noticed that the reducibility of ceria 

nanostructures is influenced also by the higher density of surface defects with respect to bigger particles.37 

Interestingly, the OSC of nanorods and nanocubes is high also at low temperature (100-200°C).38,39 This low 

temperature behavior is not only related to the formation of oxygen vacancies. EPR40 and Raman41,42 

spectroscopy studies identified the formation of superoxo (O2
-) and peroxo (O2

2-) species on the surface of 

reduced ceria nanocrystals. In fact, the reoxidation of the surface by oxygen in this case is due to the dissociation 

of superoxo/peroxo species into lattice oxygens: � � → �− � → � − � → � − �  

In addition to this mechanism, about 20% of adsorbed oxygen desorbed as molecular oxygen through 

disproportion reactions: �− � + �− � → � − � + � �  � − � + � − � → � − � + � �  

Comparing nanorods and nanocubes, O2 desorption was measured at lower temperature in the case of nanorods 

(70°C vs 200°C). Experimental and theoretical studies showed that superoxo species disappeared at lower 

temperature with respect to peroxo species. 41,42 This is due to the stronger bond to the surface of peroxo species. 

For the formation of superoxo species is necessary that Ce(III) ions act as one electron donor centers. In fact, the 

interaction of oxygen with a surface vacancy site would give a peroxide ion. For these reasons, the formation of 

superoxo species is associated with the presence of highly defective or faceted surfaces (i.e. nanorods).  

Figure 9: Raman spectra of O2 adsorption at room temperature on different temperature reduced ceria nanorods (a) and nanocubes 

(b). Adapted with permission from Y.-J. Wang , H. Dong , G.-M. Lyu , H.-Y. Zhang , J. Ke , L.-Q. Kang , J.-L. Teng , L.-D. Sun , R. Si , J. 

Zhang , Y.-J. Liu ,Y.-W. Zhang , Y.-H. Huang , C.-H. Yan , Nanoscale 2015 , 7 , 13981. Copyright © 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Another molecule that was widely investigated to probe the redox properties of ceria is CO. In fact, the CO 

oxidation is catalyzed by ceria in catalytic converters and in the water-gas shift reaction. CO can reduce ceria 

through a Mars van Krevelen mechanism: a CO molecule interacts with a surface oxygen atom giving CO2 or 

carbonates and consequently creates an oxygen vacancy. The catalytic activity toward CO oxidation generally is 

nanorods ((110)+(100)) > nanocubes ((100)) > nanoparticles ((111)), as predicted also by computational data.14,34 

Notably, this trend is the reverse of that of oxygen vacancy energy formation. 

Together with the OSC properties, the catalytic activity of ceria toward organic reactions is strictly related to its 

acid/base surface chemistry. The differences in Ce cations and O anions coordination in different surfaces imply 

a correlation between crystal shape and acid/base properties. The strongest dependence on the surface 

orientation was found for Lewis basic sites.43 Conversely, Lewis acid sites seem to be only slightly dependent on 

crystallographic orientation and in any case they are very weak on ceria surfaces. Using probe molecules like CO2 

and CHCl3, and measuring TPD profiles and IR spectra, the Overbury’s group compared the basicity of three ceria 

nanostructures (rods, cubes, octahedra). Their results highlight that octahedra showed the higher basicity, 

whereas the lowest was showed by nanorods. This trend is consistent with TPD studies on model systems. For 

example, desorption spectra of 2-propanol showed that the dehydration pathway is less favored on the (100) 

surface with respect to the (111) surface.44 In fact, dehydrogenation reactions are favored on basic sites. 

Conversely, acid sites favor dehydration reactions. The surface basicity is also influenced by the degree of 

reduction of ceria. Several studies on models systems45,46 showed that CeO2(111) dramatically increases the 

number of basic sites after reduction, whereas in the case of reduction of CeO2(100) the effect is less marked.  

As highlighted by these examples, the catalytic properties of ceria-based materials can be finely tuned by the 

careful design of crystal shapes, exposed surfaces, defect density, degree of reduction. In fact, catalytic 

properties depend on redox, defects and acid/base chemistry of ceria, and nowadays there is a wide choice of 

synthesis methods that permit us to design ceria nanostructures. Moreover, an accurate knowledge of the 

correlation between nanocrystals characteristics (shape, degree of reduction, etc) and catalytic activity opens 

the way to the possibility of the integration of ceria nanostructures in composite materials in order to design 

multifunctional catalysts that can operate in tandem or cascade scheme reactions. 
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3.4 Metal nanoparticles on CeO2 

In heterogeneous catalysis, supported metal nanoparticles are one of the most used and studied kind of catalysts. 

The catalytic properties of these materials depend not only on the nature, shape and size distribution of metal 

particles, but also the role of the support is crucial: this is known as the metal-support interaction .47 For model 

systems, usually metal particles are deposited over ceria employing the deposition methods typical of surface 

science (i.e. atomic layer deposition, evaporation of metal by e-beam or resistive heating). Regarding powder 

systems, metal particles are deposited on pre-formed ceria nanostructures by deposition/precipitation or 

impregnation method.48,49 In general, the morphology on of the metal nanoparticles are strongly dependent on 

many different parameters such as the nature of metal precursors, which in most cases are simple ionic salts,  

and type of ceria nanostructures, in addition to other standard parameters such as temperature pH and 

concentration. For example, nanorods exposing (110) facets usually stabilized smaller nanoparticles with respect 

to nanocubes exposing (100) facets. 50 Together with morphology, the rich surface chemistry of cerium oxide 

heavily influences the catalytic activity of supported metal particles and metal/ceria catalysts were widely 

investigated in the literature.8,11,12 Generally, calculations and experimental data have determined that there is 

interaction between ceria surface and metal atoms/particles, that is an electron transfer from the supported 

adsorbed metal to CeO2. This causes the reduction of ceria surface and could induce a small positive charge on 

the admetal. XPS studies of metal/CeO2(111) model systems,51,52,53 suggest that the r ceria surface is generally 

reduced, whereas the oxidation of admetal was observed in case of O transfer, mixed metal oxide formation or 

as a consequence of  final state effects associated with small size metal particles.   

In metal/ceria systems, the interface between metal particle and ceria surface is crucial for catalysis because 

many reactions likely occurs at this interface, therefore several  fundamental studies have focused on  

metal/CeO2(111) model systems in order to shed light on its fascinating interfacial chemistry. 11 For example, TPD 

studies showed that when methanol is adsorbed on Rh/CeO2(111) desorption features different from the case 

of bare ceria or bare metal could be observed. 54 On both catalyst components, methanol adsorbs as H and 

methoxy species. The results indicated that methoxy species react at the Rh/CeO2 interface and only CO and H2 

are produced (on bare ceria, on the other hand methanol disproportionates to formaldehyde and methanol). 

Moreover, at low methanol exposure, single and sharp peaks of CO and H2 desorption features, together with 

XP“ results, e ide e the apture-zo e 55 effect: methanol adsorbed on ceria rapidly diffuses to Rh 

nanoparticles. Another important example is the reverse spillover from ceria to metal, which is observed for both 

water and methanol on Rh/CeO2(111), or the spillover from metal to ceria, which was observed for formic acid 

on Pt/CeO2(111).11  

Moving to powder systems, many studies focused on the correlation between the catalytic activity and different 

ceria nanostructures as support for metal nanoparticles. For example, Cui et al.56 verified that there was a 

stronger interaction between Cu and ceria nanorods, with respect to nanocubes and nanopolyhedra. Such strong 

interaction resulted in a higher Cu+/Cu0 ratios and in a higher amount of oxygen vacancies concentration. The 

activity of these Cu/CeO2 nanostructured catalysts was evaluated for the gas/solid-phase hydrogenation of CO2-

derived diethyl carbonate to methanol. The sample with the stronger metal/ceria interaction (Cu/CeO2 

nanorods) was the best performing material. Imamura et al.57 studied the decomposition of methanol over 

Pt/CeO2. Again, they found that a strong metal/support interaction resulted in the acceleration of the kinetic of 

the rate-determing step (RDS) of the reaction. In this case, the RDS was the abstraction of methoxy hydrogen 

bound to Pt. They verified that when Pt is oxidized because of the interaction with ceria, one electron is 

withdrawn from the methoxy group to Pt. Consequently, the C-H bond of the adsorbed methoxy group is 

weakened and the kinetic of the reaction is faster. Soler et al.58 supported pre-formed Au nanoparticles on 
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different ceria nanostructures that exposed different facets (nanocubes, nanopolyhedra, nanorods). They 

studied these Au/CeO2 materials as catalysts for the preferential oxidation of CO (COPrOx). Combining catalytic 

tests and XPS data, they clearly determined a correlation between the performances and the stabilization of 

oxidized Au species. The as-prepered Au NPs presented only Au(0). In the worst-perfroming material (Au/CeO2 

nanocubes), gold oxidation state is unchanged with respect to unsupported nanoparticles. Conversely, they 

measured an increase in the catalyst performances (higher conversion and selectivity) for the Au/nanords and 

Au/nanopolyhedra samples. In these cases, XPS results showed that electron density is transferred  from Au to 

ceria so that the amount of Ce(III) species increases and gold is partially oxidized (Figure 10). The best performing 

material was Au/nanorods, which was sample with the highest ratio Au(⸹+)/Au(0). All these examples highlight 

the importance of the metal/ceria interface on the catalytic properties. When the catalyst is used for oxidation 

reactions, one of the crucial aspects for the enhancement of the catalytic activity is the stabilization of oxidized 

metal species on the surface of ceria. Especially the last example clearly demonstrates how different ceria crystal 

shapes, and therefore different exposed facets, influence the interaction between metal and oxide support and 

how they determine the catalytic activity of the material.  

 

Figure 10: (a) COPrOx catalytic performance of preformed Au nanoparticles dispersed over ceria nanopolyhedra, nanocubes, and nanorods 

(CO/O2/N2/H2 = 1:1:23:25 molar). (b) HRTEM image of Au/Ceo2 nanorods. (c) Au 4f photoemission spectra. Reprinted with permission 

from A. Trovarelli, J. Llorca, ACS Catal. 2017, 7, 4716-4735. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
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3.5 Multi-scale design of Pd@CeO2 heterogeneous catalysts for selective methanol decomposition 

The increasing world energy demanding and the intrinsic narrowness of non-renewable energy sources is a 

theme that is widely discussed in Chapter 1. The studies on renewable and environmentally friendly sources of 

energy and of raw materials for chemical industries are of crucial importance. In this optics, methanol is 

considered one of the most important chemical because it can be obtained from bio-sources, can be exploited 

as fuel and as raw material for the production of CO, H2 and CO2. In this section, the attention will be focused on 

the methanol decomposition to syngas (CO and H2). The methanol decomposition reaction could be exploited in 

many different catalytic processes59, ranging from energy recovery of waste heat60 (from various industries61 or 

from methanol fuel cells62) to the synthesis of fine chemicals63.  Especially the in situ production of syngas is 

nowadays attracting more and more interest in the world of catalysis a d is gi i g a se o d youth  to the 
methanol decomposition reaction. In fact, if the catalyst used for syngas synthesis is rationally integrated in a 

multifunctional material, the in situ produced CO and H2 (i.e. syngas) could be exploited to carry out a second 

catalytic reaction in a tandem or cascade reaction scheme.63 The in situ syngas production is very advantageous 

for the overall safety of the chemical conversion process since minimize the handling of high pressure toxic and 

flammable gases. The in situ production scheme produces a localized high concentration of CO and H2. In a 

multifunctional catalyst, if the different catalytic sites are properly arranged, this could heavily influence the 

catalytic activity of the material. For example, some reactions such as hydroformylation can be carried out at 

atmospheric pressure instead of the high-pressure reaction currently employed in the industry. This is an obvious 

economical advantage and it makes the catalytic process more safe (no necessity of the transport and use of 

high-pressure CO and H2, simpler and safer reactors needed).  

The aim of our study is to correlate the catalytic activity of Pd NPs supported on different nanostructured CeO2 

particles with the morphology, the basicity and the surfaces exposed by the oxide substrates. The catalytic 

activity is evaluated toward methanol decomposition to syngas. As discussed in this chapter, engineering at the 

nanoscale the size, morphology, and exposed facets of individual particles, is fundamental to control the surface 

chemistry of both oxide and metal nanoparticles, and eventually to tune the catalytic activity and synergistically 

integrate different catalytic sites in a unique composite. Palladium is generally active in the catalytic 

decomposition of methanol to syngas and its activity is largely affected by the support.61,64,65 Cerium oxide is one 

of the most effective catalyst support because it may strongly interact both chemically (e.g. oxygen spillover) and 

electronically (e.g. electron donation) with finely dispersed metal nanoparticles (NPs).48,66,5 ,67 Moreover, some 

crucial properties of ceria such as acid-base and redox properties, which ultimately determine the absorption 

energy of adsorbates and reaction intermediates and oxygen vacancies formation energy, are closely related to 

the surface structure. In fact, oxygen anions and cerium cations present different coordination and chemical 

environment in relation to their location on differently oriented low-index surfaces.11,68,69,70   

Therefore, controlling the morphology of ceria is a valuable tool to control the physicochemical properties of the 

supported metal NPs and the efficiency and selectivity of the whole catalytic process. To shed light on the subtle 

links between structural properties and chemical activity, we synthetized ceria NPs with that mainly expose the 

same {001} oriented facets, but that differ for overall morphology (rods, cubes, polyhedral NPs) and physical 

dimension (2 nm to 20 nm).  These substrates were then decorated with Pd NPs and their catalytic activity was 

investigated by using methanol as molecular probe. Methanol adsorption on ceria surfaces was widely 

investigate in the literature. I  fa t, etha ol is o sidered a s art  ole ule e ause it can be used as 

chemical stimulus to provide fundamental information about density and nature of active surface sites, 

intermediates species desorption profiles and TOF values for methanol oxidation on metal oxide surfaces.71 On 

bare ceria surfaces, the adsorption of methanol follows this reaction: 
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�� �� + ��� → �� ��� + �� �  

Therefore, it implies the formation of methoxy and hydroxyl species. The concentration of methoxy species can 

be measured by XPS at 200 K, leading to a direct measurement of the density of active sites on the surface of 

ceria.46 Moreover, from various methanol TPD studies it was possible to extract different important information: 

i) methoxy and hydroxyl species are the most stable and that the methanol coverage is higher on CeO2(100) than 

on CeO2(111);72 ii) CeO2(111) is primarily a redox-type catalyst and methanol can reduce the ceria surface: by 

isotopic labeling, lattice oxygen was found in the water produced by the disproportionation of hydroxyl species 

at 200-300 K; at higher temperature (~573 K) the only reaction products are methanol and formaldehyde 

(disproportionation of methoxy species); CeO2(100) showed the production of CO, CO2, H2 and H2O at about 600 

K following a basic reaction mechanism (dehydrogenation of methyl groups of methoxy species by O surface 

anions). Analyzing reduced ceria surfaces, it was determined that: i) the stability of methoxy and hydroxyl species 

is increased with respect to stoichiometric ceria; ii) CeO2-y(111) showed a transition from redox to basic behavior; 

iii) O-vacancies are necessary for methanol adsorption, and particularly on CeO2-y(111) their density is 

dramatically increased as a function of the reduction of ceria.  

While the UHV methanol adsorption and reaction studies on model systems are limited to CeO2(111) and 

CeO2(100), Raman and IR Spectroscopes were employed to study the interaction between methanol and 

different ceria nanocrystals at ambient pressure. Wu et al. 68 studied the adsorption and desorption of methanol 

in order to investigate the nature of surface sites of ceria nanocrystals with defined surface planes (nanoshapes), 

including rods (containing {110}), cubes ({100}), and octahedra ({111}) (Figure 11). The adsorption of methanol 

was performed at room temperature and ambient pressure. After adsorption, their results showed three 

different methoxy species on the surface of rods and cubes (on-top, bridging and three-coordinate methoxy 

species). Conversely, on octahedra surfaces, only on-top methoxy species were present. These authors 

determined that this distribution of methoxy species depends not only on the coordination geometry of surface 

Ce cations, but also on the number of defect sites on the three nanocrystals. After adsorption, TPD experiments 

were conducted while the materials were monitored by IR and Raman Spectroscopies and the desorption 

products analyzed by mass spectrometry. At low temperature (<150°C) a small amount of methanol and 

formaldehyde (disproportionation reaction) and water desorbed in all cases, whereas at higher temperature, H2 

and CO are desorbed. Syngas is formed after the dehydrogenation of methoxy species via formate species as 

intermediates. Only in the case of rods, a second intermediate (formyl species) was identified. The lowest CO 

and H2 desorption temperature (<250°C) was measured in the case of rods. This is related to a lower 

stability/higher reactivity of methoxy species on rods surface. Moreover, the adsorption of methanol at RT 

caused a slight reduction of ceria surfaces in all the cases. The extent of ceria reduction by methanol adsorption 

follows this trend: rods>cubes>ocathedra. This trend is consistent with the oxygen vacancy formation energies 

of the respective crystal surfaces. Nonetheless, it should be noticed that Raman Spectroscopy is a bulk technique 

and the octahedra exhibited the lower surface area. This is probably the reason why the surface reduction was 

almost undetected in this case. The surface reduction at RT was related to water desorption due to the 

condensation reaction between surface OH groups (generated by the dissociative adsorption of methanol). Ceria 

reduction was enhanced at high temperature during methanol desorption. Notably, the water desorption 

temperature on the three ceria nanocrystals followed the same trend of surfaces reducibility (rods > cubes > 

octahedra). 
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Figure 11: Schematic view of MeOH adsorption on different ceria nanostructures. Reprinted with permission from Wu, Z. L.; Mann, A. K. 

P.; Li, M. J.; Overbury, S. H. J. Phys. Che . C , , 7 −7 . Copyright © 2015, American Chemical Society. 

As indicated by these examples, the adsorption and reaction of methanol on ceria surface are strictly related to 

the surface reducibility, to the presence of defects on nanocrystals and were widely investigated in the literature. 

On the other hand, the adsorption and reaction of methanol on metal nanoparticles supported on ceria 

nanocrystals were are more scarcely investigated in the literature. Many different metals were supported on 

ceria-based materials and their catalytic activity toward methanol decomposition was studied. As mentioned at 

the beginning of this section, Pd NPs supported on ceria is one of the best-performing catalyst for methanol 

decomposition. One aspect that was widely investigated was the correlation between Pd NPs dispersion method 

and catalytic activity. In fact, the best-performing Pd/CeO2 catalysts are usually prepared by impregnation, 

coprecipitation73 or deposition-precipitation49 methods. In all the cases, the best-performing materials are those 

that show the highest interaction between Pd and ceria. As evidenced in the previous section, the key point for 

the enhancement of the performances of metal/ceria catalyst for oxidation reaction is the stabilization of 

oxidized metal species. Matsa ura’s group de o strated that atio i  palladiu  spe ies ale e lose to +  
enhance the transfer of CO from Pd sites to ceria surface at low temperature (even at RT).48,57,61 In fact, under 

reaction condition the CO removal from Pd surface readily takes place and frees active sites for the methanol 

decomposition reaction. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no works related to the catalysis of 

methanol decomposition on Pd NPs supported on different ceria nanocrystals. Usually Pd/CeO2 materials were 

based on commercial ceria powders (usually considerable as polyhedra exposing (111) surfaces) or mesoporous 

powders (high surface area in order to maximize the Pd dispersion). 

Moreover, most Pd/CeO2 catalysts preparation methods require a final calcination to convert the Pd precursor 

to a metal phase. In our study, we investigated an alternative Pd deposition method that does not require a high 

temperature step. In fact, we deposited very small and finely dispersed Pd NPs by bubbling hydrogen in an 

aqueous dispersion of CeO2 and K2PdCl4. After this step, our catalysts are ready to use and can be directly 

activated in the reactor. This also allows to preserve the initial morphology of the ceria support that was obtained 

by a low temperature synthesis. Our best-performing material is constituted by CeO2 small nanorods (low aspect 

ratio) decorated by Pd NPs (5%wt). To the best of our knowledge, its performance is comparable if not superior 

to the most active Pd/CeO2 based catalysts for methanol decomposition reported in the literature.61,57,74 The 

main advantages of our catalyst preparation method however, are represented by the fact that: i) no calcination 

steps are needed; ii) both CeO2 NPs synthesis and Pd deposition are performed at room temperature, without 

the use of surfactants, efficiently complying with the rigorous guidelines of green chemistry protocols.  
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By combining a microscopic characterization via High-Resolution Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Raman and 

chemical investigation by in situ X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS) together with catalytic data obtained 

by gas chromatography, we were able to document the existence of a synergistic effect between ceria and 

palladium: very small ceria NPs interact more strongly with Pd leading to formation of very small nanoparticles , 

which are characterized by a relevant faction of palladium oxides probably because of a more relevant partially 

oxidized interface. Interestingly, in real catalytic (10 mbar CH3OH) and reducing conditions (30 mbar H2), the 

smaller is the dimension of the supporting oxide the higher is its reducibility and its ability to promote the 

reduction of palladium NPs.   

3.5.1 Experimental section 

 Synthesis of CeO2 small nanorods (SNRs) 

Analytical grade Ce(NO3)3 6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and NaOH (WVR) were used as received. We followed the recipe 

reported by Pan et al. with little modifications.34 Briefly, an amount of 15 ml of a 16 mM aqueous solution of 

Ce(NO3)3 6H2O was mixed with 105 ml of a 14 M aqueous solution of NaOH in a teflon beaker, vigorously stirred 

for 30 minutes and then left aging without stirring for 2 days at RT. The product was washed 5 times with 

deionized water and dried at 60°C for 12 h. 

 Synthesis of CeO2 nanocubes (NCs) and long nanorods (LNRs) 

Analytical grade Ce(NO3)3 6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and NaOH (WVR) were used as received. We followed the 

synthetic protocol reported by Mai et al. with little modifications.31 Briefly, an amount of 5 ml of a 150 mM 

aqueous solution of Ce(NO3)3 6H2O was mixed with 10 ml of a 9 M aqueous solution of NaOH in a 25 ml Teflon-

lined stainless steel autoclave. The autoclave was left in an oven at 180°C (for NCs) or 110°C (LNRs) for 24 h. 

The product was washed 5 times with deionized water and dried at 60°C for 12 h. 

 Deposition of Pd nanoparticles  

To prepare a catalyst loaded with a 5%  Pd weight percentage in the final material, we mixed 30 mg of K2PdCl4 

(Sigma Aldrich) and 198 mg of CeO2 (nanoparticles, nanorods, nanocubes or commercial nanopowder (CNPDs) 

from Sigma Aldrich) in 100 ml of deionized water. Under stirring at RT, we bubbled a 2:1 N2:H2 flow for 30 

minutes. Finally, the product was washed 5 times with deionized water and dried at 60°C for 12 h. 

 Physicochemical characterization tools.  

X-ray photoemission (XPS) spectra were acquired using a conventional x-rays source (1486.6 eV photons). The 

measurements of the as-prepared materials were taken after a short annealing at 150°C in UHV to remove most 

adsorbed species (water and contamination debris). The calibration of the binding energy (BE) scale was 

determined using the C 1s peak as reference. The photoemission lines were separated into individual 

components (after Shirley background removal) using symmetrical Voigt functions and non-linear least squares 

routi es for the χ2 minimization. In situ XPS measurements were performed employing a custom-made high-

pressure cell (base pressure: 10-7 mbar) connected to the XPS analysis chamber. After the analysis of the as-

prepared catalyst, the sample was transferred in the high pressure cell and exposed static conditions to i) 

hydrogen, 30 mbar, 1h and to ii) methanol, 10 mbar, 30 min at 300°C.  After each step, the sample was 

transferred back in the analysis chamber in ultra-high vacuum conditions and the photoemission spectra were 

acquired. 
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The nano- and micro-scale morphology of materials was investigated by high-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HR-TEM). HRTEM micrographs were performed by Prof. M.C. Paganini (University of Turin) and were 

acquired using a JEM-2100F Field Emission Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDS) data were acquired with the same instrument.  

Characterization by Raman spectroscopy was performed using a ThermoFisher DXR Raman microscope. The 

spectra were recorded using a laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (1 mW), focused on the sample 

with a 10× objective (Olympus). Raman peak shifts and areas were determined by fitting with Lorentzian 

lineshapes (R2> 0.95). 

The specific surface area was measured applying the single-point BET method, using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020. 

 Evaluation of the catalytic activity 

The catalytic activity toward methanol decomposition was evaluated in a fixed-bed continuous-flow quartz 

reactor (inner diameter: 4mm) under atmospheric pressure. The catalyst powder (20 mg) was placed in the 

reactor and dispersed in quartz wool. The catalyst was activated in a flow of 20 vol% hydrogen diluted with argon 

(total flow-rate: 50 sccm) for 1 h at 300°C. Then the sample was cooled to RT and 1 vol% of methanol was fed 

with an argon carrier (total flow-rate: 50 sccm; weight hourly space velocity: 1500 ml h-1 g-cat-1) at different 

temperatures (from RT to 350°C). The outlet gas was analyzed with an on-stream gas chromatograph (Agilent 

490 microGC) equipped with a a thermal conductivity detector  and a Molsieve 5A, a CP-WAX 52 and a 

PORAPLOT-U  columns (10 meters)  for gas separation. The temperature was stabilized for 15 minutes before 

each acquisition. 

3.5.2 Results and discussion 

CeO2 nanocubes (NCs), small nanorods (SNRs) and long nanorods (LNRs) were synthesized following previously 

reported recipes with little modifications. These nanostructured materials were compared with commercially 

available CeO2 nanopowders (CNPD). These four materials were decorated with Pd NPs (5% weight): the different 

CeO2 powders were dispersed in an acqueous solution of K2PdCl4, and then molecular hydrogen was bubbled in 

the solution at RT to reduce the salt and deposit Pd NPs. The amount of Pd was determined by EDS and confirmed 

the quantitative deposition of Pd (5% weight). XPS and EDS data confirmed that the washing procedure of the 

samples did not leave any impurities of NaOH or unreacted Pd precursor (no signal ascribable to Na, K or Cl was 

observed).  

The morphology of the ceria samples and their decoration by Pd NPs were studied by TEM and HR-TEM (Figure 

12-19). The CeO2 CNPDs show a wide size distribution (mainly 10-20 nm), variable morphology and expose mainly 

{100} and {111} oriented facets (Figure 12a, 19). The CeO2 NCs consistently present highly crystalline cubic 

nanoparticles terminating with {100} oriented surfaces and exhibit an average size of 16-20 nm (Figure 12b, 18). 

From TEM micrographs, the CeO2 SNRs seems to have a quite uniform diameter of about 3-5 nm and a more 

variable length ranging from 10 to 30 nm (Figure 12d). They tend to aggregate, however, by carefully analyzing 

HR-TEM micrographs, we verified that the SNRs are composed by rather crystalline nanoparticles. From lattice 

fringe analysis, it may be deduced that the NPs expose mainly {100} facets (Figure 16). Therefore, we can consider 

that the SNRs sample is made up by nanorods with a low aspect ratio, or small cubes elongated in one direction. 

The CeO2 LNRs have a uniform width of 10±2 nm and a length ranging from 90 to 250 nm (Figure 12c). The long 

side of the rod exposes the {100} surface, whereas the transversal basal faces are {111} oriented (Figure 12c, 17). 

Pd NPs are finely dispersed over the different substrates and have a size ranging from 3 to 5 over CNPDs, 2 to 10  
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nm over NCs and LNRs, and expose mainly (111) facets (Figure 13-15 and 18-19). In the case CeO2 SNRs, the Pd 

NPs are exceedingly small (<2 nm) and because of that it was not possible to define clearly their size distribution. 

 

Figure 12: TEM and HRTEM (insets, highlighted interplanar distances (d) are reported in nm) micrographs of as prepared 5%wt Pd/CeO2 

CNPDs (a), 5%wt Pd/CeO2 NCs (b), 5%wt Pd/CeO2 LNRs (c) and 5%wt Pd/CeO2 SNRs (d). 
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Figure 14: Size distribution histograms of a) CeO2 CNPDs, b) Pd NPs on CeO2 CNPDs. 

 

Figure 15: Size distribution histograms of a) CeO2 NCs, b) Pd NPs on CeO2 NCs. 

Figure 13: Size distribution histogram of CeO2 LNRs 
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Figure 16: HR-TEM micrographs of 5%Pd/SNRs. 
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d=2.69 

d=2.23 

Figure 18:HR-TEM micrographs of 5%Pd/NCs. 

Figure 17: HR-TEM micrographs of 5%Pd/LNRs. 
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The Raman spectra of CNPDs NCs, SNRs, and LNRs are shown in Figure 20. All samples show the first-order F2g 

peak typical of CeO2 at about 465 cm-1, confirming the formation of fluorite CeO2 nanostructures. The Raman 

shift and the half-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the F2g peak depend on the particle size75,76 and their trend 

confirms the results of TEM investigations.  As expected, the F2g peak of SNRs show the lowest Raman shift (455 

cm-1) and the highest FWHM (60 cm-1), whereas commercial CeO2 F2g peak has the highest Raman shift (464 cm-

1) and the smallest FWHM (8 cm-1).  Moreover, the intensity of the weak Raman peak near 600 cm-1 has been 

associated with defects (i.e. oxygen vacancies) in CeO2.76 Comparing the four samples, the SNRs show the highest 

oxygen vacancies concentration, whereas CNPDs the lowest. After the Pd NPs deposition, the peak at about 600 

cm-1 increases its intensity in all the investigated samples, which may be associated with the reduction of the 

CeO2 support (Figure 20).76 In the case of SNRs and LNRs, this effect is stronger than in CNPDs and NCs. These 

results highlights the higher reducibility of SNRs and LNRs with respect to NCs and CNPDs.  

d=2.23 

d=2.69 

Figure 19: Raman spectra of asprepared bare (right) and 5%wt Pd decorated (left) CeO2 CNPDs, NCs, LNRs and SNRs and the results of 

the fitting of Raman spectra in the region 300-800 cm-1 for these samples (center). 

Figure 20: HR-TEM micrographs of 5%Pd/CNPDs 
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The catalytic activity toward methanol decomposition was studied in the temperature range between 100 and 

350°C in a fixed-bed continuous-flow (1% vol of CH3OH, 1500 ml h-1 g-cat-1) quartz reactor under atmospheric 

pressure after activating the catalysts with hydrogen (300°C, 1h, 20% of H2 in Ar). The gas stream out of the 

reactor was analyzed with an on-stream gas chromatograph. The main results of methanol conversion are 

summarized in Table 2 and Figure 21. The activity of 5 wt% Pd/CeO2 SNRs was always higher than that of the 

other Pd/CeO2 catalysts in the temperature range between 100-350°C. All Pd/CeO2 catalysts showed an 

extremely selective methanol decomposition to CO and H2, as the best-performing Pd/CeO2 catalysts reported 

in the literature.65  Other products marginally detected were CH4 and CO2. CO2 (Selectivity <0.5 %) was observed 

mainly at temperature lower than 200°C. Conversely, CH4 was detected at T>275-350°C in the case of CNPDs and 

NCs, and between 225 and 350°C in the case of SNRs and LNRs.  

Regarding the activity of the catalyst, the temperature of 50% methanol conversion (T50) is usually a standard 

benchmark. In the case of 5%wtPd/CeO2 SNRs, we obtained a value of 150°C. Moreover, by the analysis of 

chemical conversion vs temperature we estimated an activation energy for methanol decomposition of 38 kJ/mol 

in the temperature range between 125 and 175°C. For the other catalytic systems, the T50 of 5%Pd/CeO2 LNRs is 

170°C (43 kJ/mol, 150-200°C), that of 5% Pd/CeO2 NCs is 205°C (51 kJ/mol, 175-225°C)  and that of 5% Pd/CeO2 

CNPDs is 220°C (58 kJ/mol, 200-250°C); all data are summarized in table 2.  

Table 2: Catalytic results and BET surface area of the investigated materials. 

Catalyst BET surface 
area (m2/g) 

T50 (°C)a T100 (°C)b Selectivity (%) at T100 
CO H2 

5%wtPd/CeO2 CNPDs 60 220 300 99.5 99.7 
5%wtPd/CeO2 NCs 35 205 275 99.6 98.3 
5%wtPd/CeO2 LNRS 95 175 225 88.0 99.8 
5%wtPd/CeO2 SNRs 150 150 200 99.8 99.9 
Notes 

a Temperature of 50% methanol conversion 
b Lower temperature of 100% methanol conversion 

 

 

Figure 21: Methanol conversion vs temperature for the catalysts activated at 300°C in H2. 
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The catalytic activity of the Pd supported on CeO2 nanorods and small nanorods is excellent. To the best of our 

knowledge, it is higher than most of previously reported CeO2 supported Pd catalysts (i.e. 17% wt Pd/CeO2: 

T50=200°C; 5% Pd deposited on mesoporous CeO2: T35=180°C; 3 wt% Pd/CeO2: T50=174°C)61,65 and of other 

metal/metal oxide catalysts (3 wt% Pt/CeO2: T50=158°C; 3 wt% Pt/Al2O3: T50=182°C).74  

In order to shed some light of the surface chemistry responsible for  this excellent activity and to rationalize the 

differences observed in our set of catalytic systems we systematically applied X-ray photoemission spectroscopy 

(XPS) and in particular in situ XPS which allows investigating the surface of our catalysts in working condition, 

without exposing the materials to the atmosphere. This has been done at each different steps of the catalytic 

process, i.e. for the as-prepared catalyst, after activation and after working conditions. This analysis provided a 

detailed insight into the Pd oxidation state and the redox properties of the different CeO2 substrates that could 

be related to the different catalytic activities. Moreover, these results were compared to the data acquired from 

the same experiments performed on the bare CeO2 nanostructures in order to investigate the synergistic effect 

of Pd on the redox properties of CeO2 surface. 

The results of the separation into chemically shifted components of Ce3d and Pd3d photoemission lines are 

summarized in Tables 3 and 4, respectively, and reported in Figures 22, 23 and 24. The photoemission spectrum 

of Ce3d was fitted by using five spin-orbit-split doublets that correspond to the possible different 4f 

configurations in the photoemission final state. The components labeled v0 and vi correspond to Ce3+, whereas 

the components labeled v, vii, viii correspond to Ce4+ (Figure 22a).77  The spin-orbit satellite labeled uiii centered 

at 917 eV is indicative of the poorly screened Ce3d94f0O2p6 final state, and is connected only with the presence 

of Ce4+ ions. For this reason, in order to follow the degree of reduction of CeO2 surface, we reported in Table 3 

the ratio of the area of the uiii component versus the total area of the fit Ce3d photoemission line. Therefore, a 

lower value of this parameter corresponds to a higher reduction of CeO2 surface. This procedure limits the 

uncertainty introduced by the fitting procedure. The data reported in Table 3 indicate that the most reduced 

samples are the SNRs, whereas all the other systems present very similar reduction levels. This is in good 

agreement with the Raman Spectroscopy data and supports the idea that the major factor affecting the reduction 

properties of CeO2 is related to the physical dimension. 

Pd 3d photoemission lines were fitted employing three spin-orbit doublets corresponding to the Pd oxidation 

states 0, II and IV. Pd(II) and Pd(IV) were fixed at a binding energy (BE) of 336.7 and 338.2 eV, respectively (Figure 

24). Conversely, the energy position of the Pd(0) component was allowed to vary slightly because it could be 

influenced by the size of the nanoparticles and by the electronic interaction with the ceria substrates. In fact, 

many studies reported of a strong effect of the oxide substrate on the valence of Pd: the interaction of the metal 

nanoparticles with the oxide support leads to an electron transfer and/or to the formation of interfacial Pd 

cationic species.73,74 Interestingly, the presence of Pd species with valence close to +1, identified by an upward 

BE shift of about 0.5 eV with respect to the typical position of metal Pd 3d5/2 (335.0 eV), correlates well with an 

enhanced catalytic activity toward methanol decomposition.73,74 As demonstrated by HR-TEM micrographs, the 

smallest Pd NPs were deposited on CeO2 SNRs, whereas the largest Pd NPs on CeO2 NCs and LNRs (about 2-10 

nm). Considering that the Pd 3d5/2 peak maximum in metal Pd is usually reported at 335.0 eV, because of size 

effect, the Pd(0) component of the Pd NPs on CeO2 SNRs (335.9 eV, Figure 24a) shows largest shift towards higher 

BE with respect to the other samples (Figure 24b-d). The different catalysts also show a different amount of 

oxidized species Pd(II) and Pd(IV), which correlates well with the dimension of the Pd NPs especially in the case 

of the Pd(IV) components. This suggests that small NPs can be more efficiently oxidized by the ceria substrate 

forming a more relevant partially oxidized interface, and consequently a more extended reduction of CeO2 

surface. 
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This hypothesis is also sustained by considering the effects of Pd deposition on the reduction degree of CeO2. In 

fact, the decoration of Pd NPs influenced in different ways chemical composition of the various CeO2 substrates, 

as demonstrated also by the previously discussed Raman Spectroscopy data. CNPs and NCs Ce3d photoemission 

lines show only a slight decrease of the Ce4+/Ce3+ ratio after Pd deposition (Figure 22c,d and 23c,d). On the 

contrary, the most evident changes in CeO2 degree of reduction are shown by LNRs and SNRs (Figure 22a,b and 

23a,b). Especially in the case of LNRs, the CeO2 support was heavily reduced after the Pd deposition, highlighting 

the strong Pd-CeO2 interaction.  

Table 3: Summary of the separation into chemically shifted components of Ce3d photoemission lines of Pd/CeO2 catalysts asprepared, 

activated (H2) and after exposure to methanol in working conditions (MeOH).  

  Ce3d fit results: (area uiii)/(area of total fit)  

  SNRs LNRs NCs CNPs 

  bare 5% Pd bare 5% Pd bare 5% Pd bare 5% Pd 

asprepared 0,080 0,072 0,095 0,08 0,092 0,089 0,100 0,092 

H2 0,078 0,042 0,07 0,052 0,094 0,078 0,089 0,087 

MeOH  0,051 0,05 0,066 0,055 0,089 0,082 0,087 0,088 

 

Table 4: Summary of the separation into chemically shifted components of Pd3d photoemission lines of bare CeO2 and Pd/CeO2 catalysts 

asprepared, activated (H2) and after exposure to methanol in working conditions (MeOH). 

  Pd3d fits results: area % 

  SNRs LNRs NCs   CNPs 

  

Pd(0) 
335,9 

eV 
Pd 
(II) 

Pd 
(IV) 

Pd(0) 
335,55 

eV 
Pd 
(II) 

Pd 
(IV) 

Pd(0) 
335,4 

eV 
Pd 
(II) 

Pd 
(IV) 

Pd(0) 
335,6  

eV 
Pd 
(II) 

Pd 
(IV) 

asprepared 0,30 0,17 0,51 0,28 0,20 0,52 0,24 0,27 0,49 0,38 0,42 0,2 

H2 0,91 0,09 0 0,59 0,36 0,05 0,75 0,25 0 0,84 0,16 0 

MeOH  0,87 0,13 0 0,69 0,25 0,06 0,76 0,24 0 0,85 0,15 0 

 

After activation in hydrogen atmosphere (300°C, 30 mbar, 1h), all the catalysts were reduced. Pd NPs are almost 

totally reduced to metal Pd in all cases (Figure 24). However, the largest fraction of reduced Pd is found on Pd 

NPs deposited on CeO2 SNRs. Quite surprisingly, the most relevant amount of oxidized Pd is observed on LNRs. 

This may seem an unusual effect considering their close structural relationship with SNRs that have an opposite 

behavior. However, the reason can be explained by the different size dimension of Pd NPs, the extremely small 

NPs on SNR are extremely reactive and kinetically fast to respond to variations in the gaseous environment, 

whereas the bigger NPS supported on the LNRs are kinetically hindered and pinned by the already mentioned 

strong interaction with the substrate.  Moreover, after activation in hydrogen, the most reduced CeO2 supports 

(either with or without Pd) are SNRs, followed by LNRs and then by NCs and CNPDs. This seems to suggest that 

both types of nanorods are easier to reduce with respect to other ceria nanoshapes. While this enhanced 

reducibility could be associated with the small dimension in SNRs, such explanation would fail in the case of LNRs. 

On the other hand, both samples were prepared in the lowest temperature conditions, therefore we can 

deduced that some structural defects intrinsic to their synthesis may be responsible for the facilitated reduction. 
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The analysis of the Pd 3d and Ce 3d spectra after the exposure to methanol (300°C, 10 mbar, 30 min), indicates 

that the CNPs and NCs and LNRs were almost unchanged (Figures 22, 23 and 24) with respect to the H2 treatment  

only, evidencing a small reduction or oxidation of Ceria in presence of absence of Pd, respectively. 

In the case of SNRs, the exposure to methanol of the metal free NPs leads to a significant increase of the Ce 3d 

(III) components whereas on the metal decorated substrates the trend is reversed. This slight oxidation of CeO2 

may be associated with the higher local concentration of CO (Figure 22a,b) that can eventually leave a surface 

carbon layer, which can be hydrogenated to CH4 at the investigated temperature.78,79 This effect is more 

significant in  Pd/SNRs it is the most active materials with show the lowest T50. 

Summarizing the XPS data, it results that Ceria in form of SNRs is extremely responsive to the change of the 

gaseous environment due to the small dimensions and consequent strong interaction between the oxide 

substrate and supported metal. A similar behavior is observed also for LNRs, but in this case the reduction level 

of Pd remains lower because of the larger NP dimension. Anyway, both for types of nanorods it is observed the 

highest synergy between Pd and CeO2 as demonstrated by the strong reduction of ceria after the H2 treatment 

in the systems decorated by Pd compared to those without. Interestingly, even if they exposed the facets with 

the lowest oxygen formation energy (i.e {100} with respect to LNRs that expose also a small part  {111}), NCs do 

not reach the same amount of reduction in reducing conditions (either in CH3OH or H2) as the two different types 

of nanorods, probably because of their larger size and higher crystallinity due to the higher synthesis 

temperature. 

In general, the different catalytic performances of ceria based systems can be associated with the type of 

exposed surfaces, the different defectivity (concentration of oxygen vacancies) and reducibility of ceria 

nanostructures.  In fact, the adsorption of methanol on ceria depends on the formation of methoxy and hydroxyl 

species.69 These species are more stable on CeO2 surfaces with a stronger basicity of O anions.  Clear surface 

structure dependence was found for the strength and amount of base sites: (110) > (100) > (111).69 Moreover, 

this tendency will be strengthened under reductive reaction conditions and corresponds as well to the trend of 

reactivity for vacancy defect formation.69 In the investigated nanostructures, the main exposed facets are the 

{100}. Interestingly, the worst performing material (Pd/CNPDs) is the one bearing the highest amount of {111} 

facets (about 1/10 with respect to {100} facets), but the nanorods which also exhibit some limited amount of 

{111} faces are on the contrary extremely active. In this case, a second and even more important factor is the 

ceria dimension, which affects both reducibility of the substrate as well as the interaction with supported metal 

nanoparticles. In fact, the two catalysts with the worst performances are Pd/CNPDs and Pd/NCs. In these cases, 

the mean ceria particle size is almost the same (about 20 nm) and concentration of oxygen vacancies and ceria 

reducibility are quite similar (both low), therefore difference in activity can be traced back to the different 

amount of {100} vs {111} facets. Notably the means size of Pd NPS is higher on NCs than on CNPs, and so this is 

the catalytic activity. This therefore suggests that the dimension of Pd nanoparticles must be associated with 

specific properties of the supporting substrate. This is even more obvious from the analysis of the catalytic 

activity of the two different type of nanorods that are structurally very similar (same shape and crystal 

orie tatio , ut with rather differe t di e sio s. This size effe t  stro gly affe ts the i tera tio  with Pd 
nanoparticles leading to a different morphology and chemical synergies. Both Pd/SNRs and Pd/LNRs exhibit a 

higher specific surface area (Table 2) due to the smaller size of ceria particles and to the high aspect ratio of LNRs. 

These two ceria nanostructures showed the highest concentration of oxygen vacancies and the highest degree 

of reduction among the as-prepared catalysts. Moreover, they showed the highest reducibility associated with 

the activation process in hydrogen atmosphere, pointing out to a synergistic effect between the metal and the 

metal oxide. Nonetheless, Pd nanoparticles must be retain a significant level of oxidation, as documented by 
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previous investigation that highlight how the presence of cationic Pd is connected to enhanced catalytic activity, 

and by the results of CNPs and NCs that undergo a large reduction of the Pd NPs, but without providing a good 

catalytic performance . In the case of extremely small metal NPs the prese e of a ti ated atio i  spe ies  is 

achieved by an electronic interaction with the substrate and intrinsic size effect as exemplified in the Pd/SNRs 

system, which exhibits a relevant shift in the BE position of the Pd 3d5/2 BE form 355.0 eV to 355.9 eV. On the 

other hand, on larger NPs the same effect can be obtained by a strong chemical interaction with the support that 

leads to the preservation of a relatively high fraction of oxidized species at the interface. This latter is the case of 

Pd/LNRs that in reaction conditions maintain the highest amount of Pd(II) and Pd(IV) species. 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Ce3d photoemission lines, as well as the separations into single chemical components,  of a) 

5%wtPd/CeO2 SNRs, b) 5%wtPd/CeO2 LNRs, c) 5%wtPd/CeO2 NCs and d) 5%wtPd/CeO2 CNPDs of asprepared, 

activated and after exposure to methanol in working conditions. 
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Figure 23: Ce3d photoemission lines, as well as the separations into single chemical components,  

of a) CeO2 SNRs, b) LNRs, c) NCs and d) CNPDs of asprepared, activated and after exposure to 

methanol in working conditions. 
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Figure 25: Histogram of the ratio between area of uiii components versus the total area of the fitted Ce3d photoemission line of the different 

asprepared and activated catalysts (with and without Pd). 

Figure 24: Pd 3d photoemission lines, as well as the separations into single chemical components,  of a) 5%wtPd/CeO2 SNRs, b) 5%wtPd/CeO2 

LNRs, c) 5%wtPd/CeO2 NCs and d) 5%wtPd/CeO2 CNPDs of as prepared, activated and after exposure to methanol in working conditions. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

Pd nanoparticles were deposited over different CeO2 nanostructures that exposed mainly {100} surfaces: small 

nanords (SNRs), nanorods (LNRs), nanocubes (NCs) and commercial nanopowders (CNPDs). Pd NPs (5% weight) 

were deposited by a novel deposition method based on hydrogen bubbling in a dispersion of Pd precursor and 

CeO2 nanostructures at room temperature, without the need of a calcination step. These materials were 

investigated as catalysts for the selective decomposition of methanol to syngas, in order to study the effect of 

the oxide support size, defectivity and redox properties on the catalytic activity of the metal phase. All the 

catalysts showed high methanol conversion and high selectivity toward the production of CO and H2. Pd 

supported on CeO2 SNRs was the best performing system among the different investigated materials, exhibiting 

the lowest methanol conversion T50 (150°C). In situ XPS highlights that the catalysts performances improve (lower 

T50) with the increase of the Pd-CeO2 interaction, which favors a higher reducibility of CeO2 surface as well as the 

preservation of relatively oxidized palladium species that are the most active in the catalytic process. This higher 

reducibility of the oxide support seems related to the reduction of the ceria particles size and to the increase of 

their defectivity (oxygen vacancies concentration), as demonstrated by Raman and XPS spectroscopies. On the 

other hand, the presence of highly reactive Pd NPs is also another factor promoting the reduction of the substarte 

itself. This points to the importance of synergistic effects in nanocatalysts. 

Notably, the synthesis of the best performing materials was performed at RT and without the use of organic 

solvents or surfactants, satisfying green chemistry protocols. These results highlight the fundamental role of the 

exposed surface of the oxide substrate and the importance of the investigation of the correlation between 

nanostructures morphology and catalytic activity in order to finely design a heterogeneous catalyst at the nano 

(shape) and atomic scale (oxygen vacancy defects). The production of syngas at low temperature is interesting 

for different kinds of applications, from energy recovery of waste heat to the emerging field of tandem catalysis. 

From the tandem catalysis point of view, the in situ production of syngas is very important because it represents 

one of the most basic raw chemicals and is involved in a very large number of chemical processes. Therefore, the 

in situ production of syngas form methanol could permit to carry out different reactions (i.e. hydroformylation 

or hydrogenation reactions) as one-pot operations. In fact, as future perspective, this kind of nanostructured 

catalysts could be integrated in a multifunctional material in order to produce in situ the syngas and exploit it in 

a tandem reaction scheme (i.e. hydroformylation reactions). In the next chapter, we will further discuss this new 

rising field in catalysis we will discuss about the design of a tandem catalyst based on the Pd/CeO2 

nanostructures, which have been thoroughly investigated in this chapter.  
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4. Multiscale design of nanoreactors for heterogenous catalysis 

In this chapter, we tackled the design of nanoreactors for heterogeneous catalysis and their integration in 

multifunctional nanostructured materials. As nanoreactors, we investigated a relatively new class of inorganic-

organic hybrid microporous materials that are kindling a tremendous interest in the scientific community due to 

their exceptional properties: Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs).1 MOFs are composed of inorganic nodes 

(meatal clusters or ions) joined together by organic linkers. The inorganic components that compose MOFs are 

termed secondary building units (SBUs) or metal nodes, whereas the organic linkers are polytopic ligands named 

struts or links. The self-assembly of SBUs and struts, under proper conditions, lead to the formation of a 3D 

crystalline microporous structure with excellent thermal and chemical stability. Due to the microporous structure 

of MOFs, the surface area of these materials are tremendously high. To date, highest Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 

(BET) surface area reported for a MOF is ca. 7000 m2/g.2 To date this is the highest measured porosity of any 

material. However, the surface area is only one of the fascinating properties of MOFs, as we will discuss later in 

this chapter. One of the main interesting aspect of MOFs is their modularity: changing the nature of ligand and 

of SBUs or synthesizing composite materials it is possible to tune the catalytic activity of these materials.  

In particular, we studied MOFs with organic linkers bearing sites that were poised for post-synthetic metalation 

(PSM) chemistry (i.e. MnMOF3, UiO-67 bipy4). As anticipated, in catalysis MOFs micropores can be seen as 

nanoreactors. This paves the way to the possibility of finely tuning the chemical environment of these 

nanoreactors by changing the nature of organic ligand/metal node or by the coordination of metal cations 

(through PSM) in order to have new active sites. We focused our attention on a Mn(II)-based MOF (hereafter 

MnMOF).3  This work was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Doonan group at the University of Adelaide, the 

same group that reported for the first time the synthesis of this MnMOF. 3  MnMOF linker provides a flexible di-

pyrazole chelating unit poised for post-synthetic metal binding. We quantitatively metalated MnMOF by a variety 

of transition metal ions (i.e. Co(II), Co(III), Rh(I), Fe(II), Fe (III) and mixture of them). We tested the catalytic activity 

of Rh metalated MnMOF. Rh-metalated MnMOF was studied as catalyst for hydroformylation reaction (in 

collaboration with Prof. Paganelli at University of Venice).  

Finally, we combined the knowledge acquired with these studies and the studies on Pd/CeO2 presented in the 

previous chapter. We designed the synthesis of multifunctional catalysts based on core@shell structure of 

Pd/CeO2 (core) and post-synthethic metalated MOFs (shell). The materials were synthesized using different 

methods like solvothermal synthesis and layer-by-layer growth5. The goal is to combine MOFs with the 

metal/oxide system that were the object of our previous investigations for design nanostructured tandem 

catalysts.6 In this kind of multifunctional catalytic material composed by two entities (i.e. the metal/oxide active 

interface and the porous MOF shell bearing a specific catalytic center), one of the reactants (A->B) is produced 

i  situ rea tio  ). This facilitates a se o d rea tio  rea tio   B+C->D), which is catalyzed by the other 

moiety of the same material. This project aims to tackle as a whole the preparation of MOFs in form of thin films 

and use them as model systems for the study of synergistic chemistry in confined spaces. The end game will be 

the development of new tandem catalysts for a series very fundamental reactions. In particular, we want to 

develop new catalytic schemes for the activation of small molecules such as CO, H2, CH3OH, HCOOH, C2H4 in order 

to obtain more complex fine chemicals. 

One of our target reaction is the tandem catalysis of ethylene hydroformylation. In the tandem reaction scheme, 

CO and H2 will be produced in situ through methanol decomposition catalyzed by Pd/CeO2 catalysts presented 

in the previous chapter. In the same material, but on different catalytic sites (Rh-sites in MnMOF shell), the 

hydroformylation reaction will be carry on thanks to the in situ produced CO and H2. From a general point of 

view, the tandem catalysis approach will permit to simplify (i.e. one-pot reactor), to make less dangerous (i.e. in 
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situ production of hazardous chemicals) and more environmentally friendly (i.e. less purification steps and less 

wastes) several different reactions.7  It has to be highlighted that the activity of a tandem catalyst stems from a 

synergic effect of the different material active sites and it is not simply the sum of properties of the single 

components. Therefore, the MOF growth must rationally design: it should permit the feeding of methanol at the 

Pd/ceria interface and its active catalytic sites should be in a position favorable to work synergistically with the 

metal/oxide interface. The growth of thin layers of MnMOF is not yet reported in literature and the synthesis 

work was very challenging. We investigated different approaches, but the most promising results that we will 

discuss in this thesis were obtained with the layer-by-layer growth of MnMOF on CeO2 nanocubes.  

4.1 Metal Organic Frameworks 

In literature, the first evidences of the synthesis of a MOF with permanent microporosity was reported by Prof. 

Yaghi group in 1998.8,9 In particular, the synthesized a material, named MOF‐ , with formula Zn(BDC)(H2O) 

BDC= , ‐ e ze edi ar o ylate . MOF-2 crystal structure is composed of square, Zn2(–COO)4 (H2O)2 

paddlewheel‐like se o dary uildi g u its “BUs  o e ted y BDC struts. The resulti g two‐di e sio al grid 
etwork is held together y stro g hydroge ‐ o di g i tera tio s a o g the a ial water ole ules as well as 

the carboxylate moieties on the paddlewheel units. They demonstrated that MOF pores were filled with DMF 

and H2O molecules (from the solvents used for the synthesis), that could be removed under vacuum with heating 

to yield the desolvated structure Zn(BDC) with permanent microporosity. Continuing these studies, the same 

group reported the synthesis of MOF-5, probably the most famous and cited material in the MOF field.10 In fact, 

MOF-5 is a perfect example to highlight the main fascinating properties of MOFs. It is based on an octahedral 

zinc carboxylate cluster, Zn4O(–COO)6, connected via ditopic, linear, BDC linkers. This gives rise to a porous 

primitive cubic network topology. Apart from the facile preparation route and the high porosity, another feature 

of MOF-5 is that it was synthesized via a modular approach. Thus, by simply modifying the structure metrics of 

the organic struts it was possible to obtain several isoreticular (same topology as MOF-5, called IRMOFs, Figure 

1) MOFs.  From that point, researches exploit the modularity of MOFs structures by rationally assembly different 

SBUs and struts. Nowadays, more than 20,000 MOFs are known and the number is constantly increasing.11  

 

Figure 1: Single crystal x-ray structures of MOF-5 (left) and IRMOF-n (n = 1 through 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16), labeled respectively. Color 

scheme is as follows: Zn (blue polyhedra), O (red spheres), C (black spheres), Br (green spheres in2), amino-groups (blue spheres in 3). The 

large yellow spheres represent the largest van der Waals spheres that would fit in the cavities without touching the frameworks. All 

hydrogen atoms have been omitted, and only one orientation of disordered atoms is shown for clarity. Adapted with permission from 

Moha ed Eddaoudi, Jaheon Kim, Nathaniel Rosi, David Vodak, Joseph Wachter, Michael O'Keeffe, Omar M. Yaghi,  Science 295, (5554), 

2002 pp. 469- 7 . . Copyright © 2002, The American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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MOFs are commonly synthesized via solvothermal processes to facilitate the growth of single crystals for 

diffraction studies. The SBU precursor (i.e. metal salts) and ligand are dissolved in a solution (organic solvent, 

mixture of solvents or water/organic solutions) and MOFs are formed exploiting the self-assembly of these 

components. For each MOF the synthesis parameter must be optimized: some MOFs could be synthesized at RT, 

for some others solvothermal conditions are needed. Obviously, modifying the temperature of the synthesis it is 

possible to influence the kinetics and thermodynamics of MOF crystal growth and modify their final size and 

morphology. Another strategy to influence nucleation and growth of MOFs crystals is to add organic molecules 

(usually monocarboxylic acids like acetic acid or benzoic acid) that a  a t as odulator . I  this ase, the 
modulator competes with the ligand to the coordination of SBUs. Consequently, the presence of modulator slow 

down the growth kinetic of the crystals and usually lead to the growth of less defective crystal structures.  

4.2 MOFs and catalysis 

In the field of catalysis, MOFs are widely studied since they exhibit ultra-high surface areas (up to 7,000 m2/g), 

and interconnected pore cavities that  can be precisely tuned from a couple of Å to some nm. This can allow for 

controlling the diffusion of gaseous and liquid species and to facilitate stereochemically selective chemical 

reactions. 12,13 Because MOFs combine organic and inorganic moieties they exhibit intermediate properties 

between standard heterogeneous (e.g. zeolites) and homogeneous (e.g. metalorganic compounds) catalysts, 

possibly presenting the advantages of both types of systems. As we have seen in MOF-5 example, MOFs can be 

functionalised either at the level of metal nodes (i.e. by providing coordinatively unsaturated metal ion sites, 

CUS), or in the organic linkers (i.e. by introducing special functional groups) with catalytic centers that can play 

an active role in specific catalytic processes. 14  In fact, if the organic linkers have moieties like ammonia, di-

pyridine or di-pyrazole that are not coordinating the metal nodes, it is possible to post-synthetic metallated 

(PSM) the MOFs.15 

Related to these properties of MOFs, recently in catalysis has been developed the concept of chemistry in 

confined spaces. This concept is kindling more and more the interest of chemists due to radical new phenomena 

that have been documented.16 Special nanoreactors such as molecular flasks17 or homogeneous supramolecular 

catalysts bearing sterically hindered ligands,18 have been exploited to build a confined reaction ambient. The 

results of these investigations are substantiating the idea that, exactly as for natural enzymes, whose secondary 

and tertiary structures are pivotal to drive the catalytic substrate through a unique low energy reaction path,19 

so in artificial catalysis the second and third coordination sphere of the active site are largely responsible for the 

selectivity and efficiency of the reaction. Since MOFs synthesized via a modular approach their ordered 

microporous structures can be easily modified. Thus there is incredible potential to study, in detail, the chemistry 

within the confined spaces of the MOF pores. In contrast to homogeneous systems MOFs are solid and 

crystalline, accordingly, the structure of the active site is perfectly reproduced throughout the material, providing 

a much simpler more controlled and denser system that may be investigated in a rigorous manner by using a 

wider number of experimental techniques.  

In the second instance, the confined space can impact in a very direct way on the selectivity by excluding certain 

molecules from reaching a precise site, because of specific size requirement, (molecular sieving) or it may prevent 

the formation of specific by-products because they are associated with a sterically hindered transition state.  

Therefore, looking with the eyes of the molecules, each MOF crystal could be considered as an ordered array of 

interconnected nanoreactors where, thanks to the modularity of MOFs, the chemical and steric environment 

that the regent molecules will encounter could be suited for specific applications.  
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An interesting strategy for imparting new catalytic properties to a MOF is the post-synthetic metalation (PSM) 

process.15 In fact, with this strategy is possible to coordinate transition metal cations or complexes to unsaturated 

metal nodes or to free chelating unit of ligand (if available).  One of the most studied case in literature is the UiO-

67 bpydc MOF.4 In this Zr-based MOF, it is possible to coordinate to the open 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) chelating sites 

contained in the organic linker different metal cations (i.e. Pd(II), Pt(II) and Cu(II)) by soaking MOF powder in 

metal salt solutions.20 For example, UiO-67-bpydc readily forms complexes with PdCl2. The resulting MOF has 

therefore a new active site in its structure. Moreover, the crystallinity of the MOF ensure that the active site is 

perfectly reproduced throughout the material. This material exhibited efficient and recyclable catalytic activity 

for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction, proving the accessibility to the active site introduced by PSM 

method.  

This concept of the confined space is also employed to describe the catalysis based on composite materials. In 

fact, by the combination of MOFs with metal or metal oxide nanoparticles (NPs), it is possible to synthesize 

composite materials with new catalytic properties.21 The catalytic and structural properties of MOFs can be 

efficiently coupled with the reactivity of the NPs. However, the confined space can act also in a subtler way, by 

allowing the access to the active center, but limiting the molecular motion. In this way for example, only certain 

functional groups of the targeted catalytic substrate will be able to get in contact with the active site and 

therefore to be converted. This elusive effect can be very effective in tandem catalysis because it may control 

the selectivity of a complex chemical transformation. As a matter of effect, this approach is supposed to be at 

the origin of the high selectivity observed in a tandem Knoevenagel reaction catalyzed by Pd nanoparticles 

encapsulated by an IRMOF-3 shell (Figure 2),22 and recently it has been more rigorously demonstrated by IR 

investigations in the case of Pd nanoparticles supported inside zeolites Beta for the selective reduction of 

nitroarene.23 

 

Figure 2: Synthetic Route for the Core−Shell Pd@ IRMOF-3 Hybrids via the Mixed Solvothermal Method (Pd NPs stabilized by a coating of 

PVP) and (b) Model Cascade Reactions Involving Knoevenagel Condensation of A and Malononitrile via the IRMOF-3 Shell And Subsequent 

Selective Hydrogenation of Intermediate Product B to C via the Pd NP Cores. TEM micrograph of the nanocomposites (c).  Adapted with 

permission from: Zhao et al J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 1738−1741. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. 

c) 
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Tandem or synergistic catalysis is a new approach in catalysis and refers to the possibility to couple different 

chemical reactions in a single reaction environment (one-pot) by exploiting multiple catalytic centers.24,25,26 In 

this way the consumption of energy, production of wastes and especially the chemical work-up are strongly 

reduced due to the elimination of intermediate purification and separation steps. The ability to produce in situ 

the reactants for a multi-step reaction also allows great logistics advantages, especially if some of the chemicals 

necessary at some point of the synthesis, are unsafe to handle (e.g. highly pressurized gases such H2) or 

potentially toxic (e.g. CO, HCl etc). The possibility to start from very simple and basic raw materials and their 

progressive conversion through one-pot processes toward more and more complex compounds is a structural 

solution to significantly improve the sustainability of chemical industry. Within the current state of the art of 

chemistry, this seems to be quite a challenge, however the example of enzymes demonstrates that even highly 

complex chemical compounds can be synthesized in very mild conditions within a unique environment through 

the combination of intertwined anabolic paths. In fact, enzymes allow the practical realization of this type of 

chemical synthesis by exploiting their sophisticated chemical composition and articulated spatial structure. 

Because of these features, complex chemical transformations can be efficiently performed even at low 

temperature, in high dilution conditions with perfect molecular selectivity. On the contrary, the artificial catalysts 

so far developed are intrinsically simple and most of the tandem process envisaged in man-made catalysis are 

limited to very simple reactions and generally comprise a unique catalyst that maybe perform several similar 

reactions,25 therefore the disruptive potential of tandem catalysis is still far from being realized. Nowadays, the 

huge hurdle to overcome is the design of sufficiently flexible and versatile materials that meet the requirements 

of high selectivity and activity necessary for tandem catalysis.  

Only very recently, the potential of MOFs as tandem catalysts has been eventually recognized leading to some 

interesting results that corroborate the idea that these materials represent a unique platform for revolutionizing 

the current catalysis paradigm. 27 The ground breaking effect that MOFs can have in the catalysis field can be 

further amplified because, as we previously discussed, MOFs can host additional functional units (i.e. metal 

nanoparticles, polyoxometallates, guest molecules and ions) becoming therefore an integrated platform for 

advanced chemical conversions and in particular tandem catalysis.28 Their unique properties as support materials 

are obviously connected to their huge surface area and microporosity that can have a profound effect on the 

hosted entity, being able to impart enhanced activity and better selectivity. The literature on MOFs is very rich 

of these type of composites, but the field of tandem catalysis on MOFs is still in its infancy. Very simple reactions 

made up only by two or three steps, in general quite similar, have been studied, providing evidence of their 

technical feasibility and large potentiality, but without addressing fundamental questions or going into the 

details of the microscopic mechanism of such reactions. A high level of empiricism is still driving this research; a 

lot of fascinating hypothesis have been emerged in some works, however clear views and strong experimental 

demonstrations of the operating principles of tandem schemes in MOFs are still missing. This is indeed a feature 

that is common to many studies on MOFs, where the materials complexity precludes a detailed understanding 

of their chemistry. 

The study of rationally designed model systems, (i.e. ordered and perfectly reproduced single type of structural 

units designed with atomic scale precision), could permit to investigate by a reductionist approach even highly 

complicated chemical reactions.29 In other catalysis fields (i.e. catalysis at metal/metal oxide interface), the 

results of such an approach were able to transform catalysis from an empiric practice based on trial and error to 

a sophisticated discipline based on rational understanding and capable of ab initio tailor-made design. 

Therefore, the achievement of the fine control over the spatial localization of the self-assembly sites of MOFs on 

a substrate (i.e. metal or metal oxide NPs) is fundamental in order to obtain a rational understanding of the 
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catalytic properties of MOF/NPs composite materials. Should be noticed that the use of thin MOFs films as model 

tandem catalysts is still completely unexplored. In fact, with their intrinsic high complexity, synthesis and 

characterization of ultrathin MOFs model tandem catalysts are highly challenging, but the possible exploitation 

of MOFs for tandem reactions could represent a groundbreaking technological platform for the advancement of 

green chemistry and sustainable processes. 

Typically, there are two approa hes for the sy thesis of NPs/MOF o posite aterials. They are alled ship i  
a ottle  or ottle arou d ship  sy thesis. I  the first ase, the NPs pre ursors can be loaded inside MOF pores 

through CVD or impregnation methods.30 Successively the NPs can be formed through thermal decomposition 

of the precursors, chemical reduction or solvothermal processes. Another technique that has been recently 

employed in the literature to deposit metal NPs in MOF cavities is the Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD).31 In fact, 

one of the advantage of post-synthesis metalation from the vapor-phase is the elimination of purification and 

activation steps and of problems associated with site blocking by solvent molecules. Conversely, in the second 

case, MOF crystals are grown by solvothermal methods around pre-formed NPs (usually coated with stabilizing 

agents like PVP).  

Recently, was proposed an alternative strategy to nucleate metal NPs inside the pores of post-synthetic 

metalated MOFs. It was demonstrated that, finely tuning the activation temperature of the PSM UiO-67 bpydc, 

it was possible to selectively break the nitrogen-metal bonds, while maintaining the MOF porosity and 

crystallinity.32 This could be an alternative route for the deposition of very small and highly dispersed metal NPs 

inside MOF cavities. In fact, the uniform dispersion of NPs inside the micropores is ensured by the crystallinity of 

the PSM MOF, where the position of the NPs precursors (i.e. cation coordinated to a chelating unit of the ligand) 

is perfectly reproduced throughout the material at the beginning of the process.  

However, from a general point of view, these preparation routes of NPs/MOF composites present some intrinsic 

experimental difficulties: some clusters may nucleate on the external surface or grow uncontrollably until they 

completely fill the pores. All these problems would make the understanding and control of a tandem scheme 

quite difficult. On the contrary the use of thickness controlled MOFs films would allow to observe the same 

chemistry but with the benefit of keeping the system simple enough for a rational understanding. Some previous 

investigations have been demonstrated that core@shell metal@MOFs systems can be extremely efficient 

tandem catalysts.22 In these studies however, there was no clear control of the thickness (typically > 50 nm, see 

Figure 2) and morphology of the MOF shell. Metal cores in general are covered by relatively thick 

PolyVinylPyrrolidone layers or by other coupling agents in order to favor the heterogeneous nucleation of the 

MOFs phase. The resulting system therefore is highly defective, very difficult to model and presents an indirect 

and quite imperfect metal/MOF interface, which prevent to exploit all the potential of synergistic interfacial 

chemistry. This is the main reason why no detailed understanding of the tandem process has been so far 

obtained. 

Nowadays, an area of significant interest in MOFs synthesis  is to achieve fine control over the spatial localization 

of the self-assembly sites. This challenge is not only related to the tandem catalysis field, but is a fundamental 

research field for the integration of MOFs in technological relevant devices (i.e. sensors, gases separation)33. 

Several strategies were reported in literature, ranging from bottom-up to top-down techniques.34  For example, 

it is possible to coat different surfaces by electrochemical (both anodic and cathodic) depositions.35 In the case 

of anodic deposition, the anode is composed by the same metal that formed the SBUs of the desired MOF. The 

anode is immersed in a ligand containing solution and the electrochemical treatment converts the anode surface 

into MOF thin film. If the anode is patterned (i.e. lithographed metallic substrate), then is possible to grow 

patterned MOF coatings.  Similarly, by proper functionalization of a surface, is possible to grow patterned or 
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continuous MOF thin films with different approaches, ranging from seeding in solvothermal synthesis to 

Langmuir-Blodgett deposition.34  

 

Figure 3: (a–d) Schematic of the electrochemical method proposed by Ameloot et al. for depositing HKUST-1 on copper substrates. (a) A 

copper pattern (orange) is produced using standard lithographic techniques, and connected as the anode in an electrochemical cell. (b) 

Voltage is then applied, releasing Cu cations into solution. (c) The ligand (H3BTC) in solution reacts with the metal cations concentrated 

near the anode surface, growing the MOF crystals (blue). (d) The concentration of the metal precursor remains higher over the uncoated 

regions of the anode, promoting MOF growth on these areas, resulting in a dense coating. Schematic of MOF patterns produced using 

precision milling combined with electrochemical deposition: (g) A copper substrate is coated with (h) a PEEK layer, and (i) a meandering 

channel is cut via a precision milling process. (j) Electrochemical synthesis is then used to deposit HKUST-1 crystals in the channels. Adapted 

with permission from Paolo Falcaro,  Raffaele Ricco,  Cara M. Doherty,  Kang Liang,  Anita J. Hill  and  Mark J. Styles, MOF positioning 

technology and device fabrication Chem. Soc. Rev., 2014,43, 5513-5560. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

One of the most interesting approaches for the synthesis of MOF thin films is the so-called layer-by-layer 

approach. It was firstly proposed for the growth of MOF thin films on flat surfaces in order to study the formation 

of MOFs in a more rational way.36 With this approach, the educts (SBUs and ligand) are combined in a sequential 

fashion (Figure 4). In fact, this method is based on repeated cycles of immersion of the substrate in solutions of 

the SBUs precursor and solutions of organic ligand. Between each step, the material is rinsed with fresh solvents 

in order to eliminate unreacted precursors/ligand. In literature, layer by layer approach was exploited to study 

the kinetic of the individual steps of MOF growth and to grow highly oriented MOF films (also called surface-

mounted MOF, SURMOF) with well defined thickness.36,37,38 Moreover, this approach paved the way to the 

growth of novel MOF-like ordered structures composed by different layers, even with nonperiodic combinations 

of different metal ions and/or different linkers. 39 Usually, the substrate employed for layer by layer growth are 

COOH-terminated Self-Assembly Monolayers (SAMs) functionalized substrates. However, if the ligand of the 

target MOF interact strongly with the substrate surface it is possible to avoid the presence of SAMs (Figure 5).40 

This is particularly desirable if we wanted to exploit the substrate not only as a nucleation center for the SURMOF 

growth, but also as an active component of the final material (i.e. tandem catalysis).  
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Figure 4: The step-by-step approach for the growth of the SURMOFs on a SAM-functionalized substrate. The approach involves repeated 

cycles of immersion in solutions of the metal precursor and solutions of organic ligand. Between steps the material is rinsed with solvent. 

Reprinted with permission from Osama Shekhah, Hui Wang, Denise Zacher, Roland A. Fischer, and Christof W_ll Growth Mechanism of 

Metal–Organic Frameworks: Insights into the Nucleation by Employing a Step-by-Step Route Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 5038 –5041 . 

Copyright © 9 WILEY‐VCH Verlag G bH & Co. KGaA, Wei hei . 

 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the proposed model for Cu3(btc)2 nucleation and growth on oxide surfaces. The atoms are shown 

as follows: Cu –green, O – red, C – gray. Reprinted with permission  fro  Vitalie Stavila, Joanne Volponi, Aaron M. Katzenmeyer, Matthew 

C. Dixon and Mark D. Allendorf, Kinetics and mechanism of metal–organic framework thin film growth: systematic investigation of HKUST-

 depositio  o  QCM ele trodes† Che . “ i., , , . Copyright © 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry 
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4.3 Post-synthetic metalation of a Mn-based MOF  

In this section, we will focus our attention on a Mn(II)-based MOF: [Mn3(L)2 L’ ]  hereafter M MOF). 3 L a d L’ 
are crystallographically unique forms of the deprotonated ligand bis(4-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1H-3,5-

dimethylpyrazolyl)methane, LH2. Structurally, MnMOF is composed by two-dimensional layers of trinuclear 

Mn3(II)(L)2 nodes pillared by the L’ form of the ligand. In the L form, the carboxylate and pyrazole donors 

coordinate the Mn3 nodes. Co ersely, i  the L’ for  o ly the ar o ylate do ors are i ol ed into the Mn 

coordination. Therefore, for ea h etal ode, L’ pro ides a fle i le di-pyrazole chelating unit poised for post-

synthetic metal binding (Figure 6). In fact, by simply soaking MnMOF powders in different metal salt solutions is 

possible to saturate these free di-pyrazole units with metal cation (i.e. Co(II), Rh(I)). In order to explore the 

possibilities offered by PSM process on MnMOF, we have screened the insertion of different metal cations that 

are potentially interesting in the field of heterogeneous catalysis: Co(II), Co(III), Fe(II), Fe(III), Rh(I) and mixture 

of them. The obtained materials were investigated combining P-XRD and SEM, in order to verify how the PSM 

process influenced the crystallinity of the materials. We quantified the degree of metalation using inductively 

coupled energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) (Table 1). 

Figure 6: Synthesis of MnMOF  from LH2 and MnCl2, and a perspective view of the single-crystal X-ray structure of this material along 

the c axis. Coloured spheres represent O (red), N (blue) and C (black), and the Mn centres are shown as beige polygons. b, Enlargements 

of the trinuclear Mn(II) nodes of MnMOF showing the coordination environment of the three Mn centres and one complete molecule of L′ 
flanked by two trinuclear Mn(II) nodes, highlighting the pillaring ligand moiety. c, Schematic representation of MnMOF with the layers 

represented as mustard coloured planes and chemical detail highlighting the di-pyrazole coordinating site (Post sytnthetic metalation 

available site) in L′. Adapted with permission from :  Witold M. Bloch, Alexandre Burgun, Campbell J. Coghlan, Richmond Lee, Michelle L. 

Coote, Christian J. Doonan and Christopher J. Sumby NATURE CHEMISTRY,  6, 2014. Copyright © 2014, Springer Nature. 
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4.3.1 Experimental section 

Materials synthesis 

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals were obtained from commercial sources (Sigma Aldrich, Alfa Aesar) and 

used as received. 

Synthesis of MOF ([Mn3(L)2(L’)]) (hereafter MnMOF ): The ligand LH2 was synthesized following a previously 

reported procedure.3 MnMOF was synthesized as previously reported by Bloch et al.3 Briefly, 24.7 mg of 

MnCl2∙4H2O and 31.6 mg of LH2 (1.7:1 molar ratio) were dissolved in 6 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF)/H2O (2:1 

vol. ratio) and heated in oven at 100 °C for 48 h in a screw-cap vial. The obtained colourless crystals (yield: 70%) 

were washed in DMF (x3), methanol (x5) and dried under vacuum for 12 hours.    

Post-synthetic metalation of MnMOF:  

 Rh(I): the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with dry acetonitrile. The 

solvent was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in dry acetonitrile for 10 minutes 

in between each wash. Then 18 mg of [Rh(CO)2Cl]2 were added to the acetonitrile dispersion of MnMOF 

and the resulting mixture was left at RT for 60 h. Then, the solvent was exchanged for fresh dry 

acetonitrile (×7). The solvent was decanted, and the pale yellow crystals of Rh/MnMOF were dried under 

vacuum for 12 hours.3   

 Co(II): the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with methanol. The solvent 

was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in methanol for 10 minutes in between 

each wash. Then 30 mg of CoCl2•6(H2O) were added to the methanol dispersion of MnMOF and the 

resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, the solvent was exchanged for fresh methanol (×7). The 

solvent was decanted, and the pink crystals of Co/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 hours. 3 

 Co(II):Fe(III)=2:1 : the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with methanol. 

The solvent was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in methanol for 10 minutes 

in between each wash. Then CoCl2•6(H2O) and FeCl3•6(H2O) (molar ratio 2:1, total weight=30 mg) were 

added to the methanol dispersion of MnMOF and the resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, 

the solvent was exchanged for fresh methanol (×7). The solvent was decanted, and the pale blue crystals 

of Co/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 hours. 

 Co(II):Fe(III)=1:2 : the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with acetonitrile. 

The solvent was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in acetonitrile  for 10 minutes 

in between each wash. Then CoCl2•6(H2O) and FeCl3•6(H2O) (molar ratio 1:2, total weight=30 mg) were 

added to the acetonitrile dispersion of MnMOF and the resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, 

the solvent was exchanged for fresh acetonitrile (×7). The solvent was decanted, and the pale blue 

crystals of CoFe/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 hours. 

 Co(II):Fe(II)=2:1 : the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with acetonitrile. 

The solvent was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in acetonitrile  for 10 minutes 

in between each wash. Then CoCl2•6(H2O) and FeCl2• H2O) (molar ratio 2:1, total weight=30 mg) were 

added to the acetonitrile dispersion of MnMOF and the resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, 

the solvent was exchanged for fresh acetonitrile (×7). The solvent was decanted, and the pale blue 

crystals of CoFe/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 hours. 
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 Fe(III): the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with acetonitrile. The solvent 

was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in acetonitrile  for 10 minutes in between 

each wash. Then 30 mg of FeCl3• H2O) were added to the acetonitrile dispersion of MnMOF and the 

resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, the solvent was exchanged for fresh acetonitrile (×7). 

The solvent was decanted, and the pale blue crystals of Fe/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 

hours. 

 Co(III):Fe(II)=1:2 : the as-syntesized material, MnMOF (25 mg), was solvent exchanged with acetonitrile. 

The solvent was replenished 5 times and the crystals were allowed to soak in acetonitrile  for 10 minutes 

in between each wash. Then Co(acac)3 and FeCl2• H2O) (molar ratio 1:2, total weight=30 mg) were 

added to the acetonitrile dispersion of MnMOF and the resulting mixture was left at 60°C for 48 h. Then, 

the solvent was exchanged for fresh acetonitrile (×7). The solvent was decanted, and the pale blue 

crystals of CoFe/MnMOF were dried under vacuum for 12 hours. 

Characterization techniques  

Powder X-ray diffraction (P-XRD) data were collected on a Bruker Advanced D8 diffractometer (capillary stage) 

usi g Cu Kα radiatio   = .  Å,  kW/ A . Wide Angle (WAXRD) XRD patterns were recorded in the 

diffra tio  a gular ra ge − ° θ y a Philips X’Pert PRO diffra to eter, worki g i  the refle tio  angle 

geo etry a d e uipped with a graphite o o hro ator o  the diffra ted ea  Cu Kα radiatio , 

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy were acquired using a field emission 

electron source equipped with a GEMINI column (Zeiss Supra VP35). 

Characterization by Raman spectroscopy was performed using a ThermoFisher DXR Raman microscope. The 

spectra were recorded using a laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (1 mW), focused on the sample 

with a 10× objective (Olympus).  

Gas adsorption isotherm measurements were performed on an ASAP 2020 Surface Area and Pore Size Analyser. 

Activation of samples was carried out by heating the sample at 120°C for 12 hours in vacuum. UHP grade 

(99.999%) N2 were used for all measurements. The temperatures were maintained at 77 K (liquid nitrogen bath). 
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4.3.2 Results and discussion 

EDX results of the PSM materials highlights how the metalation occurred in essentially quantitative yield 

(saturation of all vacant dypyrazole chelating units) in almost all the cases. The best results were obtained in the 

case of PSM with Co(II) in methanol and with Rh(I) in dry acetonitrile. In these cases, the degree of metalation 

was essentially quantitative and the crystallinity (Figure 7) and crystals morphology (Figure 8) of the final material 

was maintained. When we tried the simultaneous insertion two different cations in the MOF structure (Co and 

Fe) we verified that the molar ratio of the starting precurors was not maintained. In fact, it seems that Co posses 

an higher affinity towards dypyrazole sites in the MOF, leading to a Co/Fe molar ratio higher than expected. 

Moreover, we verified that Fe(III) was able to substitute Mn(II) in the MOF structure, leading to a heavy loss of 

crystallinity of the material (Table 1, Figure 7 and 8d ).  

  

 

Mn Co Fe Rh

Methanol Co(II) \ 76% 24% \ \

Methanol Co(II), Fe(II) 2:1 78% 14% 8% \

Acetonitrile Co(II), Fe(II) 2:1 76% 19% 5% \

Acetonitrile Co(II), Fe(III) 1:2 83% 13% 4% \

Acetonitrile Co(II), Fe(III) 2:1 79% 15% 6% \

Acetonitrile Co(III), Fe(II) 2:1 84% 13% 3% \

Acetonitrile Fe(III) \ 8% \ 92% \

Acetonitrile Rh(I) \ 55% \ \ 45%

EDX (atomic %)
Solvent Metal salts Salts molar ratio

Table 1: Resume of EDX analyses of some  post-synthetic metalated MnMOF samples. The XRD pattern of these 

samples are reported in Figure X. For the sake of clarity, is reported only the EDX quantification of transition 

metals (C, O, N and Cl are not reported).  
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Figure 7: P-XRD patterns of various PSM MnMOF samples. 

 

 

Figure 8: SEM micrographs of a) MnMOF (a), Co(II)/MnMOF (b, solvent:methanol), CoFe/MnMOF (c, molar ratio Co(II):Fe(II)=2:1, 

solvent:acetonitrile) and Fe(III)/MnMOF (d, solvent:acetonitrile). 
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After this screening of possible PSM processes, we decided to focus our attention on the PSM of MnMOF with 

Rh(I). In fact, Rh is one of the most investigated catalyst for hydroformylation reaction. Keeping in mind that this 

reaction could be exploited in a tandem reaction scheme (with the in situ production of syngas), we wanted to 

verify if the Rh(I) sites in the MOF structure are catalytically active for this reaction. Prior to test the catalytic 

activity of the Rh/MnMOF, we have performed a deeper characterization of this material by means of BET 

analysis, XRD, EDX and Raman Spectroscopy.  

The 77 K N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of MnMOF and of Rh/MnMOF are reported in Figure 9. MnMOF 

isotherm profile shows a step between P/Po of 0.005–0.06 (P and Po are the measured and saturation pressure 

of nitrogen, respectively). As expected, this low-pressure step is consistent with a degree of structural flexibility 

of MnMOF. The flexibility was associated with the rotation of the pyrazole moieties and concomitant pore 

enlargement. 3  A total N2 uptake of 180 cm3 g−1 (STP) was observed and the BET analysis of the data yielded a 

surface area of 480 m2g−1. The post-synthetic metalated Rh/MnMOF adsorption-desorption isotherm (Figure 10) 

afforded a Type 1 profile and a BET surface area of 640 m2g−1. Therefore, the overall porosity of the structure is 

maintained. Further, we note that the low-pressure step of the isotherm observed for MnMOF disappears, since 

when the Rh(I) species are coordinated by di-pyrazole chelating units the structural flexibility of the framework 

is lost. 

 

Figure 9: N2 77K isotherms of MnMOF. 
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Figure 10: N2 77K isotherms of Rh/MnMOF (fresh catalyst) 

The structural integrity of MnMOF after metalation was also investigated by Raman Spectroscopy results. Figure 

14 shows the Raman spectra of MnMOF and of Rh/MnMOF. These data are in line with the XRD and adsorption-

desorption isotherms results and confirmed that there was no formation of Mn or Rh oxide clusters in the 

material. Compared to bare MnMOF, Rh/MOF Raman spectra showed only small differences in band relative 

intensities. However, the major differences can be used as fingerprint to confirm the successful metalation of 

the MnMOF. In fact, in the region 1100-1200 cm-1 are measurable the ring vibrations associated to pyrazoles 

moieties. As consequence of Rh(I) coordination by di-pyrazole moieties, we can observe that the two well 

separated peaks at 1140 and 1155 cm-1 of bare MnMOF are merged in a unique peak centered at 1145 cm-1 in 

Rh/MnMOF. Our hypothesis is that the two separate peaks of bare MnMOF arise from the presence of both Mn-

coordinated and free di-pyrazole moieties in bare MnMOF. Conversely, in the case of metalated MnMOF, all the 

di-pyrazole are coordinating a metal and this caused the disapperaing of the clear separation between the two 

peaks. We encountered this particular feature also in the analysis of other metalated MnMOF (i.e. Co(II)),  

therefore we can conclude that this is a fingerprint of the metalation in this kind of material. Moreover, in the 

case of Rh/MnMOF, Raman spectroscopy is very useful in order to identify the chemical environment of the Rh. 

In fact, in the ranges 1950-2150 and 2230-2350 cm-1 we measured the typycal features of carbonyl gropus. This 

confirmed that we have coordinated Rh(I) species in the nanoreactor, because the oxidation of Rh to Rh(III) must 

lead to the loss of the carbonyl groups coordinated to the metal (as previoosly demonstrated by Bloch. et al)3.  

These results, combined with P-XRD data and EDX data, confirmed the design of the nanoreactor was successful. 

In fact, we quantitatively inserted in the MnMOF micropores the Rh sites that we plan to exploit for the catalysis 

of hydroformylation reaction. We then turned our efforts to assessing the potential of Rh/MnMOF to catalyse 
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the hydroformylation of styrene; an aromatic olefin that is a widely studied model substrate for functionalized 

olefins. 

Catalytic tests 

Hydroformylation experiments were carried out by the group of Prof. Paganelli at the University of Venice. The 

reactor was a 150 ml stainless steel autoclave and in order to avoid the catalyst deterioration due to the friction 

effect of stirring, we used a modified glass vial as shown in Fig.  11. 

 

porous septum

solid catalyst
     level of
     substrate
     solution

magnetic bar

CO/H2

   1:1 glass basket

 

Figure 11: schematic view of the reactor employed for hydroformylation experiments. 

The glass device consists of a vial modified to be able to hold a glass basket having a porous septum as the bottom 

(porous size = 40-90 μm); the catalyst is positioned in the basket, which is partially immersed in the substrate 

solution, whereas the magnetic stirring bar is on the bottom of the vial. This method allows to have an efficient 

stirring without any mechanical stress of the catalyst. The recycle of the catalyst, at the end of the reaction, can 

be easily performed by transferring the glass basket in a vial containing a fresh substrate solution.   

Hydroformylation of styrene  

The reactions were carried out using a stainless steel autoclave equipped with the glass device depicted above. 

In a typical run, the basket containing the catalytic complex was introduced, under a nitrogen purge, in the glass 

vessel containing styrene in anhydrous toluene. The vessel was transferred into a 150 ml stainless steel reactor 

which was pressurized with syngas at 4-8 MPa and heated at 50-80°C for 18h (see Table 2). After cooling at room 

temperature, the residual gases were released and the reaction products were analysed by GC and GC-MS. The 

basket containing the catalyst was removed from the glass vial and the catalyst washed several times with 

anhydrous toluene, dried under vacuum and reused in recycle experiments. 

Catalytic tests results 

The catalytic activity of Rh/MOF was tested in the hydroformylation of styrene (I) as this aromatic olefin is a 

widespread studied model substrate for functionalized olefins [A]. A first oxo-experiment was carried out at 8 

MPa of syngas (CO/H2 = 1) and 50°C for 18h with a substrate to rhodium catalyst molar ratio = 1000: the substrate 

conversion was practically negligible (6%), with the almost exclusive formation of the branched aldehyde II 

(Exp.1, Table 2). By increasing the reaction temperature at 80°C, the catalytic system was very active showing 

complete substrate conversion and total chemoselectivity. The regioselectivity towards the branched aldehyde 

II, even if lower than that exerted by homogeneous modified rhodium carbonyl complexes, was quite good (80%) 

(Exp. 2, Table 2). The recovered solid catalyst was furtherly reused in three consecutive experiments: the catalytic 

activity remained high in the first and second recycle reaction (95% and 81% conversion, respectively) but it 
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strongly decreased when reused in a third experiment (62%) (Exp. 3-5, Table 2). Given that the MOF largely 

maintains its structural integrity subsequent to catalysis (see next paragraph) the observed decrease in activity 

is likely due to the small rhodium content in the catalytic system which can be partially deactivated by impurities 

such as trasce amounts of oxygen present in the reaction medium and/or by a small degree of leaching. Despite 

the organic phase, after every experiment, appeared practically colourless, we evaluated a possible leaching 

phenomenon; so, the organic phase recovered after the first reaction, was used as catalyst for the homogeneous 

hydrogenation of undec-1-ene in toluene: after 18 h at 80°C and 8 MPa of hydrogen, undecane was formed in 

negligible amount (4%) so excluding a relevant rhodium leaching. In all the experiments, neither ethylbenzene 

nor alcohols were detected in the reaction mixtures and both chemo- and regioselectivity remained practically 

unchanged. An attempt to reduce the syngas pressure to 4 MPa gave a rather disappointing result: after 18h at 

80°C the substrate conversion was only 60% and in two consecutive recycle experiments the catalytic activity 

dramatically decreased affording 18% and 11% conversion, respectively (Exp. 6-8, Table 2); moreover, the 

regioselectivity towards the branched aldehyde II, the main reaction product, was lower than that observed at 8 

MPa. A plausible explanation of this result, on the basis of the generally accepted mechanism of the rhodium-

catalyzed hydroformylation, could be that at 4 MPa of syngas the migratory insertion on a CO bound to the 

rhodium atom to form the branched acylrhodium specie is slower than that at 8 MPa and, as a consequence, it 

undergoes a β-hydride elimination giving the linear Rh-alkyl specie that subsequently affords the corresponding 

linear aldehyde. Very recently, deuteroformylation studies on styrene at 40 and 80 psia CO, in the presence of 

the homogeneous catalyst Rhodium bis(diazaphospholane) (BDP), demonstrated that deuterium scrambling, 

hence Rh-alkyl isomerization, is inhibited by increased CO pressure and decreased temperatures. In particular, 

the reactions at higher temperature (313 K) and low CO pressure (20 psia) allowed for greater isomerization of 

the catalyst to the thermodynamically favored linear acyl intermediate while at higher CO pressures (115 or 200 

psia), the isomerization was slowed so favoring the branched pathway.  Moreover, isomerization by reversion of 

the acyl complex to the alkyl one is slower at high pressure because such reversion requires CO dissociation.41  

Table 2: Hydroformylation of styrene (I) catalyzed by MOF 

Exp. T (°C) P (MPa) 

(CO/H2 =1) 

Conv. (%)a b-Aldehyde (II) 

(%) 

n-Aldehyde (III) 

(%) 

1 50 8 6 5.5 0.5 

2 80 8 100 80 20 

3b 80 8 95 76 19 

4b 80 8 81 65 16 

5b 80 8 62 50 12 

6 80 4 60 43 17 

7b 80 4 18 13 5.0 

8b 80 4 11 8 3 

 

Reaction conditions: styrene (500 mg = 4.81 mmol); cat. = 4.46 mg; styrene/Rh (molar ratio) = 1000/1; 

solvent (toluene) = 1 ml; t = 18h. 

a Determined by GC. b Reaction carried out by using the catalyst recovered from the previous experiment 
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Noteworthy, when the catalyst recovered from the second recycle experiment at 4 MPa of syngas was reused in 

the styrene hydroformylation at the same reaction conditions but under a pressure of 8 MPa (experiment not 

reported in Table 2), not only the substrate conversion was increased up to 75% but the regioselectivity was the 

same observed in the previous experiments carried out at 8 MPa of syngas. 

Characterization of used catalyst 

After the catalytic tests, Rh/MOF was recovered and characterized. From SEM/EDX analysis, we verified that the 

morphology of MOF crystals and the ratio Mn/Rh were unchanged.  

XRD patterns confirmed that the catalyst maintained it crystallinity. Moreover, after catalytic tests, the 

adsorption-desorption isotherms of Rh/MOF still showed a Type 1 profile and a BET surface area of 444 m2g−1. 

Therefore, the microporosity of the catalyst is maintained after the catalytic test, but BET surface area seems to 

be lower than the one of the fresh catalyst (640 m2g−1). This loss of surface area could be associated with the loss 

of activity of the catalyst after repeated catalytic tests. However, considering that the XRD pattern of used 

catalyst was almost identical to the one of the fresh catalyst, this loss cannot be associated to a loss of crystallinity 

of the structure. One possibility is that the loss of surface area is related to the obstruction of some micropores 

with some reaction products.  

The structural integrity of Rh/MOF after catalytic tests is also supported by Raman Spectroscopy results. 

Compared to the fresh Rh/MOF, Raman spectra of used catalyst is almost identical (Figure 14). These data are in 

line with the XRD and adsorption-desorption isotherms results and confirmed that there was no formation of 

Mn or Rh oxide clusters in the material after the catalytic tests. However, in the ranges 1950-2150 and 2230-

2350 cm-1 was not detected the typycal features of carbonyl gropus, suggesting that the chemical environment 

of Rh in the used catalyst is changed with the respect to of the starting material.  

At the time of writing, we are investigating the catalytic properties of another PSM MnMOF: Co(II)/MnMOF. 

Moreover, we are synthesizing the ester of the LH2 molecule. Once obtain the ester, we will coordinate it with 

Rh(I) and Co(II) in order to obtain the same catalytic sites present in the MnMOF, but not constrained in the 

micropores. In this way, we will compare the catalytic activity of the various materials and we will study the 

effects of metal nature (Rh or Co) and we will investigate if there is a o fi ed spa e  effe t on selectivity due 

to the micropores (i.e. branched vs linear reaction products).   
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Figure 12: WAXRD of MnMOF and of Rh/MnMOF (pre/post catalysis) 

 

Figure 13: N2 77K isotherms of Rh/MnMOF-used 
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Figure 14: Raman spectra of MnMOF and of Rh/MnMOF (pre/post catalysis) 
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4.4 Layer by layer growth of MnMOF for the design of nanostructured core@shell materials 

The goal of this study is to combine MOFs with metal/oxide systems for the design of nanostructured tandem 

catalysts with core@shell morphology.  At the heart of this project there is the knowledge acquired by the studies 

on Pd/CeO2 catalyst (previous chapter) and on MnMOF (see previous paragraphs). The core@shell morphology 

will be obtained growing thin films of MOFs around metal or metal oxide nanoparticles. In this kind of 

multifunctional catalytic material composed by two entities (i.e. the metal/oxide active interface and a MOF shell 

bearing a specific catalytic center) one of the reactants (A->B) is produced in situ rea tio   and exploited to 

arry out a se o d rea tio  rea tio   B+C->D), which is catalyzed by the other moiety of the same material. 

The layer-by-layer approach permits a fine control on the MOF thickness. We will exploit this fine control in order 

to investigate the effect of the MOF shell thickness on the synergic catalytic activity. The materials were 

characterized by means of TEM, Raman Spectroscopy, XPS, EDS, XRD and BET.  

Precisely, in this study the target material is a tandem catalyst for ethylene hydroformylation. In this tandem 

approach, hydroformylation should carried out exploiting the in situ produced syngas, which is obtained by 

methanol decomposition. Tandem catalysis of ethylene hydroformylation was firstly experimentally 

demonstrated by Yamada et alii.6 These authors studied a tandem catalyst based on multiple metal–metal oxide 

interfaces. The catalyst was synthesized by assembling platinum and cerium oxide nanocube monolayers of less 

than 10 nm on a silica substrate. The two distinct metal–metal oxide interfaces, CeO2–Pt and Pt–SiO2, were used 

to catalyze two distinct sequential reactions. The CeO2–Pt interface catalyzed methanol decomposition to 

produce CO and H2, which were subsequently used for ethylene hydroformylation catalysed by the nearby Pt–
SiO2 interface. Consequently, propanal was produced selectively from methanol and ethylene on the nanocrystal 

bilayer tandem catalyst (Figure 15). In our study, the core of the catalyst will be designed in order to be active 

for selective methanol decomposition to CO and H2, while the shell will be designed to be active for 

hydroformylation reactions. The porosity of the MOF shell is one of the key-point of the design of the target 

material. In fact, through the pores should be possible to feed the reactants to the core of the particle. Moreover, 

in situ produced molecules will be forced to go through the MOF shell and should be able to react with the active 

present therein.  

 

Figure 15: Illustration of the CeO2–Pt–SiO2 tandem catalyst (left, adapted with permission  from Yamada Y. et al , Nature Chemistry, 3, 

372–376 (2011) Copyright © 2011, Springer Nature) and schematic view that highlight the active sites of our core(Pd/CeO2)@shell(MOF) 

tandem catalyst.  
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The study of such a complex material is divided in three steps. Firstly, we have separately investigated the 

catalytic properties of the materials that will composed the core and the shell of our target tandem catalyst. 

Later, we have investigated the synthesis of the whole core@shell catalyst. The last step will be the study of the 

tandem catalytic activity of the core@shell material. At the time of writing, we have only started the 

characterization of the catalytic activity of the core@shell material, therefore in this thesis we will not present 

these data.   

The core of the target material will be composed by Pd NPs supported over CeO2 nanocubes. The synthesis and 

characterization of this material was discussed in the previous chapter. As already discussed, this system has a 

good catalytic activity toward selective methanol decomposition to CO and H2. Obviously, this is mandatory if we 

wanted to produce in situ CO and H2 at the core of the tandem catalyst. Moreover, the regular morphology of 

CeO2 nanocubes (exposing (100) facets) should be an advantage for homogeneous growth of MOFs thin films. 

Another key-point is the working temperature of the core for the methanol decomposition. In the case of 

Pd/CeO2 NCs, the temperature for the quantitative conversion of methanol was relatively (below 250°C). In fact, 

in a composite material including MnMOF, the maximum operation temperature is mainly limited by the thermal 

stability of the MOF. Considering that in the literature the decomposition temperature of metalated MnMOF 

was about 360°C (TGA in inert atmosphere)3, we must design a core that could operate well below this 

temperature. 

The shell of the target material will be composed by a thin film of MnMOF grown following a layer-by-layer 

approach. The structure and catalytic properties of this MOF were discussed in the previous paragraphs. The  

MnMOF is endowed with vacant di-pyrazole units that can be metalated. Therefore, through post-synthetic 

metalation processes, we can introduce different active sites in the pores of the MOF shell. In this particular case, 

we plan to introduce Rh sites in the MOF pores because Rh-based catalysts are known to be active for 

hydroformylation reactions. However, the growth of thin films of MnMOF are not yet reported in the literature, 

so in the first part of this study we optimized the synthesis parameters of MnMOF around CeO2 nanocubes (i.e. 

SBUs precursors, synthesis temperature, solvents). We investigated also an alternative route to synthesize thin 

films of MnMOF, employing solvothermal synthesis and CeO2 nanocubes as nucleation centers.42 However, with 

these syntheses we could not obtain a fine control of the morphology of the final material (i.e. aggregation of 

NCs, uncontrolled MOF nucleation).  
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4.4.1 Experimental section 

Materials synthesis 

Synthesis of Pd/CeO2 NCs: the synthesis of CeO2 nanocubes and the deposition of Pd NPs were described in detail 

in the previous chapter. Briefly, CeO2 NCs were synthesized by hydrothermal synthesis, starting from cerium 

nitrate and NaOH. Pd NPs were deposited over CeO2 NCs bubbling hydrogen through a solution containing 

H2PdCl4 and ceria powder.  

Layer-by-layer synthesis of MnMOF on CeO2 NCs: Firstly, we dispersed 1 g of CeO2 NCs in 100 ml a solution of 

LH2 in DMF (0.1 mg/ml). The suspension was left under stirring overnight at 50°C. Then, CeO2 LH2-functionalized 

NCs were recovered by repeated cycles of washing and centrifugation (5x DMF, 3x EtOH). In order to start with 

the layer by layer cycles, we prepared two starting solutions of LH2 in DMF (1 mg/ml) and of Mn(OAc)2∙4(H2O) in 

ethanol (1 mg/ml). These solutions were kept at 60°C during the synthesis. The MOF thin film was grown on the 

surface of CeO2 by dispersing 250 mg of CeO2 LH2-functionalized NCs alternatively in 15 ml of EtOH and 250 µl of 

Mn(OAc)2∙4(H2O) starting solution or in 15 ml of DMF and 250 µl of LH2 starting solution. During each cycle, the 

dispersions were kept at 60°C under vigorous stirring for 15 minutes. After each step, 3 cycles of washing (2 with 

the solvent in use, one with the solvent that will be used in the next step) were performed in order to remove 

the unreacted precursors and avoid the uncontrolled nucleation of MOF crystals. The schematic view of this 

process is reported in Figure 16. 

Solvothermal syntheses of MnMOF over CeO2 NCs: 10 mg of CeO2 LH2-functionalized NCs were dispersed in 6 ml 

of DMF/H20 (2:1, v/v) solution containing different amount of LH2 and MnCl2 4H2O and left in pre-heated oven at 

100°C for different times (1-24 hours). Alternatively, the dispersion was left under stirring at 100°C for different 

times.  

Characterization techniques  

The nano- and microscale morphology of materials was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and by 

conventional and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM and HR-TEM). SEM images were 

acquired using a field emission source equipped with a GEMINI column (Zeiss Supra VP35), micrographs were 

obtained with an acceleration voltage of 5 or 10 kV using in-lens high-resolution detection. STEM micrographs 

were acquired with the same instrument (30 kV). TEM images were acquired using a FEI Tecnai 12 microscope 

with an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. HRTEM micrographs were acquired using a JEM- 2100F Field Emission 

Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental maps were 

acquired with the same instrument. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) patterns were collected using a 

Philips PW  diffra to eter e uipped with a Cu Kα radiatio  tu e operati g at  kV a d  A a d with a  
incidence angle of 1°. Characterization by Raman spectroscopy was performed using a ThermoFisher DXR Raman 

microscope. The spectra were recorded using a laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (1 mW), focused 

on the sample with a 10× objective (Olympus). Gas adsorption isotherm measurements were performed on an 

ASAP 2020 Surface Area and Pore Size Analyzer. Activation of samples was carried out by heating the sample at 

120°C for 12 hours in vacuum. UHP grade (99.999%) N2 were used for all measurements. The temperatures were 

maintained at 77 K (liquid nitrogen bath). 
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4.4.2 Results and discussion 

As previously mentioned, to tackle the challenging synthesis of the designed core@shell material we started 

from the study of the LbL synthesis of MnMOF on CeO2 nanocubes. We obtained the most encouraging results 

following the recipe described in the experimental section described above. Briefly, we firstly functionalized NCs 

with the ligand of the MnMOF. Then, we exposed alternatively to an ethanol solution of Mn(OAc)2∙4(H2O) and to 

a DMF solution of LH2, the LH2-functionalized NC powder. One LbL cycles is considered as the exposure of NC 

powders first to SBUs precursor and then to LH2, carefully washing the product between each step in order to 

remove the unreacted precursors of MnMOF. Hereafter, we will name the obtained material as 

Nx(MnMOF/NCs), where N is the number of LbL cycles. 

 

 

 

The morphology, structure and chemical composition of LBL grown nanocomposites were investigated by 

different characterization techniques and several important features can be distinguished. STEM micrographs of 

15x(MnMOF/NCs) showed the typical morphology of a core@shell material (Figure 17). The NCs of ceria are 

easily identifiable. Around ceria particles, we can observe a lighter shell (about 15 nm) that uniformly surrounds 

the cubes. EDX analysis on this sample confirmed the presence of Mn, C, N, O and Ce, as expected.    

The formation of the MnMOF shell is supported by Raman Spectroscopy results. Figure 18 shows the Raman 

spectra of 5x, 10x and 15x MnMOF@NCs samples. These data confirmed that there was no formation of bare 

Mn oxide clusters in the materials. In order to have a qualitative analysis of the amount of MnMOF compared to 

ceria, we have normalized the Raman spectra with respect to the intensity of the F2g peak (460 cm-1) of CeO2. 

Notably, we can observe the increase of the main MOF peak (1615 cm-1) with increasing LbL cycles. Compared 

to bare MnMOF, the MnMOF@NCs Raman spectra show only small differences in band intensity (Figure 19).  

washi g 

washi g 

Layer y layer 

Fi e tu i g of the MOF shell 
thi k ess 

Pd/CeO       

Figure 16: schematic view of the LbL synthesis of core@shell material 
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However, the main characterization techniques employed for the analysis of MOFs are XRD and BET analysis, 

since they allow determining the presence of a crystal order and regular microporosity. In the case of a thin shell 

of MOF, both analyses are very challenging because of the low amount (maximum thickness in our samples: 15 

nm) of investigable material.  

In fact, we were not able to measure any XRD pattern attributable to MnMOF in the case of 5x, 10x and 15x 

MnMOF/NCs samples. The unique measured peaks were those of ceria XRD pattern.  We tried to measure GI-

XRD in order to improve the surface sensitivity of the analysis, but even this attempt was  unsuccessful. Despite 

the good results obtained from STEM, Raman Spectroscopy and EDX, XRD data seem to indicate  that the 

obtained shells are amorphous. 

 

Therefore, in order to increase the crystallinity of the shell, we tried to perform a post-synthetic crystallization 

(PSC) step on the various materials. The powders were dispersed in DMF and left in oven at 100°C overnight. 

After washing with fresh DMF, we characterized the PSC 5x, 10x and 15x MnMOF/NCs samples. 

Raman spectra still show the characteristic features of MnMOF, but comparing to the normalized spectra of the 

samples pre and post crystallization step we can observe a reduction of the intensity of the MOF peaks (Figure 

19). This is not unexpected, since a crystallization of the shell could lead to a loss of part of the amorphous 

material. The morphology of PSC samples was investigated by HR-TEM. HR-TEM micrographs of PSC 5x and 15x 

MnMOF/NCs samples are reported in figure X.  HR-TEM micrographs showed the typical core@shell structure, 

for which CeO2 NC cores of ∼30 nm in diameter are coated by a uniform shell of about 2 nm in the case of the 5 

cycles sample and of about 10 nm in the case of the 15 cycles (Figure 20). These results are in line with Raman 

data. Comparing the micrographs of PSC 15x sample with the STEM micrographs of the amorphous 15x sample, 

we can observe that the shell thickness seems to be slightly reduced. This loss of material is therefore compatible 

with the loss of the intensity of MOF peaks in Raman spectrum. EDX elemental mapping were performed on the 

PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs sample. EDX confirmed the presence of C, N, O, Mn and Ce. Moreover, from the elemental 

map (Figure 21) we can observe how the MnMOF components are uniformly distributed over the ceria NCs, 

forming a uniform shell around them.  

 

Figure 17: STEM (30 kV) micrograph of 15xMnMOF/NCs sample. 
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Finally, we performed crystal structure analysis from GIXRD pattern of PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs sample (Figure 22). 

This analysis reveals two sets of peaks, which are ascribed to face-centered cubic phase of CeO2 and to a second 

crystalline phase characterized by a large unit cell. The peaks of this second crystal phase could be assigned to 

some peaks of the XRD pattern of the bulk MnMOF (i.e. (120), (220) (014)). Notably, the main peak (2θ=8.1°) 

corresponds to the main peak of the P-XRD pattern of MnMOF and corresponds to the (110) peak.  

From the analysis of this pattern, and considering the results just discussed, we can deduce two hypotheses: 

either we have grown a highly oriented shell of MnMOF or we have synthesized a different kind of crystalline 

structure based on the same ligand and SBUs precursor of MnMOF. However, the correspondence between the 

most intense peak of the diffraction pattern of bare MnMOF and of the composite material (excluding the ceria 

pattern) reinforces the first hypothesis. Considering the lattice parameters of ceria (a=b=c= 5.42 Å; α=β=γ= °) 
and of MnMOF (a=12.289 Å, b=32.302 Å, c=25.974 Å; α=γ= °, β= . °  we calculated the lattice mismatch in 

order to evaluate the possibility of the epitaxial growth of MnMOF over (100) surface of ceria. Among the 

simplest possible epitaxial relationships, the smallest lattice mismatch resulted of the type 

MnMOF(100)[010]//CeO2(100)[001], which implies along the b direction a -0.7% strain considering 6 ceria units 

cells and along the c axis a -4.1% strain considering 5 ceria unit cells. In this case the angle between b and c is 

90°, like in the substrate lattice. From these calculations, if the MnMOF grew epitaxially, the growth along the 

[100] direction should be favored. Many other epitaxial relationships can be envisaged as well, but in general 

they would require a higher strain, for example the MnMOF(001)[100// CeO2(100)[011] would require a strain 

up to 6% in one direction. An exact determination of the crystallographic orientation is extremely challenging 

and would necessitate the use of advanced tools such as cryo-TEM. Moreover, it cannot be excluded that during 

the hydrothermal crystallization step of the synthesis the ceria surface act merely like a grapho-epitaxial support 

offering only a support directing the texture but not interfacial crystallographic order. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Raman spectra of LbL synthesized core@shell material. In this graph are reported the spectra for the samples synthesized 

with 5, 10 and 15 cycles of LbL growth. 
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Figure 19: Raman spectra (up: full range; down: enlargement of 500-1900 cm-1 range) of LbL synthesized core@shell materials (PSC 

15xMnMOF/NCs sample and 15xMnMOF/NCs sample), of bulk MnMOF and of LH2. 
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Figure 21: EDX chemical maps of PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs sample. 

Figure 20: HR-TEM micrographs of post-synthetic crystallized core@shell materials synthesized through 5 (left) and 15 (right) cycles of LbL 

growth. 
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Figure 22: P-XRD pattern of MnMOF and GI-XRD pattern of PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs sample.  

In order to verify the presence of micropores, we compared the results of 77 K N2 adsorption-desorption 

isotherms of bare CeO2 NCs and of the PSC 15x MnMOF/NCs sample (Figure 23a). For bare NCs, isotherm 

exhibited  a Type II profile, and a total N2 uptake of 103 cm3 g−1 (STP) was observed. BET analysis of the data 

yielded a surface area of 34 m2g−1. In the case of the core@shell material, isotherm afforded a Type II profile and 

a total N2 uptake of 208 cm3 g−1 (STP) was observed. BET analysis of the data yielded a surface area of 93.6 m2g−1. 

However, at low partial pressure (P/Po of 0.001–0.01) we can observe that there is a little stepped increased of 

N2 uptake, which is a behavior usually correlated to the presence of microporosity. Moreover, we performed the 

t-plot analysis on both samples. This kind of analysis is used to estimate the microporous and mesoporous 

volumes.43  Considering the adsorption isotherm Nads
0(P) (in mol/g) of a given gas on a flat surface with a specific 

surface area S (in m2/g), this model assumes that the adsorbed phase has an average density equal to the bulk 

li uid de sity ρ0 (in mol/m3 ). Therefore, Nads
0 (P) can be converted into the average thickness of the film 

adsorbed on the surface t(P) = Nads
0 P /ρ0S. The function t(P) is known as the t-curve. The t-plot is obtained by 

plotting for each pressure the adsorbed amount Nads(P) as a function of t(P). If the t-plot of a solid is a straight 

line, this solid has the adsorption behavior of a flat surface and the proportionality constant is simply the surface 

area of this solid. Briefly, all linear regimes in a t-plot provide evidence that adsorption, for that specific pressure 

range and adsorbate, is taking place similarly as on a flat surface and the slope of the straight line gives the value 

of the surface area. In contrast, any departure from the linear regime indicates the presence of a porosity getting 

filled and corresponding to pore sizes given by the pressure at which this departure is observed. In the case of 

materials containing only micropores, none of the linear regimes are getting through the origin of the t-plot, and 

the intercept of the linear fit in the low pressure range is classically taken as the microporous volume of the solid. 

Figure 23b shows the t-plots (and the relative fits obtained from Broekhoff-De Boer model) of bare CeO2 NCs and 

of the PSC 15x MnMOF/NCs sample. As expected, in the case of bare NCs the intercept of the fit is negative in 
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the whole range of partial pressures analyzed, indicating the absence of microporosity. Conversely, in the case 

of core@shell material t-plot analysis confirmed the presence of microporosity (micropore volume=0.045cm3/g; 

micropore area=12.44m2/g). 

Concluding, the high BET surface area of PSC 15x MnMOF/NCs (almost three times higher than NCs) and the t-

plot analysis point to the presence of microporosity in the composite material. Combining these results with XRD, 

Raman, TEM and EDX results, we can conclude that we have successfully synthesize a thin shell of a microporous 

material around CeO2 nanocubes. At the time of writing, we are trying to synthesize a thicker shell in order to 

obtain more detailed information about the nature of the microporous shell from our analyses (mainly from XRD 

and BET). In this way, we will undoubtedly confirm if the shell has the structure of MnMOF or if it is composed 

by a MOF with a slightly different structure. 

 

In order to verify the accessibility of vacant di-pyrazole moieties in the shell of the composite material, we tried 

to perform a post-synthetic metalation reaction with Rh(I) on the PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs sample. Similarly to the 

case of bulk MnMOF, we soaked precursor the powder of the core@shell material at RT in concentrate dry 

acetonitrile solution of Rh(I). After 24h, we washed the powders with fresh acetonitrile and we characterized the 

sample by XPS. From XPS spectra (Figure 24), we could detect the presence of Rh, Mn, N, C, O and Cl in the 

sample. The BE of Rh 3d3/2 was 308.2 eV, which is typical of Rh(I) species. Moreover, the surface atomic ratio 

between Mn and Rh resulted 3.1, a value compatible with the PSM of about half of the vacant di-pyrazole 

moieties of MnMOF. Overall, these data indicate that we were able to PSM the shell of the composite material. 

Therefore, this is another clue pointing towards the MnMOF nature of the microporous shell.  

 

Figure 23: N2 77K isotherms (a) and relative t-plots (b) of NCs and of PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs. 
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Figure 24:Mn 3d, N1s, Rh3d and C1s photoemission line of PSC 15xMnMOF/NCs after post-synthetic metalation with Rh(I). 

 The LbL results discussed above are the outcome of a long synthetic work, where we optimized several synthesis 

parameters such as  temperature, precursor concentration, solvents, etc. For example, no shell growth was found 

when we operated the LbL cycles at RT. However, one of the most interesting parameters of this LbL growth is 

the nature of SBUs precursor. In the reference paper, bulk MnMOF was synthetized starting from MnCl2∙4H2O 

and its ligand in DMF/H2O (2:1 vol. ratio) solution. Therefore, we started our study on LbL growth of MnMOF 

employing separated solutions of manganese chloride and of the ligand in DMF/H2O solutions or in aqueous 

(Mn(II)) or DMF (LH2) solutions. In both cases, we observed that we obtained the precipitation of MnO clusters, 

as demonstrated by Raman Spectroscopy (one example is reported in Figure 25). In the LbL growth, the nature 

of SBUs precursor plays a fundamental role. A striking example was reported in the literature for the LbL growth 

of HKUST-1 (a Cu(II) paddle wheel based MOF).38 Under typical solvothermal conditions, the nature of Cu(II) ion 

source (i.e. nitrate, acetate, chloride) did not affect the HKUST-1 synthesis. Conversely, comparing the LbL growth 

using copper acetate or copper nitrate as Cu(II) source, it was demonstrated that the LbL growth proceedes only 

using copper acetate and is suppressed using copper nitrate as SBUs precursor. This finding was rationalized by 

considering that in solutions of copper acetate the dominant unit present is the acetate-bridged paddle wheel, 

which has the same coordination geometry of the SBUs of the target MOF. Taking inspiration from this study, we 

decided to use manganese(II) acetate ethanolic solution as SBUs precursor in the LbL synthesis of MnMOF in 

order to avoid the precipitation of manganese oxide clusters. In fact, in MnMOF nodes the Mn(II) cations are 

coordinated by bidentate ligands: this coordination geometry is similar to that of manganese acetate and seems 

to facilitate the formation of SBUs. Conversely to the LbL growth with manganese chloride, using manganese 

acetate as SBUs precursor we had no evidence of the formation of bare manganese oxide clusters. 

We have also investigated different approaches for the synthesis of CeO2/MnMOF composite materials, but the 

results highlighted that was not possible to tackle the main goal of our study that is the fine control of the 

morphology of the final materials. For example, we tried to synthesize MnMOF crystals around ceria particles by 

dispersing LH2 functionalized CeO2 NCs in the DMF/H2O solution containing MOF precursors used for the 

synthesis of bulk MnMOF. In this case, the NCs should act as nucleation centers for MOF crystals. Once prepared 

the dispersion, we transferred it in a screw cap vial that was introduced in an oven at 100°C. We modified the 

molar ratio between MOF precursors and ceria and we investigated the effect of different reaction times (1h-

24h). In this kind of synthesis, the main problem was the stability of ceria powders dispersion. In fact, without 
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the aid of any stabilizer (i.e. PVP, surfactants), the ceria powder rapidly tends to settle on the bottom of the vial 

and MOF crystals start to nucleate randomly in the solution (see Figure 26).  

In order to avoid the problem of ceria powders settling, and the consequent loss of their effect as nucleation 

centers, we tried to perform the same solvothermal synthesis under continuous stirring. In these cases, ceria 

powders were more uniformly dispersed in the composite materials compared to the syntheses performed in 

oven. Nevertheless, we did not obtain a precise control of the morphology, ceria particles seem to partially 

agglomerates and the crystals of MOF were too big for our purposes (>10 μm, see Figure 27).  

These results highlight that if we want to obtain a fine control on the core@shell morphology of the composite 

material (i.e. tuning the thickness of the shell) the LbL approach is the best way to go. Only with the control at 

the nano scale of the shell thickness we can think of obtaining a rationally designed model systems. Given the 

complexity of tandem catalysis, this is fundamental for the rational understanding of the catalytic properties of 

MOF/NPs composite materials and for the possible exploitation of these materials for tandem reactions that 

could represent a groundbreaking technological platform for the advancement of green chemistry and 

sustainable processes. 

 

 

Figure 25:Raman spectra of MnMOF and of MnMOF synthesized through LbL syntehsis (15 

cycles) on CeO2 NCs supported over Si(100) wafer. In this case, the SBUs precursor was MnCl2 

(dispersed in DMF/H2O 2:1 solution) 
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Figure 26: SEM micrograph of solvothermal synthesized MnMOF in CeO2 NCs containing suspension. 

 

Figure 27: EDX chemical maps (Mn Kα and Ce Lα) overlapping SEM micrographs of solvothermal synthesized MnMOF in CeO2 NCs 

containing suspension under vigorous stirring. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we studied the design of nanoreactors for heterogeneous catalysis and their integration in 

multifunctional nanostructured materials. As nanoreactors, we investigated a new class of inorganic-organic 

hybrid microporous materials: Metal Organic Frameworks. In particular, we studied a MOF (MnMOF, developed 

by Prof. Doonan’s group) which is composed by an organic linker that possesses sites poised for post-synthetic 

metalation (PSM) in its crystal structure. The resulting PSM MOF has therefore a new active site in its structure. 

Moreover, the crystallinity of the MOF ensures that the active site is perfectly reproduced throughout the 

material. In this way, we can design at the atomic scale the confined space of MOF micropores, in order to 

introduce new active site for catalysis realizing an authentic tailored nanoreactor. The internal surfaces of MOFs 

in fact, constitute a quite special confined environment subjected to a multitude of interactions that strongly 

depend on the actual structure of the MOFs (geometrical dimension of pores, chemical nature of nodes and 

linkers, addition of metal active sites through PSM). We investigated the quantitative metalation of MnMOF with 

a variety of transition metal ions, in order to perform a screening of the possibilities given by PSM (i.e. Co(II), 

Rh(I), Fe(II), Fe(III), Co(III) and mixture of them). After this screening, we focused our attention mainly on the 

PSM with Rh(I). Rh-based materials are widely employed in hydroformylation catalysis, and in the literature there 

are only  a few examples of Rh NPs supported in MOF pores for hydroformylation reaction. However, to the best 

of our knowledge, there are no examples of hydroformylation reaction catalysis operated by Rh PSM MOFs 

(catalysis exploited by Rh cation/complex coordinated to MOF structure). This is a quite notable results since it 

demonstrate that MOF linkers can be use as sites for the heterogeneization of molecular catalysts preserving 

they high activity but endowing the sytem of higher selectivity connected to the size effect of mof porosity and 

an easier recyclability given the solid state nature of MOFs . We tested the catalytic activity of Rh metalated Mn 

MOF for styrene hydroformylation reaction (in collaboration with Prof. Paganelli at University of Venice), 

obtaining good results in terms of conversion, selectivity and stability of the catalyst. Moreover, at the time of 

writing, we are investigating the effects of metal nature (replacement of Rh with Co) and, by the analysis of the 

catalytic activity of the metalated ester of the ligand molecule, we are investigating the influence of the 

micropores o fi ed spa e  o  the product selectivity (i.e. branched vs linear reaction products).   

In the literature, was demonstrated that a multifunctional material (nanocrystal bilayer of metal and metal 

oxides) could catalyze ethylene hydroformylation reactions in a tandem reaction scheme, employing the in situ 

produced CO and H2. As highlighted in this chapter, tandem catalysis approach is a new concept that could have 

a great impact on the catalysis field, permitting to simplify and to make less dangerous and more environmentally 

friendly several different reactions.   

In the previous chapter, we have investigated Pd/CeO2 catalysts for methanol decomposition to syngas. 

Combining the knowledge acquired on PSM of MnMOF with the studies on Pd/CeO2, our project is to design a 

multifunctional catalysts based on core@shell structure of Pd/CeO2 (core) and post-synthetic metalated MOFs 

(shell). We have demonstrated that through PSM is possible to introduce Rh(I) sites in the MnMOF micropores, 

in order to introduce active sites for hydroformylation reaction. If we apply this concept to the thin shell of 

MnMOF, one possible target reaction for our core@shell multifunctional material could be ethylene 

hydroformylation, with the in situ production of CO and H2 (through methanol decomposition catalyzed by 

Pd/CeO2 core) necessary to carry out hydroformylation reaction (catalyzed by Rh-sites in MnMOF shell). 

However, the activity of a tandem catalyst is not simply the sum of properties of the different components, but 

depends on the synergistic work of the different material components. Therefore, the core@shell catalyst 

morphology must be highly controlled at several length scales and rationally conceived. The synthesis of thin 

shell of MnMOF was very challenging, since the growth of thin layers of MnMOF are very limitedly reported in 
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the literature. The design of this kind of core@shell composite material must be done both at the nanoscale (i.e. 

shape selection of CeO2 core, deposition of Pd NPs, growth of thin shell of MnMOF) and at the atomic scale (i.e. 

introduction of Rh(I) active sites in MnMOF micropores through PSM). At the time of writing, this project is not 

yet concluded. We have presented in this chapter the most promising results obtained through the layer-by-

layer growth of MnMOF on CeO2 nanocubes, whereas the characterization of the catalytic activity of these 

core@shell materials is only started and the data are not presented in this thesis. 

From a general point of view, this kind of core@shell multifunctional material is fascinating because of its 

versatility. We have demonstrated the possibility of introduce in the MnMOF structure, through post synthetic 

metalation, different types of transition metal cations. If we apply this kind of approach to the MnMOF shell, we 

could tune its catalytic activity introducing different active sites in the porous shell (Figure 28) and therefore tune 

the overall catalytic activity of the multifunctional material by designing at the atomic scale the confined 

environment of MOF micropores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pd/CeO2 

Figure 28: Schematic view of a section of the designed core@shell material. In this scheme, we highlight the vacant di-

pyrazole sites of MnMOF shell and we summarize the transition metals that could be coordinated in the shell.  
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5. Multiscale design of nanostructured hybrid materials  

In this chapter, we will discuss the multiscale design of hybrid materials based on 2D materials: graphene and 

MoS2. The preparation of these nanostructured composite materials was carried out through a one-pot synthesis 

in microreactors using the aerosol process. In fact, each aerosol microdroplet contains the material precursors 

and can be considered as a microreactor for the synthesis of nanostructured materials. Aerosol process is an 

extremely versatile method to synthesize nanostructured materials because by changing the composition of the 

starting solution it is possible to obtain materials with an increasing level of complexity. However, the structure 

and composition of the final material depends very significantly on process parameters (such as pressure, gas 

flow, furnace temperature, etc).  

This stro g oupli g etwee  he istry a d pro ess, alled i tegrati e he istry , is a powerful route to desig  
both the morphology and composition of the condensed matter from the macroscopic to the nanoscopic scale.1 

This kind of approach is quite efficient end extremely versatile. At its core it envisages a combination of soft 

chemistry, soft matter, complex fluid dynamics and different processes (i.e. thermal decomposition in reactive 

atmosphere, confinement forces due to capillary compression, micro-scale chemical reactors) that permits to 

have a wide gamut of tools to control the structures and the functionalities of the final product. By virtue of this 

strategy, it is possible to obtain hybrid materials with hierarchical architectures and with properties that can 

emerge either from the organic or the inorganic moiety or even from the synergy between the two.    

There are virtually infinite ways to combine simple systems to obtain innovative materials with present and 

future applications in various fields such as catalysis, energy, sensing, biomaterials or drug carriers. In this context 

aerosol processing is a versatile technique because it permits to synthetize inorganic or hybrid materials 

characterized by a complex structure.2 For example, aerosol processing allows the synthesis of hierarchically 

structured porous materials, mesoporous microspheres or hybrid composites.2,3 Furthermore, the aerosol 

technique is easily scalable, economic and has very fast processing times, allowing the production on a large 

scale. 

One of the fields of greatest interest where is necessary to produce large quantities of product with low cost, is 

that of energy, which therefore represents a perfect arena where aerosol processing could be determinant for 

the development of new materials. Researchers are particularly focused on valid substitutes for platinum-based 

catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in the fuel cells and for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). 

In the context of photocatalytic water splitting, the optimization of a low-cost catalyst could open a promising 

route to capture, convert and store solar energy as H2 that subsequently could be used as fuel.4 Nowadays MoS2 

NPs supported on reduced graphene oxide (rGO), synthetized by solvothermal synthesis, have proven to be 

active HER electro- and photo-catalysts.5,6 Nevertheless, Graphene-based materials are useful not only as 

support (active or not) for other compounds4 but also quite active per se. A large number of works has 

demonstrated that doped-carbon materials with a graphitic structure show pronounced catalytic activity for 

various chemical processes, including the ORR7 quoted above. Dually doped graphene materials, the relationship 

between chemical state and activity and the synergistic interactions among defects, are particular fascinating 

topics at the forefront of research, whose comprehension is expected to lead to the development of a new 

generation of applied materials..8,9  
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These considerations on aerosol process, together with the hopes for a fast development of carbon-based 

materials7, outline a credible scenario for the development of devices with a multitude of applications (Figure 1), 

including low cost nonprecious metal or metal-free catalysts based on graphene, or high surface area electrodes 

for sensors and energy storage.10  

 

Figure 1: Future research prospects and challenges in the field of graphene-nanoparticles hybrid materials. K. T. Nguyen and Y. Zhao, 

Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 6245. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

In the present study, aerosol processing was used as a fast and simple method to modify graphene sheets by 

introducing heteroatoms and forming chemically modified graphenes (CMGs).11,12,13 Moreover, by adding a 

soluble salt in the precursor solution, which undergoes aerosolization, we were able to prepare nanohybrids 

made up by N-doped crumpled graphene (N-cGO) filled with a second component, in this case MoS2 (hereafter 

N-cGO/ MoS2). Differently from other techniques that are generally adopted for the preparation of similar 

nanocomposites, e.g. solvothermal synthesis14 or solid-solid or solid/gas reactions15, the aerosol processing 

allows a surgical design of morphology and chemical composition, but at the same time, it maintains high yield 

and exceptionally short synthesis time.  

MoS2 is one of the most studied candidates for the substitution of Pt as electroactive catalyst in the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER). It is a nontoxic, environmentally friendly and abundant semiconductor that exhibits all 

the preconditions to build a sustainable technology. However, bulk MoS2 at the present time is not yet a valid 

competitor of commercial catalysts based on Pt due to poor performances.16,17 In fact, one of the main limitations 

of MoS2 as electroactive catalyst toward HER stems from its poor electron conductivity. Therefore the 

combination of MoS2 and graphene, which exhibits exceptional electron transport properties, can be quite 

advantageous in order to overcome these problems. 18,6,19 Moreover, the stabilization of small MoS2 

nanoparticles (NPs) on graphene surface offers a simple way to maximize the number of edge sites, which are 

known to be the active phase for the HER.20,21 On the other hand, the use of CMGs opens the way towards new 

concepts for the fabrication of advanced materials. Actually, by aerosol process, p-type MoS2 NPs can be easily 

prepared and efficiently dispersed on nitrogen doped graphene forming localized p-n nanojunctions6 which are 

quite efficient for the separation of photogenerated charge carriers. Actually, N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids result 

to be extremely active in the photoelectrochemical hydrogen generation. 
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This hybrid system can be considered a bifunctional material since it is based on the strong interaction between 

two moieties (creation of a p-n nanojunction between N-cGO and MoS2) within a unique catalytic reaction 

(photoinduced hydrogen evolution reaction). The in situ hydrogen production is an important reaction in the 

field of tandem catalysis, because H2 could be immediately employed in a successive reaction after the in situ 

production, therefore a more complex synthesis can become safer and more sustainable. The sustainability of 

this process is highlighted by the role of the solar light (reduction of the overpotential necessary to start the 

hydrogen production) and by the absence of noble metals. Moreover, the structure of this hybrid could be 

considered a model for the synthesis of various catalysts and the experience acquired with this synthesis will be 

very important for the synthesis of other nanostructured materials. In fact, the particular process and the 

crumpled graphenic structure ensure a good dispersion of MoS2 NPs (with a size of about 4 nm). This control 

over the NPs dispersion is fundamental for the synthesis of a tandem catalyst, in which the formation of spatially 

controlled heterointerfaces is exploited to control and orchestrate the catalytic activity. 

As the reader will appreciate from the discussion of the characteristic of aerosol process and of the experimental 

results in this chapter, the aerosol synthesis of N-cGO-MoS2 nanohybrids is a striking example of multiscale 

design of a catalyst. At the atomic scale, we will introduce a dopant (N) in the graphenic structure; at the nano 

scale, we will obtain a fine dispersion of MoS2 NPs maximizing the number of active sites; and at the micro scale, 

we will avoid the restacking of graphene sheets due to their crumpled morphology.  
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5.1 Aerosol process 

An aerosol is defined as a colloidal dispersion of liquid droplets or solid particles in a carrier gas. Liquid droplets 

or solid particles have diameter smaller than one µm; larger particles or droplets in a gas make a suspension, 

however this classification is not clear-cut. Aerosol or spray drying methods are extensively both in research and 

industrial processes because they are low-cost, involve a limited number of preparation steps and are compatible 

with on-line continuous production. In the simplest case, the method consists of atomizing a solution into 

droplets dispersed in a gas that carries them onto a substrate. Droplets can be atomized by different methods, 

all associated with a mechanical destabilization of the solution/gas interface such as air jets, rotary disks and 

ultrasonic nebulizers. In order to have an efficient aerosol processing the starting solution has to be a stable (for 

the process duration) colloidal dispersion or a solution. The solution components can be varied and mixed in 

different ways, allowing the preparation of a large variety of systems. In fact, it is possible to control the 

stoichiometry of the reacting mixture before processing, to have a relative control over shape and/or size, and 

to tailor the reactors to develop patterning of the final products (Figure 2). This flexibility represents a key factor 

to generate nanostructured materials: it is adaptable, simple and allows combinatorial synthesis. This versatility, 

combined with the advantages of the sol–gel chemistry related to the Evaporation Induced Self Assembly (EISA) 

typical of aerosol processes, permits the synthesis of several hierarchically structured hybrid or metal oxide 

materials.  

    

 

Figure 2: (a) schematic representation of evaporation induced self assembly mechanism via spray-drying processes. (b) General diagram 

of an aerosol set-up. (c) Examples of the resulting materials obtained via aerosol process: various patterns printed by an aerosol robocaster 

and mesoporous microspheres. Reprinted with permission from C. Boissiere, et al. Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 599–623. Copyright © 2011 

WILEY‐VCH Verlag G bH & Co. KGaA, Wei hei . 
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From as careful perusal of literature, it readily comes out the versatility of aerosol processing. In fact, there are 

so many different materials synthesis that cannot be listed here, considering also that this is a field in constant 

expansion. In fact, the research linked to aerosol processing varies from the synthesis of innovative mesoporous 

materials, by combining sol-gel growth of inorganic or hybrid networks with self-assembled surfactant 

mesophases, to the synthesis of core-shell morphologies with applications in drug delivery.1  

Considering for example the synthesis of mesostructured materials, the advantage of aerosol process over sol-

gel preparation is that the initially stoichiometry of the solution is retained in the final product. Indeed, different 

inorganic precursors do not necessarily have to interact attractively with each other to be incorporated into the 

final material (Figure 3, 4). Due to this advantage, different elements (Al, Ca, Fe, Pd, etc.) were incorporated in 

silica matrices in order to improve catalytic, thermal bioactivity or other properties.  Non-silica powders are less 

studied, but also works dedicated to non-silicate mesostructured ceramics are present in the literature (for 

example based on TiO2, ZrO2 and CeO2 employing PEO-based polymers as structuring agents)1.  

 

Figure 3: SEM image of a) a power and b) its surface morphology obtained from a mix of 178 nm polystyrene latexes and 5nm SiO2 colloids. 

Reprinted with permission from C. Boissiere, et al. Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 599–623. Copyright ©  WILEY‐VCH Verlag G bH & Co. KGaA, 
Weinheim. 

 

Figure 4: Scheme of composite micron-size hierarchical particles prepared by spray-drying of submicron size mesostructured colloids. 

Reprinted with permission from C. Boissiere, et al. Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 599–623. Copyright ©  WILEY‐VCH Verlag G bH & Co. 
KGaA, Weinheim. 
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Recently, aerosol processes were employed also in the field of microporous materials. The group of C. Boissiere 

developed a one-pot aerosol synthesis and processing of several benchmarked MOFs (i.e. ZIF-8, HKUST-1). 

Combining different aerosol flows (i.e. aerosol of the ligand solution and aerosol of SBUs precursor, in order to 

avoid MOF nucleation in the starting solution) they combine spray drying and EISA methods in order to obtain 

nanoparticles of MOFs of about 100 nm assembled in hollow microspheres (Figure 5).22    

 

Figure 5: SEM images of Fe3BTC2 (a) as-made; (b) activated (i.e. solvent molecule removed from the micropores), HKUST-1 (c) as-made; 

(d) activated and ZIF-8 (e) as-made (f) activated. Reprinted with permission from A. G. Marquez et al.  Chem. Commun., 2013, 49, 3848—
3850. Copyright © 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

All these possibilities represent the perfect springboard for the creativity of materials scientists: with such a large 

variety of preparation routes and their hierarchical combination, the ways to obtain innovative materials are 

exponentially increased, making possible the realization of structures that without aerosol processing are very 

difficult to achieve or could only be imagined.  
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5.2 Graphene 

During the last few years, graphene, a perfect monolayer of C sp2 atoms arranged in a honey-comb network, and 

chemically modified graphene (CMG) systems have been studied in the context of several applications, due to 

their excellent electrical, mechanical and thermal properties.23,24 This new carbon allotrope has soon become 

the rising star of materials science and recently it has been followed by an entire constellation of related 

materials, such as quantum dots, nanoribbons, nanobubble, etc. After the initial hype on graphene connected to 

the first pioneering works pointing out its exceptional properties23, some consolidated streams of research 

devoted to more applicative applications are thriving. This growing attention has led to increase more and more 

the number of publications, so that in 2010 the number of scientific papers on graphene exceeded 3000/yr.25 It 

is anticipated that graphene will withstand the normal seven-step sequence for any new technology: hope–
hype–boom–bust–disillusionment–shakeout–profitability and meet expectations for profitability even faster 

than the other carbon allotropes.26 Right now graphene related materials are reached a more mature age27, still 

characterized by an intense base research, but also focused on large-scale industrial applications. 26    

Aerosol processing can be the base for developing a scalable and versatile production of graphene-based 

materials. The most consolidated strategy to chemically modify graphene for obtaining CMG or to create new 

nanohybrid materials, which are composite systems made up by graphene and other nano-objects such as 

nanoparticles, usually starts from graphite oxide.28 Graphite oxide is a compound of carbon, oxygen and 

hydrogen that when it is dispersed in a solution yields single sheets and is called graphene oxide (GO) in analogy 

to graphene. To this day, no certain model of GO exists, however the most credited structure is the so called Lerf 

Klinowski (LK) model29, that can be seen like a graphene sheet with various functional groups at the surface and 

at the edges, for examples epoxy bridges, carboxyl groups and hydroxyl groups (as tertiary alcohols). According 

to the LK model29, GO sheets can be divided in two regions: aromatic regions with perfect unsaturated benzene 

rings and regions with aliphatic six-membered rings. The relative size of the two regions is not constant, but 

depends on the oxidation degree. However, the typical compositions of GO, obtained by wet chemical methods, 

corresponds  to a C/O atomic ratio ranging from 4:1 to 2:1. The functional groups lie above and below the carbon 

plane forming a layer of oxygen atoms of variable concentration, constituting an arrangement of negatively 

charged oxygen layers, whereas the sheet edges terminate with C-OH and -COOH groups. To date, it has been 

found that the greater the surface polarity is, the better the dispersability (typically about 1–4 mg/ml in water).30 

The carbon plane is nearly flat, and only the carbons attached to OH groups have a slightly distorted tetrahedral 

configuration, resulting in some wrinkling of the layers. The observed formation of phenol (or aromatic diol) 

groups during deoxygenation indicates that the epoxide and the C-OH groups are very close to one another. 

Anyway, the distribution of functional groups in every oxidized aromatic ring does not need to be identical, and 

both the oxidized rings and aromatic entities are distributed randomly.  

In Figure 6 is represented a schematic view of a graphene oxide sheet, according to the LK model, and a scheme 

of a generic CMG-based nanohybrid.    
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Figure 6: (left) schematic view of a graphene oxide sheet, according to the LK model; (right) schematic view of a generic CMG-based 

nanohybrid. Adapted from M. Favaro et al. ACS Catal. 2015, 5, 129-144. 

Graphene oxide is a quite promising raw material due to its easy handling and manipulation (i.e. it is water 

soluble, producible in high yield, easy to assemble into different morphology)30. GO forms a stable dispersion in 

water, therefore it is a perfect candidate for aerosol processing, offering different ways to obtain large quantities 

of CMG-based or hybrid materials.31,32,33 Particularly attractive is its crumpled form (i.e. micrometric GO sheets 

collapsed to form paper-like nanospheres31),  since the wrinkling of GO sheets allows obtaining special active 

sites (i.e. strain induced chemical activity),32 high surface area31, but also maintaining good electrical 

conductivity34 and a special nanostructure31. In Figure 7, crumpled GO is compared with different graphene-

based structures, according to three fundamental properties: number of graphene layers, average lateral 

dimension and atomic carbon/oxygen ratio.26  

 

Figure 7: (a) Classification grid for the categorization of different graphene types according to three fundamental GBM properties: 

number of graphene layers, average lateral dimension, and atomic carbon/oxygen ratio. The different materials drawn at the six corners 

of the box represent the ideal cases according to the lateral dimensions and the number of layers reported in the literature. The values of 

the three axes are related to the GBMs at the nanoscale, but it is feasible to expand the values to the microscale, adapted from P. Wick, 

et al. Angew. Chemie Int. Ed. 2014, 2–7.; (b) TEM image of crumpled GO, adapted from X. Ma et al. Nano Lett. 2011, 12, 486–489. 
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5.2.1 Crumpling of graphene 

The crumpling of two-dimensional materials is a quite general phenomenon that can be analysed by the same 

model either in the macroscopic or microscopic world. A paper or a biological membrane can be both seen like 

2D materials because the thickness is very small relative to the sheet area, and the bending and folding of a 

planar sheet into a crumpled conformation is similar in the two cases. If a confining force is applied to a 2D sheet, 

ridges form, which eventually grow and interacts until a compact 3D conformation is reached. Non interacting 

materials, such papers, obey the scaling law: � � ��      

Where M is the sheet mass,  �  is the particle diameter and D is the fractal dimension of the crumpled sheet. D 

varies as ≤ ≤ , where D=2 is a flat sheet and D=3 is a sphere. 31 

GO is water-soluble, and light scattering experiments of GO in aqueous solution have shown that D=2,15, 

consistently with a nearly planar material.35 Those 2D nanosheets are attracting more and more attention given 

their special features and morphology. Theoretically, GO nanosheets have a large specific surface area of over 

2500 m2/g making them ideal 2D supports for various applications, from catalysis to sensors.  

Since GO forms a stable dispersion in water, it is the perfect candidate for the mass production of CMG based 

materials. Furthermore it can be synthesized in large quantities by oxidizing inexpensive graphite powder, 

followi g Hu er’s ethod13 or different variations of this method. The principal issue concerning the use of 

these 2D nanosheets is their natural tendency to aggregate (restacking) due to strong intersheet adhesion (Van 

der Waals attraction). As a consequence of restacking, there is a reduction of the accessible surface area that 

compromises the advantage of the 2D structure. One possible solution is to turn the 2D nanosheets into 3D 

crumpled balls, and it is in this passage that aerosol processing is fundamental. A GO aqueous suspension can be 

atomized into fine droplets. In proper conditions, because of the rapid solvent evaporation in the aerosol 

droplets crumpled GO particles are formed by capillary compression: it is called evaporation-induced crumpling.  

This method is simple, has short processing time and can be applied in continuous production (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: Schematic illustrating rapid H2O loss and subsequent crumpling of GO nanosheets. Numbers represent the increasing time 

passed in the hot furnace. Reprinted with permission from W. Wang, et al. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2012, 3, 3228–3233. Copyright © 2012, 

American Chemical Society. 
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In spite of the simplicity of this idea, several parameters are involved in the crumpling such as precursor 

concentration and evaporation rate.  

Wang et alii36 have studied the correlations between confinement force and different parameters. The solvent 

evaporation rate (�) of a single droplet can be calculated starting from the droplet mass (� ) and the 

evaporation time (� ): � = � �⁄      

The evaporation time, considering a continuum region, can be estimated as: 

� = �� �8 �� �       

where R is the gas constant, �  is the droplet density, �  is the droplet surface temperature (the water boiling 

point is assumed if the furnace temperature overcome 100°C),  is the droplet diameter, � is the gas-phase 

diffusion coefficient of the solvent, �  is the vapour pressure of the solvent at droplet surface and � is the 

solvent molecular weight.  

According to the model developed by Wang et alii, the confinement force F is proportional to the mass 

concentration of the precursor C (  � . 7) and to the evaporation rate k (  � � .7 , so dependent on the 

furnace temperature), but it is inversely proportional to particle diameter Dp (  � �− ). So experimentally if the 

precursor concentration is fixed, considering droplets size constant, the only parameter that influences the 

confinement force is the evaporation rate. In this situation, if the evaporation rate is slow, only GO nanosheets 

with ripples (called rippled GO) are formed. On the other hand, crumpled GO balls are obtained when the 

confinement force is strong. The minimum value of the confinement force for which GO can undergo crumpling, 

is 30 µN as calculated by Wang et alii.36 However, research about crumpled GO is at its early stage and there is 

not yet a complete understanding of all the parameters involved. 

Despite crumpling, the materials maintain over 1500 m2/g of the accessible surface area, a value typically larger 

than those of conventional laminar or porous materials. In addition, crumpled structures have many edges and 

wrinkles that are extremely useful because connected to a higher reactivity. One example of the correlation 

between deformation and reactivity is the study of Wu et al.32, who deposited monolayer graphene on a Si wafer 

substrate decorated with SiO2 nanoparticles and used this substrate to graft aryl radicals using diazonium salts. 

By means of micro-Raman mapping, they found that the aryl radicals selectively react with the graphene regions 

above the NPs (Figure 9). This chemical reactivity enhancement was attributed to the strain energy increase 

induced by the local mechanical deformation of graphene.    
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Figure 9: Transferring graphene onto substrates decorated with SiO2 NPs facilitated the selective functionalization with aryl radicals in 

regions of high local curvature. Reprinted with permission from Q. Wu et al. Chem. Commun., 2013, 49, 677-679. Copyright © 2012, 

Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Other typical features of crumpled GO, studied by Luo et al37, are that the particles have remarkably aggregation 

resistance either in solution or solid state, and remain largely intact and redispersible after chemical treatments, 

wet processing, annealing and even at high pressure compression (Figure 10).  

 

Figure 10: SEM images showing that crumpled morphology of GO is retained after (a) solution processing in methanol, (b) thermal shock 

at 400 °C, (c) microwave reduction, and (d) hydrazine reduction. Reprinted with permission from J. Suk, et al. ACS Nano 2010, 4, 6557–
6564. Copyright © 2010, American Chemical Society. 

Concerning the doping of cGO, during last years, chemically modified graphene based systems have been studied 

in the context of several applications, due to their excellent electrical, mechanical and thermal properties. One 

of the fields of greatest interest is the energetics and in particularly the research for valid substitutes of platinum 

for electrocatlysts in fuel cells. 34. In this context, the graphene oxide (GO) is a promising carbon based starting 

materials due to its chemical reactivity and water solubility12, whereas the crumpling of GO sheets allows 

obtaining many active sites but maintaining a high specific surface area.  
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The doping of graphene via CVD is a consolidated process.38 Also the doping via annealing in gas precursor (NH3, 

H2S, Figure 11)39 or by hydrothermal method40 are well known in literature, but nowadays a one-step process 

which combines crumpling and doping of GO has not been studied yet.  

 

Figure 11: Schematic illustration of the fabrication of N and S-doped graphene: (1) and (2) hydrolysis of TEOS around the surface of 

graphene oxide with the aid of a cationic surfactant, cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB); (3-1) thermal annealing of GO-Silica 

sheets in ammonia at 600, 800, 900 and 1000 °C, respectively; (3-2) thermal annealing of GO-Silica sheets in H2S gas at 500, 700 and 900 

°C, respectively; and (4-1 and 4-2) removal of silica by HF or NaOH solution. Reprinted with permission from D. Wei et al. Nano Lett. 

2009, 9, 1752–1758. Copyright © 2009, American Chemical Society. 

The idea is that if a doping precursor is water-soluble, or at least well dispersible, it can be added to the starting 

GO containing solution used in the aerosol processing. During the flight of aerosol droplets through a hot furnace, 

the precursor undergoes thermal decomposition and reaction, while at the same time GO is crumpling. 

Moreover, the evaporation of the solvent helps the formation of possible direct chemical bonds between the 

precursors and the GO sheets. The result is the formation of doped CGO.  Among the possible heteroatoms that 

can be introduced into the graphene lattice S, N have been provided the most promising results in the field of 

metal free electrocatalysts for ORR41. The addition of a crumpled structure to these types of catalysts can 

represent an interesting solution to maintain a high surface area, and to achieve a higher catalytic activity by 

exploiting the enhanced chemical activity of highly curved graphene sheets.  
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5.3 Graphene-based nanohybrids and Hydrogen Evolution Reaction 

Aerosol processing of solutions containing GO is a powerful method to obtain graphene-based nanohybrids, 

which are composite materials made up by the integration of graphene with another nano-object, such as 

nanoparticles, large biomolecules, molecular compounds, etc. The advantage of the combination between 

aerosol processing and GO is that it is possible to have a starting solution already containing secondary 

precursors, that can be used for the introduction in the final materials of an additional component (e.g. 

nanoparticles, chemical modifier ect.). In this context, every aerosol droplet can be seen as a microreactor and, 

during water evaporation, different types of complex functional nanostructures can be synthetized.  

For example, Chen et alii33 have realized cargo-filled graphene nanosacks starting from a solution of GO and Ag 

NPs (Figure 12). In this case the droplets have 6 µm diameter and, with a GO concentration of 0,5 mg/ml, 10-15 

sheets per droplet, as confirmed by HRTEM analysis. GO accumulates at water-air interface and, when droplet 

dries, the AgNPs are trapped into a graphene nanosack. This situation could be a model for graphene nanosacks 

because in the starting solution it is possible to include various types of NPs, or also different NPs in the same 

solution. Those components have to be water-soluble or highly dispersible and to diffuse faster than GO (so they 

do not accumulate at the drying front). Several potential applications can be envisaged for this structure: 

composite materials, electrodes, oxidation protection and drug delivery from sack leakage or biodegradation of 

GO. 

 

 

Figure 12: Conceptual model for the colloidal self-assembly of filled graphene nanosacks. Microdroplet drying leads to GO adsorption and 

scavenging at the receding gas–water interface and partial segregation followed by sack closure and collapse by capillary forces. Reprinted 

with permission from Y. Chen, et al. Nano Lett. 2012, 12, 1996–2002, Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society. 

A different approach to CGO-based hybrids entails the in situ growth of nanocrystals on GO sheets. Mao et al.34 

have included in the starting solution ions that adsorb on the surface of GO sheets, which act as a substrate for 

the localized crystallization or thermal decomposition (Figure 13). Starting from Mn(NO3)2, SnCl4, AgNO3 and 

H2PtCl6 these authors have successfully synthetized hybrid CG-nanocrystals of Mn3O4, SnO2, Ag and Pt 

nanocrystals decorating the surface of GO sheets. In this case, the aerosol particles were carried by a gas flow 

through a preheated horizontal tube furnace. During the flight in the tube furnace, the droplets quickly dry and 

consequently the GO sheets start to crumple and at the same time the thermal decomposition or chemical 

reduction of the precursors lead to nanocrystals formation. CG-Mn3O4 and CG-SnO2 were tested as electrode in 
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supercapacitors and lithium-ion batteries, obtaining performances better than conventional flat graphene-based 

hybrid materials. Interestingly, the aerosol processing allows the possibility to deposit directly onto various 

current-collecting substrates the CG-based hybrids, so capitalizing on their great potential for energy applications 

 

 

Figure 13: SEM images of bare CG and CG–nanocrystal hybrids: (a,b) bare CG balls; (e,f) CG–Mn3O4 nanocrystal hybrids; (g,h) CG–Ag 

nanocrystal hybrids; (i,j) CG–SnO2 nanocrystal hybrids; (k,l) CG–Pt nanocrystal hybrids. (c) Size distributions of bare CG and CG–nancrystal 

(NC) hybrids. (d) Measured size ranges of nanocrystals from SEM and TEM images. Reprinted with permission from S. Mao, et al. ACS Nano 

2012, 6, 7505–7513. Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society. 

Another example of in situ growth of nanocrystals on CG is the study conducted by Mao et al.34, who prepared 

bi-functional electrocatalysts composed of CG-CoOx nanohybrids. The crumpled structure realized by aerosol 

processing offers a large surface area with stable anchoring sites for nanocrystals and minimizes the restacking 

of graphene sheets, enabling the full use of the whole catalyst surface area. Their study demonstrates that these 

nanohybrids show an ORR performance comparable with that of commercial Pt/C catalysts and an OER activity 

among the best reported for Co-based catalysts. Structures with these characteristics are very attractive for 

applications in fuel cells and electrolyzers and offer the possibility of developing a new class of non-precious 

metal carbon based catalysts. 

In this context, we looked for new crumpled-graphene based nanohybrids for energy applications and we studied 

the synthesis of N-cGO-MoS2 nanohybrids.  

The research for a valid substitute to Pt as HER catalyst is fundamental for the diffusion on large scale of fuel 

cells. Nowadays the high cost of Pt-based catalysts is one of the major limiting factors to the diffusion of this 

technology. Moreover, the production of chemical fuels by using sunlight is an attractive and sustainable solution 

to the global energy and environmental problems. Photocatalytic water splitting is a promising route to capture, 

convert and store solar energy as H2.  
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According to the literature, the hydrogen evolution reaction involves three possible reaction steps42: 

1. Volmer step  + + �− → �  

2. Heyrovsky step  + + � →  

3. Tafel step  � →  

Therefore, HER may follow two mechanisms: Volmer-Heyrowsky or Volmer-Tafel according to the different rate-

determing step of the reactions. However, in both cases the first step is the adsorption on hydrogen atoms at 

the surface of the catalyst. This step could limit the overall reaction rate: if the free energy of hydrogen 

adsorption (∆ ) to the surface is too weak (low concentration of Had) or too strong (hindering of desorption 

processes) the reaction rate will slow down. This is described by the so- alled ol a o plot  which correlate the 

catalytic activity (HER exchange current) with ∆  (Figure 14).  

 

Figure 14: Exchange current density as a function of hydrogen adsorption free energy for various HER catalyst materials. (a) The 

experimental volcano plot  for the HER is shown and Pt, with slightly negative hydrogen absorption energy, has the highest HER 

activity. (b) The theoretical HER volcano, adapted from Parsons, predicts catalysts with hydrogen binding energy equal to zero will have 

the highest activity. Reprinted with permission from J. D. Benck, et al. ACS Catal. 2014, 4, 3957-3971. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical 

Society. 

It is clear that in order to maximize the HER catalytic activity the design of the catalyst if fundamental: it is not 

only a matter of choosing the best material, but the design of the surface (i.e. maximizing the number of active 

sites per unit of area) plays a key-role in the overall reaction rate.  
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MoS2 is widely used as an electrocatalyst for HER. MoS2 is a nontoxic, environmentally friendly and abundant 

semiconductor, so it has the entire precondition to be a candidate for a sustainable development. It belongs to 

the family of two-dimensional layered metal chalcogenide materials that have the general formula MX2 

(M=metal, X=chalcogen) and its bulk structure is similar to the graphene layer in graphite, with individually 

sandwiched S-Mo-S layers held together by Van der Waals interactions in hexagonally packed structures (Figure 

15).21 The thermodynamically stable surface of bulk MoS2 consist of catalytically inert basal plane sites. 20  

Moreover, should be mentioned that the electron/hole mobility along a basal plane is more than 2000 times 

faster than perpendicularly between the layers. Its activity toward HER is attributed to active sites located along 

the edges of its two dimensional layered crystal structure.  

 

Figure 15. (a) Structure of the 2H, 3R, and 1T polytypes of MoS2. (b) Top view of the Mo edge and S edge of a bulk MoS2 crystal. Reprinted 

with permission from J. D. Benck, et al. ACS Catal. 2014, 4, 3957-3971. Copyright © 2014, American Chemical Society. 

To expose as much active sites as possible, it is therefore necessary to grow nanostructured MoS2. One example 

is the growth of single sheets of MoS2 on Au(111) by deposition of Mo in a H2S atmosphere followed by annealing 

in H2S as reported by Helveg et al. (Figure 16). 43 The result is the formation of nanoplatelets with truncated 

triangular shape, exposing Mo and S edges. Combining catalytic tests and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 

studies, they confirmed that the overall reaction rate scaled with the perimeter length of MoS2 sheets rather that 

with their surface area. Moreover, was demonstrated that hydrogen adsorption depends on the coverage of 

sulfur at the Mo edge. The most favorable hydrogen binding towards HER was found for the Mo-edge covered 

by sulfur monomers, whereas edges exposing only Mo or only S seems to be catalytically inactive.44  

Once again this highlight the importance of the design of the catalyst, in this case focused on the attempt of 

maximizing MoS2 edge sites. In literature, confirming the great interest in this field, several MoS2 nanostructure 

were reported in the last years: nanowires45, nanoparticles46, vertically aligned thin films47, amorphous molecular 

cluster48, etc.. All these studies confirmed that the improvement in MoS2 performance was related to the increase 
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of the number and reactivity of active sites, to the reduction of the contribution of poor electrical transport in 

the direction perpendicular to the platelets and to the improvement electrical contact between different active 

sites.49  

 

Figure 16: (a) STM on MoS2 nanoplatelets on Au(111); (b) molecular model of a platelet exposing both Mo and S edges. Reprinted with 

permission from A.B. Laursen et al, Energy Environ. Sci., 2012,5, 5577-5591, Copyright © 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

In order to improve the electrocatalytic properties of MoS2, another strategy is to synthesize supported MoS2 

nanostructures. MoS2 NPs supported on rGO, prepared by solvothermal synthesis, have proven to be active HER 

electocatalysts.50 Another example of graphene-supported MoS2 NPs was reported by A. J. Smith et al..51 They 

synthesized crumpled reduced graphene through aerosol process, in order to avoid the restacking of graphene 

sheets. In a successive step, they impregnated the crumpled rGO particles in a solution containing MoS2 

precursor (ammonium tetrathiomolybdate). Finally, through thermal decomposition of MoS2 precursor in 

controlled atmosphere, they obtained a MoS2 coating on crumpled rGO particles, which was active for HER. In 

these cases, rGO was considered as a support to improve electron conduction and the dispersion of small NPs in 

order to maximize the number of active edge sites. Interestingly, hybrid materials based on graphene and MoS2 

were investigated also as photoelectrocatalyts for HER. Meng et al.6, following hydrothermal methods, have 

synthetized n-doped rGO over which p-type MoS2 nanoplatelets have been grown. Every nanoplatelet on a rGO 

nanosheet forms a nanoscale p-n junction: charge recombination is suppressed and therefore the 

photogeneration of electron-hole pairs is enhanced. In this system, MoS2 acts not only as catalytic centre, but 

also as a photocenter for absorbing solar light to generate charge carriers. Simultaneously, n-doped rGO does 

not act only as conductive support, but its doped structure is fundamental for the creation of p-n nanojunctions. 

This is a good example of multiscale design of a catalyst. In fact, the material was designed both at the atomic 

scale (N-doping of graphene) and at the nanoscale (synthesis of MoS2 NPs). It should be noticed that from the 

point of view of the photocatalysis, MoS2 itself has negligible photocatalytic activity. It has shown photocatalytic 

activity coupled with Ru(bpy)3
2+-based photosensitizer molecules,52 indicating that the limit may be an 

insufficient charge separation (Figure 17). This suggests that if MoS2 is employed in a photoelectrocatalytic 

system, the design of the material must be carefully studied in order to be able to use efficiently the generated 

electron-hole pairs. 
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Figure 17: schematic view of p-type MoS2 nanoplatelets deposited on the n-type nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide (n-rGO) 

nanosheets to form multiple nanoscale p–n junctions in each rGO nanosheet. The p-MoS2/n-rGO heterostructure shows significant 

photocatalytic activity toward the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in the wavelength range from the ultraviolet light through the 

near-infrared light. Reprinted with permission from. F.Meng et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135, 10286–10289. Copyright © 2013, 

American Chemical Society. 

The aerosol processing can be a new method to synthetize MoS2 based nanohybrids with photocatalytic or 

electrocatalytic activity for HER. Aerosol synthesis starting from aqueous solution of (NH4)2MoS4, with a reactor 

temperature of 700°C, lead to corrugated spheres of MoS2 with a diameter of the order of 100 nm.53 The aim of 

this study is to realize a new N-cGO-MoS2 nanohybrid through a one-step aerosol processing. The underlying idea 

is that the crumpling process, since it can preserve a high surface area of GO, makes available a large number of 

sites where the MoS2 NPs can grow or alternatively can induce the formation of MoS2-filled GO nanosacks 

depending on the process parameters. With this approach, we could design the final catalyst from the micro to 

the atomic scale in a fast one-step process. 
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5.4 Fast One-Pot Synthesis of MoS2/Crumpled Graphene p-n Nanonjunctions for Enhanced 

Photoelectrochemical Hydrogen Production  

In the following paragraphs, we will demonstrate how aerosol processing allows preparing in high yield and short 

time hierarchical graphene nanocomposites with special crumpled morphology. 54,31,55,56 By modular insertion of 

suitable precursors in the starting solution, it was possible to synthesize different types of graphene based 

materials ranging from heteroatoms doped graphene nanoballs, to hierarchical nanohybrids made up by 

nitrogen doped crumpled graphene nanosacks that wrap finely dispersed MoS2 nanoparticles. These materials 

were carefully investigated by microscopic (SEM, standard and HR TEM), grazing incidence X-ray diffraction 

(GIXRD) and spectroscopic (high resolution photoemission, Raman and UV-visible spectroscopy) techniques, 

evidencing that nitrogen dopants provide anchoring sites for MoS2 nanoparticles, whereas crumpling of graphene 

sheets drastically limits aggregation. The activity of these materials were tested toward the photo-

electrochemical production of hydrogen, obtaining that N-doped graphene/MoS2 nanohybrids were seven times 

more efficient with respect to single MoS2 because of the formation of local p-n MoS2/N-doped graphene 

nanojunctions, which allow an efficient charge carrier separation. 

5.4.1 Experimental Section 

Structural characterization tools.  

High-resolution X-ray photoemission (HR-XPS) spectra were acquired at the BACH beamline at ELETTRA 

synchrotron facility (Trieste, Italy) using 1000 eV photons and a total energy resolution of 0.27 eV. The 

measurements were taken after a short annealing at 300°C in UHV.  The calibration of the binding energy (BE) 

scale was determined using the Au 4f7/2 photoemission line as reference (samples deposited over Au coated silica 

filters). Conventional XPS were acquired using a conventional x-rays source (1486.6 eV photons). The 

measurements of the as-prepared materials were taken after a short annealing at 150°C in UHV.  The calibration 

of the binding energy (BE) scale was determined using the Si 2p photoemission line as reference (samples 

deposited over Si(100) wafer). The XPS peaks were separated into individual components (after Shirley 

background removal) using symmetrical Voigt functions and non-li ear least s uares routi es for the χ2 

minimization.  

The nano- and micro-scale morphology of materials was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SEM images were acquired using a field emission source equipped with 

a GEMINI column (Zeiss Supra VP35), micrographs were obtained with an acceleration voltage of 5 or 10 kV using 

in-lens high-resolution detection. TEM images were acquired using a FEI Tecnai 12 microscope with an 

acceleration voltage of 100 kV. STEM and HRTEM micrographs were acquired using a JEM-2100F Field Emission 

Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) elemental maps were 

acquired with the same instrument. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) patterns were collected using a 

Philips PW  diffra to eter e uipped with a Cu Kα radiatio  tu e operati g at  kV a d  A a d with a  
incidence angle of 1°. Characterization by Raman spectroscopy was performed using a ThermoFisher DXR Raman 

microscope. The spectra were recorded using a laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (1 mW), focused 

on the sample with a 50× objective (Olympus). Raman maps were recorder using the same parameters, but with 

the 10 × o je ti e. UV− isi le-NIR absorption spectroscopy was performed using a Cary 5000 spectrometer 

Varia , i  the −   ra ge. Powder sa ples were dispersed i  etha ol, for i g a sta le olloidal 
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dispersion. All spectra were recorded using 1 mm optical path quartz cells. The concentration and the 

experimental parameters were tuned to minimize scattering effects. 

Electrochemical Characterization.  

Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional three-electrode cell, using an Ar-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 solution as electrolyte. An Ag/AgCl (KClsat) electrode (calibrated as 0.217 V vs RHE) and a glassy 

carbon rod were used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Working electrodes were prepared by 

collecting the MoS2 NPs and the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids in Toray paper (TGP-H-60), as described above, and 

addi g .  μL of Nafio  solutio   ol. %, “ig a Aldri h . Co er ial Mo“2 (Sigma-Aldrich) was drop-casted on 

Toray paper and used as reference. Materials activity toward HER was evaluated by recording polarization curves 

from a certain potential to -0.4 V vs RHE using a scan rate of 2 mVs-1. For each material, the starting potential 

was set at 50 mV more positive than its open circuit potential (OCP). To investigate the possible activity 

enhancement due to the p-n nanojunction formed between the smallest MoS2 NPs and the N-cGO, i-t curves 

were recorded at different potentials (-0.1, -0.15, -0.25 V vs RHE) in absence and presence of light, using a white 

LED lamp (OSRAM - 9 LED Star Oslon 150 white 1170 lm/cm2@350 mA) as light source. The current densities 

were normalized to the electrode geometric area (in cm2) and the amount of Mo (in mg) for a better comparison 

among different materials. Impedance spectroscopy was performed in the frequency range between 100 and 

0.1 KHz on different materials drop-casted on glassy carbon electrodes. All the experiments were performed at 

room temperature. 

Synthetic procedures.  

In order to reach the final goal of this work, i.e the preparation of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids, we investigated the 

synthesis by means of aerosol process of progressively complex nanosystems, namely cGO, nitrogen doped cGO, 

MoS2, and doped cGO/MoS2. All synthesis protocols are based on the formation of an aerosol operated by a 

“o aer ultraso i  .  MHz e ulizer parti le size a out . ±  μ  starti g fro  a  a ueous pre ursor solutio . 
Facing new materials for the first time, the integrated aerosol reactor needs constant ad hoc modifications for 

optimizing differently tailored syntheses. Therefore, in the present work we developed from scratch a furnace 

assisted aerosol reactor specifically devoted to the preparation of these nanocomposites based on 2D materials. 

The aim was to develop a system that, through the switching of simple connections, allows working in different 

configurations (i.e. at low vacuum or near ambient pressure, using reactive or inert gases, etc.). The basic 

structure is constituted by the particle generator, connected by a homemade flange directly to the quartz tube 

(inner diameter: 2.5 cm) that goes through a hot-wall CVD tube furnace (Carbolite MTF 12/25/250).  

Particles generated by the ultrasonic nebulizer are forced to pass through a tubular furnace (RT-1200°C), by using 

a mixture of N2 and H2 as carrier gas (see Figure 22). Crumpling process takes place during the whole time-of-

flight of the aerosol droplets, but mainly during the passage through the hot furnace, where water evaporation 

is very fast. Si(100) wafers, gold coated silica filters (EPM2000), and Toray paper were used as substrates for 

collecting the particles. Typical collection time was 30 min. In order to find the optimal parameters for the 

synthesis of the desired materials, we have investigated the effect of different experimental parameters 

(precursors concentration, furnace temperature, carrier gas flow and composition). 
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As previously discussed, the confinement force that causes the GO sheet crumpling is proportional to the solvent 

evaporation rate and to the precursor concentration, while it is inversely proportional to aerosol droplet size. 

The size of the droplet is defined by the operative frequency of particle generator and to the viscosity of the 

solvent. Therefore, in our case, the droplet size could be considered a constant since we always employed 

aqueous solutions and the same particle generator. Conversely, modifying the furnace temperature (400-

1000°C) and the gas flow (50-500 sccm) we can influence the solvent evaporation rate and consequently the 

crumpling and the reduction degree of GO, the thermal decomposition of MoS2 precursor, and the doping. By 

changing the precursors concentration, we can modify the crumpling of graphene and the final 

distribution/agglomeration of MoS2 NPs. Moreover, modifying the carrier gas composition (i.e. adding for 

example a reducing gas such as H2) it is possible to influence the GO reduction degree and doping, and the 

thermal decomposition of MoS2 precursor. 

Hereafter, we will present some experimental results (Raman spectroscopy, SEM, and conventional laboratory 

XPS) obtained during the optimization of the synthesis parameters, in order to provide the reader with an 

overview of the correlation between them and the materials morphologies and compositions.  

 Furnace temperature: influence on GO crumpling and reduction. 

Furnace temperature is one of the most important parameter in crumpling process, because at higher 

temperature the aerosol droplet evaporation is faster and the confinement force is stronger. The effect on the 

crumpling was studied analyzing samples obtained varying the furnace temperature from 600°C to 1000°C. In 

order to carry out these studies, we collected the crumpled particles directly on a Si(100) substrate using 500 

sccm of N2 as carrier gas. SEM images show that the increment in the furnace temperature leads to the 

aggregation of single crumpled balls. However, in spite of this aggregation, by carefully analyzing the SEM 

micrographs it results that the single particles size ranges from 400 to 100 nm in all the samples and that all the 

particles are morphologically similar. 

Raman spectra (� � = 532 nm, � � = 4 mW, 100x objective, Figure 18) were collected on cGO synthesized 

at different furnace temperatures. The intensity ratio between D (~ 1350 cm-1) and G (~ 1600 cm-1) bands as a 

function of the temperature, �⁄ � , is a useful parameter to check the reduction GO. The creation of small 

new sp2 patches due tothe reduction of GO, induces an increase of the D band and consequently a larger  �⁄ ratio. Consequently, GO samples annealed at higher temperature have a higher �⁄ ratio. 

Here we report the �⁄ �  for cGO synthetized at different temperature: 

�⁄ 6 ° = .     �⁄ 8 ° = .     �⁄ ° = .   

The small increase of the D band can also be explained  cGO is explained because the crumpling can introduces 

also some sp3 defects into the sp2 lattice, as underlined below in the XPS data.  

These are average value of �⁄  because in the same sample there could be little variations (in a range of ±0,05) 

from spot to spot in the ratio value. In addition, the Raman shift of G and D band Raman shift could change 

slightly in the same sample, but only in a range of 2 or 3 cm-1. These small changes within a sample were found 
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in all the samples analysed. The average values are centred at 1599 cm-1 and at 1356 cm-1, respectively. 

Considering the Raman spectra of the as prepared GO, a significant shift to higher frequency can be noticed in 

the G band frequency as a result of the crumpling process. This can be associated with the reduction of GO due 

to high furnace temperature.   

 

Figure 18: Evolution of the Raman spectra (D and G band) of cGO collected on Si(100) and synthesized with different furnace 

temperature (600, 800 and 1000°C). 

XPS allows us to understand the effect of our synthesis parameters on the chemical composition of the GO papers 

by the analysis of the carbon chemical state. For the samples synthesized with a furnace temperature of 600, 

800 and 1000°C the C 1s photoemission lines, deconvoluted into seven single peak components, are shown in 

Figure 19. The details of the C 1s photoemission line fitting will be discussed in the Main results paragraph. Here 

it is important to notice that the main component of the C 1s photoemission lines is related to sp2 hybridized 

carbon (black curves in Figure 19) in the samples synthesized at 600°C and 800°C. Instead, in the sample obtained 

at 1000°C the sp3 component (blue curves in Figure 19) is the most intense, and this could be related to a higher 

degree of crumpling of the sheet structure, that can induce many defects in the sp2 domains. 
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Figure 19: C1s photoemission lines of cGO synthesized with furnace temperature of 600°C (lower), 800°C (medium) and 1000°C (upper). 

 Doping and crumpling of GO  

We have investigated different types of graphene doping: N-doping and N-S doping. We present here the results 

obtained for the S-N doping with the furnace temperature maintained at 900°C, using 500 sccm of N2 or N2/H2 as 

carrier gas and collecting the particles on a Si(100) substrate. With lower furnace temperature (i.e. 500-600°C) 

we verified that the degree of doping was very low and therefore these data will not be discussed here. The data 

related to N-doped cGO will be discussed in the Main Results paragraph. 

In order to obtain S-N doping, we mixed to a 1 mg/ml GO aqueous solution L-cysteine or thiourea in order to 

have a mass ratio of 5:1 with respect to GO. In Table 1 we summarized the results of XPS analysis on these 

samples. Notably, the S/N content in the dual doped samples is approximately equal to the S/N content of the 

precursors (1:2 for thiourea and 1:1 for L-cysteine). From the deconvolution of S 2s and N 1s photoemission lines, 

we verified that the component of oxidized S and N species was very high in these samples. Therefore, in the 

case of thiourea (Figure 20), in order to lower the amount of oxidized species, we investigated the effect of the 

introduction of H2 in the carrier gas (N2/H2=10/1 (v/v)). These data suggest that employing molecular hydrogen 

in gas streamis useful in order to decrease the amount of oxidized dopants in favor of the reduced defects, 

especially in the case of N species. 

Table 1: Summary of quantitative surface analysis by XPS on doped and crumpled GO samples. 

 GO+thiourea (with H2) GO+thiourea GO+L-cysteine 

N/C % (at/at) 5.5 5.3 10 

S/C % (at/at) 2.5 2.4 11 

SOx/Stot % 80  100 100 

NOx/Ntot % 0 20 15 
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Figure 20: S2s (left) and N1s (right) photoemission lines of a sample of S-N doped cGO, synthesized employing nitrogen and hydrogen as 

gas carriers (heteroatoms precursor: thiourea.) 

As previously mentioned, heteroatoms doped graphene is currently studied as substitute of Pt in fuel cells. 

Therefore, as future perspective, these kinds of doped and crumpled graphene materials could be tested for the 

ORR electocatalysis. 

 Effect of MoS2 precursor ((NH4)2MoS4) concentration on hybrid material morphology 

In order to investigate the effects of (NH4)2MoS4 concentration on the MoS2-cGO nanohybrids synthesis, we 

present here the results extrapolated from the analysis of various synthesis carried out with a nitrogen flow of 

500 sccm, a furnace temperature of 900 °C and as substrate a piece of Si (100) wafer. In the starting aqueous 

solutions, the GO concentration was maintained at 0.5 mg/ml, while the ammonium tetrathiomolybdate 

concentration was varied from 5 to 0.1 mM. The decision to change the MoS2 precursor concentration, keeping 

fixed other parameters, derives from the analysis of the first sample synthetized with an ammonium 

tetrathiomolybdate concentration of 5 mM. As we can observe in the SEM micrograph in Figure 21, it is clear 

that the collected product is almost totally formed by MoS2 NPs. In the Raman spectra of this sample the 

characteristic D and G band of GO were barely visible, and only the peaks related to MoS2 were clearly 

measurable. Decreasing the MoS2 precursor concentration, we finally obtained a good dispersion of MoS2 NPs 

on the crumpled graphene sheets, as we will show in the Main Results paragraph.  

 

Figure 21: SEM image of the product collected on Si(100) starting from a solution with GO concentration of 1 mg/ml and ammonium 

tetrathiomolybdate concentration of 5 mg/ml. 
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 Optimized synthesis parameters 

The optimized experimental parameters for the synthesis of the materials that will be the focus of our discussion 

(cGO, N-doped cGO, MoS2 NPs, N-cGO/MoS2) were:  

Furnace temperature = 900°C 

Carrier gas composition = N2/H2, 9:1 (v/v) 

Carrier gas flow = 100 sccm 

The precursor solutions for the different materials were optimized as follows: 

c-GO:  GO suspension (0.5 mg/ml) 

N doped c-GO: GO suspension (0.5 mg/ml) in 5M NH3 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution. 

MoS2 NPs: 1 mM (NH4)2MoS4 aqueous solution (Sigma-Aldrich) 

N-cGO/MoS2: GO suspension (0.5 mg/ml) in 5M NH3 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 mM (NH4)2MoS4 (Sigma-Aldrich). 

 

Figure 22: schematic view of the experimental setup. 
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5.4.2 Results and Discussion 

In this work, we investigated the preparation by aerosol technique of progressively more complex nanosystems, 

namely pure and doped cGO, MoS2 NPs, MoS2/cGO composites and eventually N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids. 

Notably, all materials were prepared using the same synthesis protocol (e.g. forming an aerosol transported by 

a H2/N2 gas carrier through a furnace kept at 900°C), simply by adding a further component (i.e. a NH4OH to 

induce nitrogen doping, and (NH4)2MoS4 for the formation of MoS2 NPs) in solution that undergoes aerosolization 

(see scheme 1). The structural and chemical properties of these systems were thoroughly investigated by 

spectroscopic and microscopic techniques, and the knowledge acquired on the single component materials, 

allowed us to rationally design a new nanohybrid based on a p-n junction between MoS2 and N-doped graphene 

that exhibits excellent catalytic activity for photoelectrochemical hydrogen generation. From this point, the 

images and portion of the text are reproduced with per issio  fro  F. Carraro, L. Calvillo, M. Cattelan, M. 

Favaro, M. Righetto, S. Nappini, I. Pís V. Celorrio, D. J. Fermín, A. Martucci, S. Agnoli and G. Granozzi, Fast One-

Pot Sy thesis of Mo“ /Cru pled Graphe e p−  Na o ju tio s for E ha ed Photoele tro he i al Hydroge  
Produ tio , AC“ Appl. Mater. I terfa es , , − .  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 

 

Scheme 1: schematic representation of the rationale for materials. 

Physico-chemical characterization.  

The chemical composition of the different materials was studied by HR-XPS employing synchrotron radiation. 

Figures 1a and 1b shows the C 1s and N 1s photoemission spectra of N-cGO. The C 1s photoemission line (Figure 

24a,c) was separated into six chemically shifted components according to the standard procedure reported in 

literature:57,58,59 the most intense peak, centered at 284.4 eV, is associated with sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, 

whereas the peak at 285.4 eV can be related either to sp3 hybridized carbon component, which is connected to 

the crumpling of the sheets, or to C-N bonds. The features centered at 286.2, 286.8 and 287.9 eV are associated 

with tertiary alcohols60, epoxy61 and carbonyl groups60, respectively. These three components are strongly 

reduced with respect to pristine GO (see the C 1s spectra reported in Figure 23). A minority component 

associated with defective carbon atoms is found at 283.7 eV.62,63 The successful nitrogen doping of graphene by 

aerosol processing, as well as the nature of the N functional groups formed, was determined by separating the 

N 1s photoemission line into three chemically shifted components (Figure 24b). The peak centered at 398.5 eV 

is associated with pyridinic defects, whereas the components at 400 eV and 401.3 eV are related to pyrrolic and 

N substitutional defects, respectively.59,64 Elemental analysis, carried out by considering the area of the C 1s and 

N 1s peaks and their corresponding sensitivity factors, indicates a nitrogen content of about 4% (at %). To the 
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best of our knowledge, this is the first example where the aerosol technique is used for preparing CMGs. A 

detailed investigation of the doping process was beyond the scope of the present work; however, as we 

mentioned in the Experimental details section, we want to underline that by using other simple water soluble 

precursors, it is possible to introduce into GO a full range of dopants (N, S) in different combinations.   

 

Figure 23: C 1s photoemission line of as-prepared GO. 

In the case of the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids, the C 1s photoemission line was separated into five components 

(Figure 24a,c). The only significant difference with respect to N-cGO is the absence of the minority component 

related to defective carbon at 283.7 eV. 

In N-cGO/MoS2, the N 1s and Mo 3p3/2 photoemission lines overlap, making difficult the analysis of the N-doping. 

We noticed an anomalous intensity ratio between Mo 3p3/2 and Mo 3p1/2 peaks that can be associated with the 

presence of the N 1s photoemission line. In order to separate both contributions, the Mo 3p spectral region was 

carefully separated into two single chemically shifted components with a fixed spin orbit split of 17.6 eV, as 

shown in Figure 24d 
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Figure 24: (a) C 1s and (b) N 1s photoemission lines of N-cGO; (c) C 1s and (d) Mo 3p and N 1s photoemission lines of N-cGO/MoS2 

nanohybrids. 

The Mo 3p3/2 component related to MoS2 is centered at 395 eV, whereas the Mo 3p3/2 components centered at 

398.3 eV is related to MoOx oxidized species.65 The presence of MoOx species is not unexpected since the XPS 

data were collected on ex-situ prepared samples and MoS2 edges can partially be oxidized in air.66 To increase 

the accuracy of the fitting procedure, the ratio between these Mo species was based on the deconvolution of 

the Mo 3d photoemission line (see below). Subsequently, two additional components related to the N 1s region 

were added; one at 397.4 eV attributed to C-N-Mo species,67 and another one centered at 399.2 eV associated 

with C-N bonds, which includes the contribution of pyridinic and pyrrolic groups and of N substitutional 

defects.64,59 Quite interestingly, the presence of C-N-Mo bonds indicates that N heteroatoms in doped cGO act 

as nucleation centers for the MoS2 NPs. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that the component at 397.5 

eV cannot be related to N doping of MoS2, or to the formation of MoN, because this component is not present 

in the spectrum of bare MoS2 NPs synthesized in presence of ammonia (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Mo 3p photoemission line of MoS2 NPs synthesized in presence of ammonia. 

The Mo 3d photoemission line was taken into consideration and fitted by three components with a fixed spin 

orbit separation of 3.13 eV, one related to MoS2 (229.2 eV) and the others related to MoO3 and MoOx (233.0 and 

231.6 eV respectively) species, whereas the S 2s photoemission line was fitted by a single component centered 

at 226.4 eV (Figure 26).68,45 To quantify experimentally the MoSx composition, we considered the intensity ratio 

between the S 2s and Mo 3d peaks and compared it with the value measured on commercial MoS2 powder as 

reference for a 2:1 stoichiometry. By using this procedure, we verified that MoSx NPs are slightly under-

stoichiometric in sulfur content (x=1.7). Moreover, by considering the area of the C 1s, Mo 3d and S 2s peaks and 

their corresponding sensitivity factors, we determined a MoS2/C ratio of about 26% (at %). 

 

Figure 26: S 2s and Mo 3d photoemission lines of N-cGO/MoS2. 
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SEM and TEM investigations were carried out to study the microscopic structure of the prepared materials. SEM 

micrographs clearly document the crumpling of GO sheets and the formation of deeply wrinkled and globular 

structures (Figure 27a, b), whose size ranges from 100 to 500 nm. No morphological differences can be observed 

between N-doped and undoped cGO materials (Figure 27c) indicating that the presence of dopants plays only a 

minor role in the physical process of crumpling. SEM images of the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids (Figure 27e, f) show 

that the surface of graphene is decorated with MoS2 NPs characterized by bimodal size distribution: large 

aggregates ranging from 50 to 100 nm, and NPs smaller than 10 nm, which are scattered on the GO surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: SEM micrographs of (a, b) pristine cGO, (c) N-cGO, (d) MoS2 NPs obtained in absence of GO sheets, and (e, f) N-

cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids. TEM micrographs (g, h) of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids. 

The larger structures present morphological features very similar to those obtained by direct aerosol synthesis 

of MoS2 NPs starting from (NH4)2MoS4 in the absence of GO sheets (see Figure 27d). In this case spherical particles 

with deep crevices and rough surfaces are formed, whose dimensions (diameter ranging from 200 to 1000 nm) 

correlate well with the dimension of aerosol droplets. Actually, each aggregate consists of smaller units quite 

homogeneous in size (about 50 nm) that are densely assembled into globular superstructures, and are due to 

precipitation and aggregation processes driven by water evaporation from every aerosol microdroplet. 

Therefore, SEM data indicate that the presence of GO sheets in microdroplet reactors drastically modifies the 

final structure of MoS2 particles since it prevents NP aggregation.  

TEM micrographs of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids (Figure 27g, h) confirm the bimodal growth of MoS2 in presence 

of GO sheets, as evidenced by the presence of large globular aggregates of MoS2 with a diameter of about 50 nm 

that can be either attached to the GO surface or more frequently enclosed inside the c-GO, forming nanosacks 
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as reported in previous works for metal and oxide NPs.54 Moreover, very small NPs, smaller than 10 nm, can be 

easily detected on less crumpled sheets (see inset in Fig 27g).  

 

Figure 28: HRTEM micrograph of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids presenting MoS2 NPs highlighted by red squares.   

HR-TEM analysis (Figure 28) shows that the smallest NPs have a diameter of ~ 3 nm and that nanostructured 

MoS2 grown on graphene surface is crystalline as determined by the lattice spacing corresponding to the (002) 

facet (0.62 Å)69. The GIXRD patterns (Figure 29b) confirm that MoS2 NPs grown on graphene as well as 

synthesized by aerosol method, are crystalline with a hexagonal structure (2H phase).70,71 A sharp (002) peak is 

observed, along with peaks from other reflection groups. The position of the (002) diffraction peak is slightly 

shifted to lower angle (14.02° for the nanohybrids and 13.75° for MoS2 NPs) compared to what is reported in 

[AMCSD 0009788], indicating a lattice expansion as already reported in the literature.72 An estimation of the 

mean crystallite size determined by the line broadening of the (002) diffraction peak yields about 4 nm diameter. 

The peak at 24°, typical of reduced GO, cannot be identified in cGO, N-cGO and N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids (Figure 

29a, 29b).6 This is correlated to the special synthesis method: the crumpling of the graphenic structure avoids 

the restacking of the graphene sheets and prevents to measure a clear diffraction peak.12  
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Figure 29: GIXRD patterns of (a) GO, N-cGO and cGO; (b) MoS2 NPs and N-cGO/MoS2. 

In conclusion, the mean size of MoS2 aggregates in the composite with graphene is one order of magnitude 

smaller with respect to materials obtained without GO (60 nm vs 600 nm). The presence of GO sheets in the 

aerosol droplets therefore has a twofold effects: it favors the nucleation of small MoS2 NPs on the GO surface, 

and prevents aggregation of the NPs because GO crumpling can encapsulate and keep separated different 

aggregates. The uniform dispersion of MoS2 on the crumpled surface of graphene is confirmed also by C Kα, Mo 
Kα a d “ Kα elemental maps obtained by EDS (Figure 30).  
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Figure 30: STEM micrographs of N-cGO/MoS2 (accelerating voltage: 200 kV, on the left) with the EDS elemental maps (on the right) of C, 

Mo and S from the area highlighted by the red rectangle.   

Raman spectroscopy is very useful to characterize the composition of the product, since GO and MoS2 show 

characteristic Raman fingerprints. Raman spectra (Figure 31a) of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrid present the 

characteristic D (~1350 cm-1), G (~1590 cm-1), 2D (~2700 cm-1  a d D+D’ ~2900 cm-1) bands of graphene73 and 

the A1g (~410 cm-1) and E1
2g (~385 cm-1) mode of MoS2.74 The D/G band intensity ratio is higher with respect to 

pure cGO synthesized at the same temperature (not reported here). This could be attributed to the presence of 

N defects that locally break the carbon sp2 lattice symmetry.75 The Raman frequencies of E1
2g and A1g peaks 

related to MoS2 increase monotonously with the number of layers in MoS2 flakes, while the intensity and width 

of the peaks vary arbitrarily. This behavior has been related to increased electronic transition energies or 

elongated interlayer atomic bonds in ultrathin MoS2.76 In our N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids, the wavenumber 

separation between A1g and E1
2g mode of MoS2 in different points of the same sample varies from 25 to 27 cm-1, 

this means that MoS2 NPs are mainly composed by multiply stacked layers as in bulk MoS2.76 
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Figure 31: Raman spectrum of (a) N-cGO and of N-cGO/MoS2; 2D plots of the XY Raman maps of the GO D band (1350 cm-1, b) and G 

band (1590 cm-1, c) and MoS2 A1g (405 cm-1, d) Raman intensity maps (18×18 µm) were acquired for the N-cGO/MoS2 deposited on 

Si(100) wafer using a step of 1 µm.  

Figure 31 reports the 2D XY maps of the GO D band (1355 cm-1) and G band (1600 cm-1) and MoS2 A1g (405 cm-

1). The Raman intensity maps provide a direct evidence of the spatial arrangement of cGO and MoS2 components 

and we can infer that reduced GO and MoS2 NPs are located in the same zones, since the characteristic bands 

have the same intensity trend, indicating the formation of a nanohybrid material. 

Conversely, UV-visible spectra (Figure 32) of the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids provide another confirmation of the 

bimodal growth of MoS2 NPs. The spectrum of N-cGO/MoS2 exhibits three characteristic absorption peaks: the 

peak centered at 975 nm evidences the presence of bulk-like MoS2 and is the only peak observed in the UV-

visible-NIR spectrum of solitary MoS2 synthesized by aerosol methods. 77  The peaks at around 640 and 680 nm 

are related to the smaller MoS2 NPs and is consistent with quantum size effects on this material, as previously 

reported for nanosized MoS2. 77 With a view to the application of the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids as photocatalyst, 

the presence of these absorptions peaks in the visible range is remarkable due to the correspondence with the 

maximum of the solar emission spectrum. This also indicates an increase on the band gap of MoS2 up to 1.8-2-2 

eV, which makes it very appealing for water splitting applications. 
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Figure 32: UV-visible spectra of cGO, MoS2 NPs and N-cGO/MoS2. 

Photo-electrochemical characterization. 

 The photo-electrochemical catalytic behavior toward HER of the N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids and of bare MoS2 

NPs obtained by aerosol processing without GO sheets were investigated.  In all cases the Toray paper was used 

as support. The results obtained for the commercial MoS2 on Toray paper and bare Toray paper are also 

presented as reference. Figure 33a shows the comparison of the polarization curves of the whole series. Bare 

MoS2 NPs exhibit an overpotential for HER around 180 mV vs RHE, which is very similar to that of commercial 

MoS2, and fully consistent with values previously reported in literature.45,78,79 However, MoS2 NPs prepared by 

the aerosol method exhibit higher current densities than commercial MoS2 powders. This result can be attributed 

to the increase of active sites due to the small size of the NPs obtained by the aerosol method. The N-cGO/MoS2 

nanohybrids, however, show an improved HER activity as evidence by lower overpotential (~100 mV vs RHE) and 

significant higher current densities. This latter reaches in nanohybrids a value two times higher than in pure MoS2 

NPs at -250 mV vs RHE (94 mA cm-2mgMo
-1

 and 39 mA cm-2mgMo
-1, respectively). The low overpotential of the 

nanohybrids is comparable with the lowest overpotentials for the electrochemical HER reported in literature for 

graphene/MoS2 based materials. 5,6,12 

To obtain a further insight into HER activity of the different samples, Tafel plots were determined (Figure 33b). 

The resulting Tafel slope for bulk commercial MoS2 is 122 mV/dec, indicating that hydrogen adsorption (Volmer 

step) is the rate-limiting step of HER.80 Tafel slope is lower for the samples synthesized by aerosol method: 93 

mV/dec and 94 mV/dec for N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids and MoS2 NPs, respectively. This indicates that the HER 

occurs through several reaction pathways.80 Tafel slopes around 120mV/dec have been reported for MoS2 grown 

on Toray paper81 (120 mV/dec), for multi walled MoS2 nanotubes grown on multi walled carbon nanotubes 

(CNT)78 (109 mV/dec) and for MoS2/CNT/graphene (100 mV/dec)82. On the other hand, a Tafel slope of ~41 

mV/dec has been reported for ultrathin MoS2 nanosheets grown on graphene.5 Our higher slopes could be 

influenced by two factors: (i) charge transport limitations through the fibrous, porous network characteristic of 

Toray carbon paper used as substrate,81 and (ii) the influence of the bigger MoS2 NPs with a bulk-like structure 
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(as previously demonstrated by Raman and UV-visible spectroscopy) that compromises the conduction through 

MoS2 inner layers.78,83 However, the Tafel slope and the small overpotential of N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids highlight 

the role of N-cGO in the enhancement of the activity of the MoS2 NPs. This effect can be attributed to the 

improved electronic contact between the active MoS2 NPs and the conductive graphene through the N-groups, 

as seen by XPS. Besides, UV-VIS and microscopy investigations indicate that N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids present 

the smallest NPs, and therefore a larger number per mass of highly active edges, which are the main catalytic 

sites of MoS2.17  

 

Figure 33: (a) Polarization curves (not iR corrected) in dark (d) and under illumination (l) for N-cGO/MoS2, bare MoS2 NPs 

obtained by the aerosol method, commercial MoS2 (Sigma-Aldrich) and Toray paper in 0.5 M H2SO4 at room temperature; (b) 

Corresponding Tafel plots for N-cGO/MoS2, MoS2 NPs obtained by the aerosol method and commercial MoS2 (Sigma-Aldrich); 

(c) J-t curves under light (ON) and dark (OFF) conditions at -0.1 V and -0.25 V vs RHE and room temperature for N-cGO/MoS2; 

(d) Mott-Schottky plot at 1 kHz of the N-cGO/MoS2 in dark. 

It is known that the N-doped graphene forms p-n nanojunctions with MoS2 NPs, enhancing the charge separation. 

6 For this reason, we investigated if light could further enhance the electrocatalytic activity of the N-cGO/MoS2 

nanohybrids toward HER. Figure 4c reports the j-t curves obtained at -0.1 V and -0.25 V vs RHE under light and 

dark conditions. Under illumination, the sample shows a percentage increase of 5 and 7 % in the current density, 

whereas the relative increase of bare MoS2 NPs is only of 1 % (Figure 34), at -0.1 V and -0.25 V, respectively. 
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Moreover, under illumination the onset potential slightly shifts to a higher value (~ -75 mV vs RHE, Figure 33a), 

which is somewhat lower than the one obtained by Meng et al.6 (~ +50 mV vs RHE). Such difference can be traced 

back to the contribution of bigger MoS2 NPs, as mentioned above. The better performance under illumination 

therefore is not simply due to the semiconductive character of MoS2 alone, but it is connected to the presence 

of doped graphene oxide. Actually as previously reported6 a p-n nanojunction is formed between the two 

materials, which has the effect of helping the charge separation thus boosting photoelectrochemical activity. In 

fact, MoS2 NPs and N-cGO show respectively positive (p-type behavior) and negative (n-type behavior) slope for 

the Mott-Schottky plots (Figure 35). When coupled in the MoS2/N-cGO nanohybrids, the formation of p-n 

a oju tio s is o fir ed as i di ated y the hara teristi  i erted V-shape  of the Mott-Schottky plot 

(Figure 33d).  

 

Figure 34: J-t curves under light (ON) and dark (OFF) conditions at -0.1 V (top) and -0.25 V (bottom) vs RHE and room temperature for 

MoS2 NPs. 
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Figure 35: Mott-Schottky plot at 1 kHz of (a) GO, (b) MoS2 NPs and (c)N-cGO in dark. In order to extract the values of the plots we have 

used a simplified standard Rs-(RC) circuit. More in detail: impedance spectroscopy was performed in the frequency range 100-0.1 KHz 

(ten points per decade in logarithmic scale), using an amplitude of 5 mV and single sine wave type. We investigate a potential range 

between -0.45 V and +0.3 (vs Ag/AgCl). 
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5.5 Conclusion  

The present chapter fully demonstrates the huge potential of the aerosol processing applied to the synthesis of 

complex multicomponent systems. Actually, simply by adding additional components in the precursor solution 

we prepared in a simple and fast way, nanostructured graphene based materials with increasing level of 

complexity.  

For the first time we were able to prepare by aerosol, doped materials without the need for long processing time 

or the use of toxic gases. Not only, since during aerosol processing graphene sheets heavily bend and wrinkle, it 

is possible to avoid the restacking of graphene sheets and to combine specific electronic properties induced by 

doping with the enhanced reactivity of surface sites induced by high local curvature. Therefore, by following this 

general one pot aerosol route, we demonstrate that it is possible to realize nanocomposites characterized by 

specific interaction between the single components. Such strategy is exemplified by N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids: 

the rational assembly of their single constituents has allowed improving the performance in the electrochemical 

generation of hydrogen, which under illumination shows an increase in the current density 7 times higher with 

respect to simple MoS2 NPs. This can be traced back to the formation of p-n nanojunctions between N-doped 

graphene and MoS2 and to a better dispersion and smaller size distribution of catalyst NPs.  

This hybrid system can actually be considered a multifunctional catalyst since it is based on the strong interaction 

between two moieties (creation of a p-n nanojunction between N-cGO and MoS2) within a unique catalytic 

reaction (photoinduced hydrogen evolution reaction). The in situ hydrogen production is an important reaction 

in the field of tandem catalysis, because H2 could be immediately employed in a successive reaction after the in 

situ production, therefore a more complex synthesis can become safer and more sustainable. As discussed in 

this chapter, the aerosol process permitted to obtain multicomponent catalyst in one pot synthesis. Therefore, 

properly modifying the precursors solution and the synthesis parameters, it is in principle possible to introduce 

in these N-cGO/MoS2 nanohybrids another catalytic site. The high dispersion of NPs over crumpled graphene 

sheets, as demonstrated in this work, is an advantage in order to have a uniform dispersion of a new catalytic 

site in the composite material. For example, if we introduce an active site for hydrogenation reactions (i.e. Pd, 

Pt, Ni, Fe NPs) we pave the way to the possibility of exploit the in situ produced H2 for the catalysis of 

hydrogenation reactions. From a more general point of view, in this chapter we highlighted the huge potentiality 

of aerosol processes for the multiscale design (from micro to atomic scale) of multifunctional materials that could 

be employed in the field of catalysis. Considering the synthesis of N-cGO-MoS2 nanohybrids, at the atomic scale, 

we introduced a dopant (N) in the graphene structure. At the nano scale, we obtained a fine dispersion of MoS2 

NPs, useful for maximizing the number of active sites (edges). At the micro scale, we avoided the restacking of 

graphene sheets thanks to the crumpling process. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this thesis, we have investigated the synthesis and characterization from the micro- through the nano- to the 

atomic scale of different nanostructured heterogeneous catalysts that can be applied in the field of energy 

conversion and chemical synthesis. In our studies, we have tried to emphasize the fundamental role that is played 

by materials design, and the great impact that a rationally driven synthesis can have on the ultimate 

performances. The chemical nature and the morphology of the catalysts have been deeply investigated together 

with their functional properties (i.e. chemical reactivity) in order to establish rigorous structure-activity 

relationships. This fundamental knowledge represents the cornerstone for the development of novel materials 

to be applied in specific applications. To do this, we have employed a large set of tools offered by Materials 

Science, exploring advanced synthesis methods and operando and in-situ characterization techniques. 

In the chapters of this thesis, we have investigated four different case studies, which exemplify different aspects 

of materials design and that involve different length scales.  

In Chapter 2, we have focused our attention of the design at the atomic scale of spinel oxide structures that were 

used as redox catalysts for the production of pure H2 through CLR of ethanol. We have investigated the 

correlation between the reducibility of Fe/Co mixed spinels and the nature and site occupancy of the cations in 

their structures. In CLR processes, the reducibility of the redox catalysts plays a fundamental role in the overall 

catalytic activity. We combined the investigations by means of operando (Quick-EXAFS) and ex-situ techniques, 

to study the influence of cation sites occupancy on the redox properties of the materials. These structural data 

were combined with the analysis of the reaction products in order to identify which are the most chemically 

active cations inside the spinel structure and which parameters control the chemical activity toward ethanol 

decomposition (1st step of CLR). These experiments have highlighted the influence of both coordination and 

chemical nature of the cations on the catalytic properties. In particular, we found that the cations in tetrahedral 

sites of the spinel structure show a higher reducibility with respect to octahedral ones, independently from their 

chemical nature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in which it was possible to assess the role 

of chemical nature (Co vs Fe), geometrical site (tetrahedral vs octahedral site) and crystal phase (spinel vs 

wüstite) on multioxide redox chemistry. This lays the basis for a rational design of spinel oxide based materials 

with specific chemical and functional properties. In fact, the precise understanding of how some specific 

structural features at the atomic scale control the chemical reactivity represents an exceptional stepping stone 

to develop advanced catalysts for the selective conversion of alcohols, alternative solid state oxygen storage 

systems, and several applied materials that exploit the redox properties of oxides.   

In Chapter 3, we have focused our attention on the design at the micro-, nano- and atomic-scale of 

nanostructured catalysts based on Pd nanoparticles supported on CeO2, which have been tested for the selective 

methanol decomposition to syngas. The multiscale design of the materials passed through the synthesis of a 

variety of CeO2 powders with different shapes (nanorods with different aspect ratio, nanocubes) and their 

decoration with Pd NPs. The ceria nanostructures were characterized by a variable size, (from few nanometers 

in small nanorods to hundreds of nanometers in the case of long rods), but exposing surfaces with well-defined 

atomic structures ((100) oriented facets). By a careful comparison of the performances of the catalysts and of 

their changes in working conditions, we deduced that the most important factors are the reducibility of ceria and 

the synergies that can be established by extremely small Pd nanoparticles and the defective substrate (i.e. oxygen 

vacancies concentration). The synthesis parameters of the ceria nanostructures played a key-role in their 

reducibility: the lower the synthesis temperature, the higher the reducibility and the oxygen vacancies 

concentration. Moreover, we demonstrated that on highly defective ceria nanostructures, the Pd NPs 

experienced a stronger interaction with the support. This favored the sta ilizatio  of atio i  Pd spe ies that, 
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in synergy with reduced ceria surface, showed improved catalytic performances. As a future perspective, the 

integration of this kind of catalysts in more complex multifunctional materials for the in situ production of syngas 

is quite appealing. In fact, in Chapter 4, we exploited this study is in order to design a core@shell material 

potentially applicable in the field of tandem catalysis.      

In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated how to build a complex multivariate catalytic system with great promises 

for synergistic and cascade catalysis. We have started from the synthesis of a Manganese based MOF 

characterized by a controlled microporosity. This system was exploited as the initial platform for the creation of 

series of nanoreactors, simply by introducing different types of metal cations inside the MOF cavities. This has 

been possible thanks to the presence of flexible dipyrazoles li kers a le to oordi ate a wide ga ut of soft  
metal cations (post synthetic metallation). The result is the formation of a crystalline material with size selected 

cavities, each containing an open metal site. To demonstrate the potential of such system, we have validated the 

use of the Rh(I) metallated MOF as a catalyst for the hydroformylation of styrene with syngas obtaining extremely 

good results in terms of activity, selectivity, and recyclability. This demonstrates that precisely designed MOFs 

represent an excellent materials platform for the heterogeneizazion of a large variety homogenous catalysts.  

We then proceed further on this route by realizing more complex architectures and we exploited the previously 

studied Pd/CeO2 catalysts as support for the manganese MOF. The final objective was to create in a controlled 

way core@shell nanoparticles where the core is represented by the Pd/CeO2 nanocubes that have demonstrated 

to be quite effective in the decomposition of methanol to syngas and the shell is constituted by the Rh metallated 

manganese MOF, which on the other hand is extremely active for hydroformylation reactions. 

By exploiting the layer-by-layer method, we were eventually able to synthesize this very complex multivariate 

system that contains two nanocatalysts in a precise structural arrangement. The rationale that has guided the 

synthesis of this system was the development of a hierarchical model system characterized by geometrically 

homogeneous and structurally defined units that could be used for a model system for the study of tandem 

catalysis processes.  

As a matter of fact, the Pd/CeO2@Rh-MnMOF tandem catalyst, given the atomic and nanoscale control of its 

single components could allow to investigate by a reductionist approach highly complicated cascade and 

synergistic reactions (e.g. synthesis of propanale by reaction of ethylene with syngas in situ produced by 

methanol decomposition). The ability to obtain a clean interface between the core and the shell, whose thickness 

can be controlled at the level of the single atomic layer, offers a convenient tool to investigate in a systematic 

way the concentration effects induced by the porous nature of the shell, and to understand the role of the 

distance between different catalytic centers, on the overall catalytic activity.  

In Chapter 5, we have investigate a rather fascinating method for the preparation of nanostructured composite 

materials: the aerosol process. The most notable aspect of this technique is that each aerosol droplet can be 

considered as a microreactor that can be exploited for preparing single or multiple units, whose structure can be 

tuned from the nano to the micron scale. By modifying the chemical composition of the precursor 

solution/suspension, which will be atomized, it is possible to introduced different building blocks, chemical 

modifiers and structure directing agents. During the time of flight of the microdroplets inside a furnace with 

controlled atmosphere, all the chemical species present inside the microdroplet can react/decompose and 

spatially organize due to self-assembly or capillary forces and the final product can be collected at the exit of the 

furnace. In our case study, we have synthesized hybrid materials based on crumpled heteroatom doped 

graphene oxide (i.e. N-cGO) decorated with MoS2 nanoparticles and we tested their catalytic activity in the 

electro and photoelectrochemical hydrogen production. This hybrid material can be considered a highly complex 
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multifunctional catalyst since it is based on the electronic interaction between two moieties that explicate 

different functions in a synergistic way within a unique catalytic cycle. In fact, N-cGO and MoS2 combined 

together can form of a p-n nanojunction and singularly the N-cGO is responsible for charge collection and 

improving electron transport, whereas MoS2 is a catalyst for the HER. These materials have a direct application 

in the field of energy conversion. Moreover, the hydrogen generation is also an important reaction in the field 

of tandem catalysis. H2 could be immediately employed in a successive reaction after the in situ production, 

reducing the complexity of a process and improving its safety and sustainability. In our particular case, the 

sustainability of this process is highlighted also by the role of the solar light (reduction of the overpotential 

necessary to start the hydrogen evolution) and by the absence of noble metals in the nanohybrid catalyst. From 

a general point of view, the structure of this hybrid could be considered a rather general model for the synthesis 

of other functional materials based on the combination of two-dimensional nanosheets and nanoparticles.  

Concluding, making an excursus through different case studies, we have highlighted the importance of the 

materials design at different length scale with the aim of improving significantly the efficiency and performances 

of heterogeneous catalysts. Moreover, our work underlines the still untapped potential of hierarchical 

multivariate systems in catalytic applications. The big challenges in this field are connected on the one hand to 

the preparation of controlled composite materials, which must be constituted by different building blocks 

synergistically connected to carry our specific functions, on the other hand to the comprehension of the changes 

of these materials in working conditions, which is the key for the ultimate understanding of the mechanisms at 

the basis of their exceptional reactivity. 

In this context, the present thesis suggests that the aerosol process is a quite interesting synthesis strategy since 

it allows to prepare in a simple way in high yield, even very complex composite materials. Very few other 

techniques allow such a good control at different length scales of materials structure and composition.  

Moreover, our work demonstrates that the combination of standard materials such as nanoparticles with metal 

organic frameworks can be used a versatile platform for developing these multivariate systems, although it is 

necessary a very precise control of the interfacial and structural properties of the overall system. MOFs in 

particular represent a treasure trove for the materials scientist who wants to tackle the great challenge of 

tandem catalysis since their inner cavities can be considered as incredibly sophisticated nanoreactors where both 

the physical dimension and chemical nature are tailored toward a specific application. Quite interestingly, MOFs 

are endowed with an ordered and crystalline nature that make them very appealing for fundamental studies. 

This aspect is closely intertwined with the necessity to make a substantial advancement in the comprehension 

of chemical process in materials bearing multiple catalytic centers. In fact, the fields of tandem, cascade and 

synergistic catalysis are still based on a high level of empiricism. Therefore, it is necessary to develop proper 

model systems and advanced investigations techniques able to tackle this high level of complexity. In this sense 

as exemplified in this work, the use of advanced operando and in situ techniques capable to operate in catalytic 

relevant conditions is of pivotal importance. 

There is still a long way to go, but the advanced tools provided by materials science both in the synthesis and 

characterization of materials, partially showed in this thesis, have finally reached a maturity and technical 

advancement that may pave the way toward the rational design of complex multivariate systems able to perform 

quite complex functions. This may be a groundbreaking result, being a key enabling technology with a large 

impact in several fields such as the already mentioned tandem catalysis but also active self-regulating sensors, 

and stimuli responsive materials. 
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List of acronyms and abbreviations 

2D  Two-Dimensional  
3D  Three-Dimensional  
bcc  Body Centered Cubic  
BE  Binding Energy  
BET Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 
CFSE Crystal Field Stabilization Energy 
c-GO Crumpled Graphene Oxide 
CLR Chemical Loop Reforming 
CMG  Chemically Modified Graphene  
CNPDs Commercial Nanopowders 
CVD  Chemical Vapor Deposition  
DFT  Density Functional Theory  
DRIFTS Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 
EC Electrochemical 
EDX Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 
EISA Evaporation Induced Self Assembly 
EXAFS Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure 
fcc  Face Centered Cubic  
FT  Fourier Transformation  
FWHM  Full Width at Half Maximum  
G  Graphene  
GC Gas Chromatography 
GIXRD Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction 
GO  Graphene Oxide  
HER Hydrogen Evolution Reaction 
HR High Resolution 
LbL Layer By Layer 
LCF Linear Combination Fitting 
LEED  Low Energy Electron Diffraction  
LNRS Long Nano Rods 
LS Linear Sweep 
MOF Metal Organic Framework 
NCs Nano Cubes 
NEXAFS  Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure  
N-GO  Nitrogen Doped Graphene Oxide 
NPs  Nano Particles  
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NRs Nano Rods 
OER Oxygen Evolution Reaction 
OPSE Octahedral Preference Stabilization Energy 
ORR  Oxygen Reduction Reaction  
OSC Oxygen Storage Capacity 
PE  Pass Energy  
PSC Post-Synthetic Crystallization 
PSM Post-Synthetic Metalation 
P-XRD Powder X-Ray Diffraction 
RT  Room Temperature  
SBUs Secondary Building Units 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
SNRs Small Nano Rods 
SSA Specific Surface Area 
STEM  Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy  
STM  Scanning Tunneling Microscopy  
TEM  Transmission Electron Microscopy  
TGA Thermogravimetric Analysis 
TMD  Transition Metal Dichalcogenide  
TPD  Temperature Programmed Desorption  
UHV  Ultra-High Vacuum  
WAXRD Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction 
XAS X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
XAFS X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure 
XANES X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
XPS X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy 
XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
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